
4 ENVIRONNENTAL CONSEQUENCES

The proposed action is to resume L–Reactor operation as soon as practic-
able to produce needed defense n!aterial (i.e., plutonium). The Department of
Energyls (DOE) preferred alternative is to operate L-Reactor after the construc-

tion of a 1000-acre lake to cool the reactor’s thermal discharge to meet water-
quality standards of the State of South Carolina. DOE has changed the pre-
ferred alternative it presented i“ the Draft Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS), which was to operate L-Reactor with direct discharge to Steel Creek with
subsequent mitigation, as a result of public comment and discussions with regu-
latory authorities.

The Department of Energy has identified the 1000-acre lake, with modifica-
tions of the reactor power levels , as the preferred thermal mitigation alterna-

tive following discussions with the South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control (SCDHEC) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE). This
alternative would comply with the State’s water-quality standards by assuring
the existence of a balanced biological community (balanced indigenous population
and balanced biological community are used interchangeably in this EIS) and it
could be constructed by the Corps of Engineers in about 6 months. The 1000-acre
lake is one of 33 cooling-water alternatives evaluated in the Final EIS; its
expected environmental effects were bracketed by the cooling-water alternatives
evaluated in the Draft EIS (i.e., a once-through 500-acre lake, a 1300-acre re-
circulating lake, and modified reactor power operation). The 1000-acre lake is
the largest lake possible considering the terrain of the Steel Creek valley thst
can be constructed by the Corps of Engineers within a single construction season
and the smallest lake allowing maximum operational flexibility.

This chapter discusses the potential environmental effects of L-Reactor

for normal operation under reference-case assumptions, for postulated accidents,
transportation, mitigation alternatives (safety, cooling water, disassembly-
basin purge-water disposal, and 186-Basin sediment disposal), decontamination
and decommissioning, and safeguards and security. The expected environmental
effects of the preferred alternatives are discussed separately in Section 4.5.

4.1 NORMAL L-REACTOR OPERATION

‘c

This section characterizes the expected nonradiological and radiological

effects due to normal operation of L-Reactor. Nonradiological effeets include
those that might result from an increased workforce, the withdrawal and dis-
charge of cooling water, the discharge of liquid and atmospheric chemical efflu-
ents, and the disposal of solid nonradioactive wastes. This section does not

consider cooling-water mitigation n?=asures, which are described in Section
4.4.2; however, it does discuss the effects of direct discharge to Steel Creek’, TC
which is referred to as the reference case, to which other alternative cooling-
water mitigation measures can be compared. Radiological effects include those

that might result from airborne and liquid radionuclide releaaes, the disposal
of radioactive wastes, and the resuspension and transport of radiocesium and
cobalt-60 in Steel Creek.
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4.1.1 Nonradiological impacts

4.1.1.1 Land use and socioeconomic

Land use

The proposed resumption of L-Reactor operation under the reference case
would not alter existing land use on the Savannah River Plant (SRP) site, nor
would it require the acquisition or the use of land off the SBP site; therefore,
no direct land-use impacta are expected.

Four historic sites and one prehistoric site in the Steel Creek terrace and
floodplain system have been determined to be eligible for inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places. A mitigation plan haa been developed to

ensure the preservation of these resources, and the plan hxa baen approved by
the South Carolina State Historic Preservation Officer (Du Pent, 1983b). Stage
I of this mitigation plan involves monitoring to ensure that the sites would not
be directly impacted by L-Reactor operation. This monitoring phaae has been

ongoing; during cold-flow testing conducted in 1983,
(38BR112, 38BR269, and 38BR286) was observed. Stage
implemented and protection of the sites by riprap as
plan is being accomplished under the guidance of the

Carolina Institute of Archeology and Anthropology.

Socioeconomic

erosIon of three sites
11 (mitigation) has been
specified in the titivation
University of South

Operational employment for L-Reactor , which began in 1981, peaked at about

400 employees in mid-1983 and is expected to decrease to 350 by mid-1984, or
about 4 percent of the current workf orce at the Savannah River Plant (Ou Pent,
1982b). Essentially all the operating work force for L-Reactor has Men hired

and resides in the SRP area; therefore, no additional impacts are expected to
local communities and services due to in-migrating workers.

L-Reactor operation is expected to have annual total local ex~nditures on
mxterials and services of avDroximatelv S3 million and a total Davroll and over-
head-expenditure--of‘about-$~:l‘mi-l-lton-.~‘~hese-expenditures ‘are-‘~x~ected-to-‘re- -

ault in the creation of about 50 regional job opportunities. In xddition, these
are expected expenditures to produce an additional direct and indirect incoms of
another $3 million. The total economic benefit to the SRP region during
L-Reactor operation would amount to at leaat 400 direct and indirect job oppor-

tunities, about $25 million in direct and indirect annual income and payroll,
and $3 million in direct annual expenditurea on materials and services.

These contributions to the local economy would help pay for public services
directly through income, property, and license taxes and user fees and indi-
rectly -through sales taxes on goods and services. The benefits provided by the
project would help offset the smal 1 increase in demands for local aervicea that
it generates.
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4.1 .1.2 Surface-water usage

Under the reference case (direct dischsrge to Steel Creek), the once-

through cooling-water system, similar to that used during the previous L-Reactor
operation, would withdraw about 11 cubic meters per second of water from the
Ssvannah River. This would be less than 4 percent of the average flow and 7

percent of the 7-day, 10-year low flow of 295 and 159 cubic meters per second,
respectively. Because little L-Reactor coollng water would be consumed, essen-
tially all water withdrawn from the river would be returned to the river after

pasaing through the L-Reactor heat exchanger and the Steel Creek system. The
estimated consumptive water use by L-Reactor is 0.85 cubic meter per second EL-2

(Nelll and Babcock, 1971).

Withdrawal of cooling water for L-Reactor operation would affect the

aquatic ecology of the Savannah River by (1) the entrainment in the cooling
water of aquatic organisms (predominantly fish eggs and larvae) smaller than the
screen msh in the intake system, and (2) the impingement of aquatic organisms
(primarily fish) on the Intake screens.

Entrainment

An expanded Savannah River aquatic ecology program was initiated in March

1982 to evaluate the impact of the Savannah Rfver Plant , particularly L-Reactor
restart, on the Savannah River fisheries (Appendix C). Data from previous st”d-
fes conducted in 1977 (McFarlane et al. , 1978) were also used in this impact
analysis (see Appendix C). In general, the projected levels of entrainment and

impingement developed from the 1982 investigations are similar to those based on
the 1977 results. However, soresdifferences do exist. A discussion of these
impacts is given in the following sections.

The analysis of the data obtained in 1983, during the second year of the

expanded aquatic ecology program, is still preliminary. However, the 1983 re-
sults have been used in certain parts of the impact assessments below.

Estimates of the numbers of fish larvae that could be entrained by the

cooling water of the L-Reactor and the other SRP installations were obtained in
the following msnner. The average density of larvae found in the replicate
samples taken from the intake canals was multiplied by the total volume of water
pumped into the intakes during each 24-hour sampling period. This calculation

estimated the total number of larvae that was entrained during each day of
sampling. These individual totals were extrapolated for the days when samples

were not taken to estimate entrainment numbers for the entire spawning period.

Estimates of the numbers of fish eggs that could be entrained were made in

a similar manner. However, densities of eggs found in the samples taken from

the river adjacent to the intake canals were used as a basis for the calcula-
tions instead of the densities obtained in the canals themselves because samples
from the intake canals are believed to underestimate the egg densities; the
water velocities in the canals are not sufficient to support drifting semibuoy-
ant eggs. Entrainment in the 3G and 5G intake canals was calculated using the

density of eggs inunediately upstream from 3G. The egg densities for lG were

calculated as a volume-weighted average of the egg densities in the river up-
stream from lG and in upper Three Runs Creek, because a large portion of the
discharge Of UPPer Three Runs Creek enters the lG intake canal.
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According to the results of the 1982 studies and predicted L-Reactor
withdrawal rates, it is estimated that approximately 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and
7.6 x 106 fish larvae would be entrained by the L-Reactor cooling water each
year during the spawning season. The corresponding projections based on the
1983 data are 3.8 x 106 eggs and 11.9 x 106 larvae (see Table 4-1). These
totals represent approximately 6 percent of the fish eggs and larvae contained
in the Savannah River water passing the intake canal during the 1982 spawning
season and 3 percent during the 1983 spawning season.

Table 4-1 compares the entrainment projections derived from tbe 1977, 1982,

and 1983 ichthyoplankton surveys. In general, the loss estimates from all three
studies are similar, although the 1982 estimates of egg entrainment and the 1983
estimates of larval entrainment are somewhat higher than those of the other
years. (Appendix C contains data on the relative abundance and species composi-
tion of eggs and larvae collected. ) This might be due either to differences in

collection methods used during the two studies or to natural year-to-year varia-
tions in abundance. One of the objectives of the current Savannah River fisher-
ies program is to attempt to determine the cause of these differences .

For the impact assessments made in this document , the worst-case situation

is assumed and the highest projections of fish egg and larvae entrainment are
used (i.e., egg data from 1982 and larval data from 1983). Accordingly, tbe
restart of L-Reactor would result in the entrainment of 7.7 x 106 additional
fish eggs and 11.9 x 106 additional fish larvae annually.

Impingement

Impingement studies were first performed at SRP in 1977 (McFarlane et al.,
1978) and were resumed in March 1982 as part of the expanded Savannah River
aquatic ecology program. The results of these investigations indicate that the
impingement rate is influenced to some degree by several factors, including the

number of pumps in operation, the volume of water pumped, tbe river water level,
the water temperature, and the density and species of fish in the intake canal;
only some of these factors will be affected when the L-Reactor begins operation.
Accordingly, the estimatea of incremental increases in impingemen~ due to
L-Keactor should be used for comparative purposes only.

A total of 684 fish representing 35 species was collected during 52 im-
pingement samplings from Msrch 1982 through February 1983 at the lG, 3G, and
5G pumphouses . The nu”ber of fish impinged varied from O to 98 in a 24-hour
period, with an average of 13.2 fish per sample. This is higher than the im-
pingement estimates from 1977 of 7.3 fish per sample (McFarlane et al ., 1978).

According to the 1982 data, the restart of L-Reactor would result in an addi-
tional 6 fish per day impinged during normal river flow conditions, or a
cumulative total of about 19 fish per day for all SRP operations.

The data from the 1983 portion of the ongoing impingement studies indicate
that more fish were impinged that year than previously. The information for the
12-month period ending August 1983 (the last date for which data are available )

was analyzed to evaluate the latest data.

A total of 3604 fish representing 48 species were
take screens during ninety-eight 24-hour samplea taken
and August 1983. The impingement ranged from O to 540
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Table 4-1. A comparison of ichthyoplankton entrainment
for 1977, 1982, and 1983a

SRP pumphouses L-Reactor Cumulative
Year lG 3G 5G Total impacta impact

1977~

Eggs -- -- -- 6.s x 106 2.9 X 106 9.7 X 106
Larvae -- -- -- 19.6 X 106 8.3 X .106 27.9 X 106

Total 26.4 X 106 11.1 X 106 37.5 x 106

1982C
Eggs 8.7 X 106 8.2 X 106 1.2 x 106 18.1 X 106 7.7 x 106 25.8 X 106
Larvae 5.2 X 106 12.0 x 106 0.7 x 106 17.9 x 106 7.6 X 106 25.5 X 106

Total 13,9 x 106 20.2 x 106 1.9 x 106 36.0 X 106 15.3 x 106 51.3 x 106

1983c
Eggs 4.2 X 106 4.1 x 106 0.7 x 106 9.1 x 106 3.8 X 106 12.9 X 106
Larvae 12.9 X 106 13.3 x 106 1.8 X 106 2s.1 x 106 11.9 x 106 40.0 x 106

Total 17.1 x 106 17.4 x 106 2.5 X 106 37.2 X 106 15.7 x 106 52.9 X 106

aL-Reactor 1982 estimxtes are calculated using the ratio 11 m3/sec to 26 m3/see, which

ia the ratio of estimxted L-Reactor cooling-water usage to the average current cooling-water
usage. Accordingly, L-Reactor entrainment estimates and cumulative estimates should be used
for comparison only because they do not reflect ~asured cooling-water withdrawal.

bAdapted from McFarlane et al. (1978); McFarlane (1982).
cAdapted from Du Pent (1983b).
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of fish impinged ranged from O. 1 gram to 22.9 kilograms per day. The total
weight of the fish impinged during the entire period waa 91.3 kilograms. During

this 12-month period, an average of about 37 fish per day were collected in the
impingement samples. At this rate, a total of 13,505 fish would be impinged

annually.

The majority of the fish were in the family Centrarchidae (71 percent) or
the family Clupeidae (15 percent). The moat common fish, bluespotted sunfish,

AY-6
represented 35 percent (1259) of the total fish collected.

The total number of fish impinged showed a aharp increase in mid-March 1983
and remained high through early May 1983. This high impingement coincided with

considerably higher river water levels than those that occurred during the re-
mainder of the sampling year. During the period of high impingement, most spe-

cies had only slight increasea in numbers impinged; however, a sharp increase
was observed in the numbers of blues potted sunfish and pirate perch caught on
the screens. Both species generally inhabit slower moving areaa of the river,

but they could have been driven out by high water.

Figure 4-1 shows the average number of fish impinged at the three intake
canals and the Savannah River water levels from March 1982 through August 1983.

It is estimated that, under average conditions (baaed on 1983 data), an
additional 16 fish would be impinged each day due to the restart of L-Reactor,

AY-6 owing to increased withdrawal. An estimated 5840 fish per year could be im-
pinged due to L-Reactor operation.

Surveys of the recreational fishery in the fresh-water portions of the
Savannah River indicate that the species caught in greatea t numbers by anglers
are bream (i.e. , bluegill, warmouth, and sunfish), crappie, and catfish (i.e. ,
catfish and bullheads). These species make up about 37 percent of the total
number of fish collected during the impingement studies. Using these data,
estimates can be made of the numbers of these recreational ly import ant fish that
would be lost due to impingement. Table 4-2 sumn!arizea these estimates.

—-The-l argemouth– bass–i-sanother-imporEant-a portfi-sh; -it--i-s-the-second–most-
sought-af ter fresh-water species in the Savannah River. However, because it ia
not often caught, it does not rank highly in annual catch statistics. This
species is impinged rarely at SRP, comprising about O.3 percent of the total
fish collected (i.e. , 2 individuals from a total of 684). The projection of
annual leases under present operating conditions is 14 fish. An additional 6
largemouth bass would be lost annually as a result of L-Reactor operations.

4. 1.1.3 Ground-water usage

During the renovation of L-Reactor, two new wells were drilled. In 1981
and 1982, they produced about O. 28 cubic meter per minute from the Tuacalooaa
Formation. They produced about 0.94 cubic meter per minute in 1983. This
withdrawal rate is not expected to increaae when L-Reactor operation ia resumed

(Du Pent, 1981b).
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Table 4-2. Estimated numbers of fish that would be 10St annually due to
impingement under average river flow conditions (based on

data from September 1982-August 1983)

Estimated loss Loss due Total 10SS
Percentage of under present to L-Reactor with L-React or
total number operating operation operational

Species impinged conditions (estimated) (estimated )

Bream 20 2,633 1114 3,747
Crappie 3 436 184 620
Catfish 3 335 142 477
Largemouth
bass o 30 13 43

Other
species 74 9,989 4226 14,215

All
species 100 13,423 5679 19,102

When L-Reactor is operational, withdrawal of ground water from the Tusca-
loosa Aquifer (excluding incremental pumping by its support facilities), is
estimated to be 20.5 cubic meters per minute at the Savannah River Plant and
about 56.5 cubic meters per minute from all users within about 32 kilometers of
Savannah River Plant (Sections 3.4.2.5 and 5.1. 1.4). Siple (1967) concluded
that the Tuscaloosa aquifer could supply 37.8 cubic meters ~r minute at SRF
with no adverse effects on the pumping capabilities in existing 1960 wells.
Total SRP pumping from the Tuscaloosa in 1960 was about 18.9 cubic inters per
minute.

Drawdown calculations for the Tuscaloosa Aquifer suggest that water levels
at the Plant boundary opposite A- and M-Areas would rise in relation to the

-levels-measured ‘in-t982U(-Ge’drgfa–Powe-r–Co-m~%-n~;-‘1982;‘Dun-Po-rit-,-”198”3h”)‘i-fth”e-SRP
pumping rate decreases from 23.8 (1982) to 20.5 cubic meters per minute. These
projected increases would be about 0.5 meter at Jackson and 0.4 meter at
Talatha. Long-term cyclic water-level fluctuations near SRF often exceed 2
meters (see Figure F-12).

Computer modeling (Marine and Ro”tt, 1975) indicates that the best estimate
of the ground-water flux in the aquifer ia about 110 cubic meters per minute
throughout the Savannah River Plant and adjacent areas (Figures F-25 and F-31
show the study area). The current ground-water flux through the Tuscaloosa in
the Marine -Routt study area is conservatively estimated to be 51 cubic meters
per minute, which ia the study’s loner-bound estimate (see Section F.4.2). This
compares with a withdrawal rate from the study area of 32.0 cubic meters per

mfnute (20.5 for SRP + 11.5 for neighboring off site users). Incremental and
cumulative ground-water “withdrawals are described in Sections 5.1.1.4 and 5.2.3,
respectively.

Pumping tests were conducted on both new L-Area wells. One well had a
drawdown of 8.2 meters and the Other a drawdOw of 12.2 meters when tested for
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a short period of time at flow rates of 2.8 cubic ~ters per minute. From the
average specific capacity of O.27 cubic meter per minute per meter derived dur-
ing the p“mpi~ tests, a short-time drawdown of 3.5 meters (including well
entrance losses) at the center of the cone of depression is calculated for an
L-Area well producing 0.94 cubic meter per minute.

The total dra”down 0.3 meter from the center of the cone of depression is
4.6 meters when the entrance losses are subtracted and the effects of pumping
elsewhere on the Savannah River Plant are included. The upward head differen-
tial between the Tuscaloosa and Congaree Formations in L-Area is calculated to
be about 3.7 meters (Figure 3-9). Thus, 0.3 meter from the center of the cone
of depression, the head differential is about O.9 meter downward. The upward
head differential at the L-Area seepage basin, about 400 meters from the A-Area
wells, is calculated to be 1.4 meters,
L-Area.

principally in response to pumping in
Measurements of upward differentials over the last 10 years show a

gradual decline of about O.16 meter per year (Section 3.4.2.5). This rate of

decline, if it continues, will further reduce the upward head differential
beneath the L-Area seepage basin. However, because pumping rates at SRP are
expected to remain less than the 1983 rate (see Table F-10) over the next 6
years (Sections 5.1.1.4 and 5.2.3), this trend is expected to be retarded. The
hydroa tratigraphic propert ies of the format ions unclerlying the L-Area seepage
basin [principally the green clay (see Section 4.1.2.2) and the pisolitic clay
at the base of the McBean and Congaree Formations , and the thick upper clay
layer of the Ellenton Formation (Table F-1 )] will tend to protect the Tuscaloosa
from contamination by the seepage of pollutants that enter the overlying shallow
ground-water units. The upward head differential will provide additional

protect ion.

As noted in Section 4.1.2.2, contaminants from the L-Reactor seepage basin
that reach the water table are expected to follow a ground-water travel path to
Steel Creek, where they will be discharged through seepline springs. hy Con-

tamination that might reach the Congaree or Tuscaloosa from L-Area would flow
beneath the SRP to the Savannah River and would not affeet offsite groundwater
users; the following ground-water transient times have been estimated (Figures
F-25 and F-26 for flow paths and Table F-1 for flow velocities):

● Congaree Formation -- 76 years
[(12.2 x 103 meters )/(160 meters per year) = 76 years]

● Tuscaloosa Formation -- 250 years

[(13.1 x 103 meters )/(52.2 meters per year) = 250 years]

Pumping from the Tuscaloosa in L-Area will have no effect on the heads in
the Congaree and overlying formations because this aquifer has a very poor hy-
draulic connection with them. The withdrawal of ground water from the Tusca-

loosa in L-Area is not expected to affect either the quality of the water or the
offsite water levels in the aquifer.

In conclusion, the withdrawal of ground water for L-Reactor would be about
0.94 cubic meter per minute. The ground-water withdrawal from the Tuscaloosa is

projected to decrease when L-Reactor operation resumes (excluding incremental
pumping in support of L-Reactor) compared to 1982 pumping; water levels are ex-
pected to rise as a new equilibrium piezometric surface is established at SRP
and neighboring areas. At Jackson and Talatha, projected water levels would

AW- 1
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increase by 0.5 and 0.4 meter, respectively, if sitewide pumping decreases tO
20.5 cubic meters per minute. However, pumping at L-Area would draw down the

water in the Tuscaloosa 10callY, and thereby reduce the upward head difference

between the Tuscaloosa and Congaree to about 1.4 meters beneath the L-Reactor
seepage basin. The withdrawal of ground water from the Tuscaloosa would not

affect water levels in overlying aquifers because of the thick Ellenton clay
unit and the basal Congaree Clay. Important clay layers, principally the green

clay, beneath the L-Reactor seepage basin would tend to protect the Congaree and
Tuscaloosa Aquifers; any contaminants that might reach these aquifers are ex-
pected to flow beneath the SRP to the Savannah River in an estimated 76 to 250
years, respectively, and would not affect offsite ground-water users.

4 .1.1.4 Thermal discharge

The direct discharge of L-Reactor cooling water to Steel Creek, discussed
here, is the reference case to which all mitigation measures (including the
preferred alternative) are compsred (see Section 4.4.2). The preferred alterna-

tive is discussed in Section 4.5 and Appendix L. Section 7.5 discusses the
NPDES permit for L-Reactor.

The L-Reactor cooling system would discharge thermal effluent directly into
Steel Creek, one of five major creeks that drain the Savannah River Plant and
flow into the Savannah River. The temperature of the effluent at the outfall

canal would reach 73°C during extreme meteorological conditions. The effluent
would flow at a rate of about 11 cubic inters per second (natural flow in the
creek at Road B is about 0.17 cubic meter per second; see Section 3.4.1.2).
Modeling (Du Pent, 1982b) of L-Reactor thermal effluents at two power levels
(Figure 4-2) indicated that the thermal discharge would enter the swamp at tem-

peratures between 40”C (spring) and 45°C (summer). Table 4-3 presents tempera-
tures that could occur ac selected points along Steel Creek under the most
severe 5-day meteorological conditions (as determined from conditions between
1976 and 1980). If L-Reactor is operated under these severe conditions, the
water temperature of Steel Creek above its delta would exceed 40”C: the temr)era-
ture of tie effluent when it reaches the Savannah River would be about 33”C’

TC j
.(.TaTl=.4=3.).@..._–––_ ———— .— .—.—. — —

TC

The thermal impact to wetlands would be expected to be similar to condi-
tions that occurred when L-Reactor operated previously. During the past 15
years, through the process of natural succession, these wetlands have become
reestablished. They are, however, structurally different from the closed canopy
of mature cypress and tupelo gum that existed before SRP began operations
(Sharitz, Irwin, and Christy, 1974). Elevated temperatures and water levels
would eliminate between 420 and 580 acres of “etland vegetation within the Steel

Creek corridor. Portions of these areas would revert to mudflats. Sediments
would be transported downstream and deposited on the delta, contributing to its
physical buildup and impacting vegetation.

With the reference case and other once-through alternatives, emergent wet-
land flora and submerge”t hydrophytes, which have revegetated the Steel Creek
delta since 1968, would be eliminated and their substrates would also revert tO
mudflats after resumption of operations. Some herbaceous flora
established on exposed floodplain sediments and elevated stumps

b-lo
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Table 4-3. Predicted seasonal water temperatures of Steel Creek aa a result
of L-Reactor operation (maximum load) and direct discharge

Location Summers Sununerb Springb Winterb

L-Reactor outfall 73C 71 69 66

Road A 54 53 50 46
Road A-17 47 46 42 37
Swamp at delta 46 45 41 36
Mid-swamp 37 35 31 25
Mouth of creek at

Savannah River 34 33 28 21

aBased on the worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980)

and the estimated operating power of the reactor. Five-day worst-case wte-
orological conditions provide the basis for a conservatively high estimate of
discharge and downs tream temperatures that are likely to result from the
implementation of a thermal mitigation alternative. The selection of 5-day
worst-case meteorology is also based on a typical cycle of consecutive wte -
orological conditions; it is considered representative of extrew tempera-
tures for which the maintenance of a balanced biological community can be
measured under Section 316(a) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of
1972.

bBased on 31J-year average values for meteorological conditions (1953-

1982 ) and the actual power of a“ operating reactor. Summer average tempera-
tures have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures
that could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and below
average did not occur.

cThe secondary cooling-water discharge temperature durfng extreme sum-

mer meteorological conditions has been reduced to 73”c. This reduced temper-
ature reflects reduced reactor operating power to compensate for increased
temperatures in the cooling-water supply drawn from the Savannah River during
the warmest summer months.

—

fallen trees . Most of the scrub-shrub and willow-dominated communities would be
eliminated. Between 310 and 420 acres of the delta and swamp vegetation would
be lost. Riverlne vegetation near the wuth of Steel Creek consists primarily
of bottomland hardwood forests; emergent and submergent macrophytes are sparse
or absent. Temperatures as high as 11‘C above ambient for short periods of time
probabIy would not impact these flora. Temperatures of 11“C or higher above
ambient are expected to occur about 10 times a year; each occurrence Is expected
to last about 2.5 days.

Flooding and siltation (fro” erosion of the stream bed and banks) associ-
ated with the therml discharge at 11 cubic meters per second are expected to
modify aquatic habitat in the Steel Creek floodplain and delta. The delta is
expected to expand into the swamp at a mximum rate of about 3 acres per year.
This growth rate WaS calculated using historic data (Ruby, Rinehart, and Reel,
1981) for the period “he” L-Reactor discharged 186-Basin and cooling-water

effluents .to Steel Creek. Wetland habitat is expected to be eliminated or
modified at a rate of about 7 to 1(Iacres per year due to thermal discharge a“d
its associated flooding, siltation (Smith et al., 1981), and fluctuating water
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levels. If the L-Reactor resumed operation with direct discharge, about 420 ITC

acres of the wetlands in the Steel Creek corridor and about 310 acres in the
swamp area, or about 730 acres total, would ha initially affected (reference
case). The 1000 acres of eliminated habitat represent a conservative estimate
of the wetlands that would be affected over a number of years of reactor

operation.

Wildlife

Except for backwater pools or other cool-water refuges, the high water
temperatures from the o“tfall to the delta (resulting from direct discharge, the
reference case) would make the section of Steel Creek below L-Reactor uninhabit-
able for amphibian eggs and larvae. Adult life forms might survive along the
stream mrgins or relocate to adjacent habita.

Reptiles are more dependent on aquatic habitat for food (i.e., insects,
fish, amphibians) and ahelter than for reproduction. The elevated water temper-

ature and the elimination of prey organisms would eliminate the habitata of
semiaquatic snakes and turtles upstream from the delta and would cause a marked
decrease in species richness. Portions of the delta might provide marginal
habitat for water snakes and turtles following L-Reactor restart.

The endangered American alligator inhabits all parts of Steel Creek from

the L-Reactor outfall to the cypress-tupelo forest adjacent to the steel creek
delta; it also usea areas lateral to Steel Creek, including Carolina bays, back-
water lagoons, and beaver ponds. The number of alligators inhabiting the Steel
Creek area ranges during the year between 23 and 35 individuals. Telemetry
studies showed that males had larger ho~ ranges than juveniles and females;
males sometimes moved from the delta into the Savannah River swamp. The releaae

of cooling water from L-Reactor would eliminate alligator habitat in Steel Creek
from the reactor outfall to the Savannah River, except for backwater pools or
other cool-water refuges, by increasing the water temperature above physiolog-

1tally tolerable limits, eliminating principal food sources, and possibly
inundating nests and shallow-water wintering habitats (Smith et al. , 1981,
1982). Red sore, a bacterium-caused disease that affects fish and reptiles,

could becom more prevalent with thermal loading and could affect the Amrican
alligator. Conditions conducive to the reproduction of this bacterium, however,

are very specific (i.e., water temperature, pH, etc. ).

L-Reactor startup would take several days. Adult alligators should be able

to avoid heated areas and emigrate to suitable nearby habitats. During winter,

alligators might seek the warmer effluent waters until temperatures again rise
above acceptable limits in late spring and summr. Juveniles also would be ex–

petted to avoid thermal effluents, but these smaller alligators would have mre
difficulty relocating to suitable habitats and would be exposed to greater
predation. A startup in late spring and summer could destroy both nests and
eggs. Winter startup could be fatal to torpid individuals that oveminter in

shallow-water areas along the creek and in the delta. The DOE has initiated the

consultation process with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to determine the
needed mitigation meaaures in the event of a winter or spring startup.

The Savannah River swamp and Steel Creek delta provide an important re-
gional sanctuary and refuge for waterfowl. Over 400 wood ducks and nearly

1200 mallards have been observed roosting and feediw in the Steel Creek delta.
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Seven other species of waterfowl also use this area. The Steel Creek delta also

provides important foraging habitat for the wood stork, a large wading bird that
is listed as an endangered species (USDOI, 1964). A total of 102 bfrda was ob-

served feeding in the Steel Creek delta in 1983. No wood stork nests occur on
the SRP site. (DOE has initiated a consultation proceaa with the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service on the wood stork. ) Thermal diacharge would eliminate feeding

and roosting habitat due to vegetative mrtality and would adversely affect food
sources such as fish because water temperatures would preclude their presence.

Semiaquatic mammals that would be affected by the thermal effluent include
the kaver, river otter, mink, and muskrat. Adults should not experience uor-

tality due to increased flow and temperature, but f100ding during the breeding
season could adveraely affect the young. Except for the muskrat, these apeciea

are common throughout the Savannah River Plant.

Aquatic biota

The direct discharge of cooling-water effluent to Steel Creek (reference

caae) would eliminate mst of the biota of the ~in channel from the L–Reactor
outfall downstream to the delta. Population of thermotolerant and thermophilic

algae, such as blue-greens, would be expected to increase (Gibbons and Sharitz,
1974). These organisma thrive in areas where species more sensitive to elevated
temperatures cannot compete. According to information on the SRP thermal
streams (Four Mile Creek and Pen Branch), few higher organism are likely to
survive in the main-stream channel of Steel Creek. As the effluent roves away
from the L-Reactor outfall, the temperature would decline and more organiama
would occur, beginning with the mat thermally tolerant (Du Pent, 1982b).

During thermal discharge, Steel Creek would not be suitable for fish of
recreational or commercial importance; fish presently in Steel Creek would move
to avoid heated effluents. In addition, the warmer waters of Steel Creek might

prevent acceas to the floodplain swamp by fish from the river. Temperature
tolerance data indicate that most, if not all, spawning activity could be elimi-
nated by the thermal effluent; however, other similar spawning habitat ia avail-
able in thermally unaffected areas on the Savannah River Plant and along the
Savannah River. The moat common fish remaining in the Steel Creek area probably
would be the msquitof”i~h~l~ h~u—gh~-few centraicliids “figh”t-otFur-”ifi”bkckwater –
areas and tributary streams such aa Meyers Branch (Cherry et al. , 1976; Falke
and Smith, 1974; Ferena and Murphy, 1974; McFarlane, 1976; McFarlane et al.,
1978).

Although 2280 acres of the wetlanda along Steel Creek above L-Area and

along Meyers Branch above its confluence with Steel Creek would not receive di-
rect thermal discharge, acceas to these areas by fish from the Savannah River
will be restricted. The entrance to Boggy Gut Creek, an offsite tributary im-
mediately downriver of Steel Creek, could be blocked by the thermal plume at
times and fish access would be limited. Wetland areas of Boggy Gut total about
230 acres.

Thermal diachar~e to the Savannah River

Existing thermal discharges from the Savannah River Plant to the Savannah
River include those from K-Reactor, which diachargea to Steel Creek via Pen
Branch, and C-Reactor and the D-Area powerhouse, which discharge to the Savannah
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River via Four Mile Creek and Beaver Dam Creek, respectively. With the refer-

ence case, the resumption of L-Reactor operations would increase the thermal
discharge to Steel Creek below its confluence with Pen Branch and increase the
SiZe of the therml plum in the Savannah River.

Thermal plume. Since 1968 (K-Reactor operating and L-Reactor on standby) ,
the discharge to the Savannah River from Steel Creek haa been about 15.6 cubic
meters per second at temperatures typically less than 5.6°C above ambient river

temperature (Du Pent, 1982b). Judging from previous operating experience, the
discharge with both K- and L-Reactors operating should increase to about 27.4
cubic meters per second; during the warmer mnthe, the creek-to-river delta-T
should average about 7.2”C.

The thermal plum from Steel Creek would remain on the South Carolina side
of the Savannah River until it becomes completely mixed with the river water,
typically about 1.5 river miles (2.4 kilometers) downstream from the mouth of
the Steel Creek (Du Pent, 1983b). Thus, a zone of passage for anadromous fish
would exist in the river.

Computer simulations were used to predict the temperature in the Steel
Creek thermal pluw and at the point of entry into the Savannah River to the
point of complete mixing of the plume with river water, about 1.5 river miles
downstream from the muth of the Steel Creek (Du Pent, 1983b). Figure 4-3 showa
the results of this modeling for a river flow of 175.6 cubic meters per second
at the muth of Steel Creek that, with two reactors operating, corresponds to a
flow of 178.4 cubic meters per second at Augusta (River Mile 187.4). A flow of
at least 178.4 cubic meters per second is mintained 80 percent of the time at
Augusta by the Army Corps of Engineers (see Section 3.4.1 ). Under the con-

ditions shown in Figure 4-3, a creek-to-river delta-T greater than 9°C would be
required to exceed a 2.8°C temperature difference acrosa a mixing zone boundary
in the river defined by 25 percent of the cross-sectional area of the river (see
the upper, solid curve). The lower, dashed curve represents the temperature

difference along a 33-percent surface-area mfxing zone boundary.

Figure 4–4 is a compilation of the mdeling results discussed above. The

uPPer (sOlid) curve representa the calculated creek-to-river delta-T fOr corre-
sponding river flows and only L-Reactor discharging to Steel Creek. Similarly,
the lower (dashed) curve represents the case when the thermal effluent from both
K– and L-Reactors is discharged through the muth of Steel Creek.

The temperature increaae of the Savannah River would depend on several fac-
tors: the ti~ of the year, flow rates of the river, and SRP operating condi-
tIons. Table 4-4 lists the projected increases in water temperature from

L-Reactor during August as a function of flow with three reactors discharging to
the river.

Computer simulations also show that the muth of Boggy Gut Branch would be
affected by the L-Reactor thermal plume. These effects for the spawning months

of February through June are shown in Figure 4-5; the computed temperature at
the mouth of Boggy Gut Branch is plotted for the case of both K- and L-Reactors
discharging through the mouth of Steel Creek and a river flow of 320 cubic
meters per second. This river flow, which is 82 percent of the average flow

during the 5-month spawning seaaon (Figure 3-6), was chosen to reflect lower
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Table 4-4. Projected L-Reactor contribution to the udxed
river temperature increase during Augusta

L-Reactor

Savannah River contribution to
flow at Ellenton river temperature Description of flow

Landing (m3/see) increase (“C) at Ellenton Landing

159.0 0.70 7-day, 10-year low flow

179.4 0.67 Mean for annual 7-day

low flows, 1964-1983
295.0 0.45 Long-term average flow

aAdapted from Du Pent (1982b).

flows that mfght occur as the result of the filling of Russell Dam (Section
3.4. 1) and lower flows during periods of drought. Two temperature curves are

plotted for the mouth of Boggy Gut Branch, one for a Steel Creek-to-rfver
delta-T of 7.2°C (average) and another for a delta-T of 11.l°C (24 events per
year with a 2.5-day duration on the average). Figure 4-5 also shows the monthly

average maximum river temperature meaaured daily at Ellenton Landing.

Ecological impacts.

Savannah River only near
ence of Steel Creek with
mmmals that inhabit the

Direct discharge would produce a thermal impact on the
the mouth of Steel Creek. Downriver from the conflu-
the river, no adverse impacts to reptiles, birds, or
river’s riparian habitata are expected.

The temperatures near the muth of Steel Creek could be high enough to

exclude the creek and its floodplain as potential spawning areas for riverine
and anadromous fish such aa the blueback herring during the spawning season.
However, temperature measurements in the river (OU Pent, 1982b) and thermal
modeling indicate that the thermal plume would remain close enough to the South

Carolina shore to permit a zone of passage for migrating fish such as American
shad, blueback her.ci.ng.,_s.tr.ip.ed_.bass.,._and_Atlantic-and- shor.tnose–sturgeon.(.Du– —
Pent, 1982b).

Studies we,re conducted by the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
(ANSP, 1953, 1957, 1961, 1967, 1970, 1977) to nmnitor the effects of SRP opera-
tion on the general health of the Savannah River. ANSP studies (Matthews,
1982) indicate that no major changes in the presence of species have occurred
from past Savannah River operations at their stations or are expected to occur
from the addition of heat and cooling water from L-Reactor.

4.1 .1.5 Wastewater discharges

Liquid effluent discharges to Steel Creek

Liquid effluent from L-Area would ha”e chemical compositions that are aimi-

lar to those from other SRp reactor
their approximate annual flow rates

areaa. The L-Area effluent
are listed in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5. Sources of effluent streams to

Steel Creek from L-Areaa

Approximate annual
Effluent stream sources flow rate (m3)

Cooling water, process 3.4 x 108
water, cooling reservoir,
sanitary wastewater

Heating/cooling, offices 1.4 x 104
Water treatment plant 2.6 X 105

Cooling water for engine
building 1.6 x 106

aAdapted from Du Pent (1982b).

With the reference case, some of the chemicals discharged through these
outfalls to Steel Creek would originate from the Savannah River water pumped
through the reactor secondary cooling system. Table 4-6 lists estimated L-Area
liquid effluent chemical loads and compares them with the corresponding water
quality or drinking-water standard and with concentrations mr!asured in Steel
Creek and in the Savannah River above and below the Savannah River Plant.
Available measurements from the Savannah River (Table 4-6; Marter, 1970; Mat-
thews, 1982) indicate little variation in measured quantities between upstream

and downstream locations from present 58P operations; L-Reactor operation would
not be expected to alter this situation significantly. Because of the high
cooling-water flow rates to Steel Creek, most chemical contaminants would be
expected to be transported through the swamp into the Savannah River, although
flocculated suspended sediments would be expected to settle and accumulate in
the swamp. No significant impact on swamp-water quality would be expected.

Sanitary discharges

Sanitary wast~w.ater would b.e..chlo.r.inated..at.a,packaged. .treatment..plant-and.
discharged through the L-Reactor area wastewater sewer to Steel Creek. The
sanitary wastewater-t reatmnt plant is designed for a maximum flow of 132 cubic
meters per day. The treatment-plant size was selected to be adequate for the
expected operating work force. The discharge would meet NPDES permit (Du Pent,
1981a) requirements and would have no major impact on Steel Creek (DLIPent,
1982b). Sewage sludge would be transported to an existirig basin near the Cen-
tral Shops. Samples of sludge from similar treatment facilities indicate that
it Is not hazardous (Du Pent, 1982b).

Cooling-water reservoir (186-Basin)

The 95-million-liter cooling-water processing basin (186-Basin) is cleaned
annually during periods of reactor shutdown to remove accumulated solids. About
110 metric tons of the 5530 metric tons of suspended solids that would enter the

186-Basin annually are expected to be deposited in the basin. This sediment
would be flushed to Steel Creek over a period of several days. During flushing,
the suspended solids concentrations in the effluent would be about 60 to 160

parts per million. This operation, which requires a variance from NPDES perudt
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Table 4-6. Comparison of L-Area effluents with water-quality staridards
and Savannah River and Steel Creek measurement

Savannah Savannah
Water qualityl River (3.6 km Projected Steel Creek River (16 km
drinking water above SRP) L-Area (Road A) below SRP)

Constituenta atandardb 1982 avgc effluentd 1982 avgc 1982 avgc

pH (no units) 6.5-8.5 (S) 6.2-7.0 6.4-7.1 6.4-7.8
8.6

6.4-7.1
9.3Dissnlved oxygen

(00)
TotaI suspended

solids (TSS)
Total diaaolved

solids (TDS)
Biological oxygen

demnd (BOD)
Chemical oxygen

demand (COD)
Ammonia (NH3)
Chloride (Cl)
Sulfite/sulfate - S

(s03/s04)

Nitrite/nitrate - N
(NOZ/N03)

Total phosphate
(P04)

Surfactante
Oil and grease
Calcium (Ca)
Sodium (Na)

Fluoride (F)
Aluminum (Al)
Iron (Fe)

Magneaium (Mg)
Molybdenum (Me)
Manganeae (Mn)

Cadmium (Cd)

Chromium (Cr)

Copper (Cu)

>4 (WQS)

<50 (WQS)

<500 (s)

9.4

10

67

+e

17.6

+

7.8 12

55 67

—f 1.9 5.1 1.9+

+

0.2
6.1

20.6
0.84
6.2

13
0.02
5.6

—
--

<250 (S)

+
0.1
5.3

<250 (S) 7.6 12.1 3.7 7.2

<lo (P) 0.52 0.68 0.14 0.51

0.19
+
+

3.8
10
+
1.3

0.58
+

+
+
+

0.19
0.09
6.4
+

7.4
+
1.4

0.98
0.12
0.01
0.05

<0.003

<0.04
<0.01

<0.03
+

4:9
4.7
+

<0.85
0.43
+
+
+
+

0.18
+
+

3.7
9.5
+
1.0
0.1
+
+
+
+

+
+

-.

<0.5 (s)
--
—
--

1.4-2.4 (S)
—

<0.3 (s)
--
--

<0.05 (s)
<0.01 (P)

<0.05 (P)
<1 (s)

+

+
+
+



Table 4-6. Comparisen of L-Area effluents with water-quality standards

and Savannah River and Steel Creek measurement (continued)

I Savannah Savannah
Water ~uality/ River (3.6 km Projected Steek Creek River (16 km
drinkirigwater above SRP) L-Area (Road A) below SRP)

Cons tituenta standardb 1982 avgc effluentd 1982 avgc 1982 avgc

Lead (Pb) <0.05 (+) + 0.001 <0.05 +

Mercury (Hg) <0.002 (P) + 2.9 X 10-4 + +

Nickel (Ni) <0.13 (WQS) + <0.03 + +
Selenium (Se) <0.01 (P) + 0.004 + +

Silver (Aq) <0.05 (q) + 4 x 10-4 + +
Zinc (Zn) <5 (s) , +
t

0.07 + +

,i BHC <9.2 X 10-6 (WQS) + 2.2 x 10-7 + +

Cyanide (CN) <0.02 (WQS) + <0.02 + +
Benzenze <0.007 (WQS) + <0.002 + +
Chloroform <0.002 (iWQS) + <0.001 + +

Bia (2 chloro-
isopropyl) ether <34.7 (WQS) + 0.002 + +

Heptachlor <2.8 X 10-6 (WQS) + 4.4 X 10-8 + +
Total phenol <3.5 (WQS) + <0.002 + +
Methylene chloride -- + <0.001 + +

Pthalatea <15 (WQd) + <0.001 + +

Tetrachloro- <0.0002 ~(WQS) + 1.3 x 10-5 + +
ethylene

Trichloroethane <18.4 (WQS) + <0.001 + +
Toluene <14.3 (WQS) + 0.001 + +

aAll concentrations expre{sed as ndlligrama per liter unless otherwise noted. The L-Area
effluent, which will be discharged at a rate of about 11 cubic maters per second, will be diluted on
reaching the Savannah River, which haa a 7-day, 10-year low flow of 159 cubic meters per second and an
avera e flow of 295 cubic irete<sper second.

~(p) = 40 CFR part 141; (s) = 40 CFR Part 143; (WQS) = Water Quality Standards--Federal

Register, Part V, Vol. 45, No. !231, 28 November 1980.
CDU Pent (1983c).
‘Du Pent (1982b).

I
I

‘+ = No data. 1

‘— = No standard.



limits, is a continuation of current practice. It has been perfor!ned many times
at the other reactors with no evidence of detrimental impact. Most of the sus-
pended solids released from the 186-Basin would settle in the streambed before
reaching the swamp (Riser, 1977; Geisy and Briese, 1978; Du Pent, 1981a; Ruby et
al. , 1981). When L-Reactor discharges resume (about 11 cubic meters per
second), the resuspension of some of this settled sediment could contribute a
small amount of material to the delta, which is expected to grow at a rate of
about 3 acres per year with direct discharge (reference case).

4.1.1.6 Atmospheric releases

Nonradiological pollutants emitted into the atmosphere as a direct result

of the operation of L-Reactor would come primarily from the K-Area coal-fired
steam plant and the diesel generators at the L-Area.

The steam demands for L-Reactor would require an additional 6400 metric
tons of coal to be burned annually at the K-Area steam plant. Emissions of par-
ticulate, sulfur oxides , nitrogen oxides , carbon monoxide , and volatile organic

compounds from the steam plant would increase 15 percent, as illustrated in
Table 4-7. This facility was constructed before 1975. No modifications are

required; therefore,
TC

existing permits allow the product ion of additional power.

Fourteen emergency diesel generators are located in L-Area; six would oper-

ate continuously. The estimated annual diesel fuel consumption rate is 940

cubic meters for all generators. The emissions from these generators are listed
in Table 4-7.

The operation of the L-Reactor would not violate any ambient air quality
atandard.

4.1.1.7 Solid wastes

Solid nonradioactive was tes generated by the resumption of L-Reactor opera-

tion would consist of trash and sanitary waste sludge. Trash would be generated

at a rate comparable to those experienced by other SRP reactors; it would be
disposed of in the SRP sanitary landfill. This landfill will be expanded from

about 0.04 to 0.13 square kilometer. This expansion, which will occur in any

event, ensures an adequate capacity for SRP operation, including L-Reactor, for

rcany years (OU Pent, 1982b). Ten wells monitor the effluent from the landfill

to the ground water of the McBean Formation. Quarterly analyses of water from

these wells have shorn little impact on the McBean ground water.

Periodically, treated sludge would be pumped from the sanitary waa te treat-

ment plant sludge holding tank tO a mobile tank and transported tO the sludge
pit near the Central Shops area. Approximately 48,000 liters (50 percent water)

of the sludge from L-Area would be disposed of in the sludge pit annually. No
impact is expected on the operation of the sludge pit.
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I
Table L-7. Air pollutant emissions from K-Area steam plant

~nd from sources supporting L-ReactOr OperatiOn

I Incremented

~Ann”al etissio”sa ~S~~~~~~~~~~l
Annual emisslonsc
diesel generators

lK-Area steam plant steam to L-Reactor at L-Reactor area
Pollutant 1 (metric tons/yr) (metric tOns/yr) (metric tonsfyr)

Particulate matter 187 28 4
Sulfur oxides 870 130 4
Nitrogen oxides 345 52 59
Carbon monoxides 46 7
Volatile organic compounds 23 4

I
aBased o“ present coal con,sunptions of 46,400 metric tons per year.
bBased on 6400 metric tons:per year coal consumption.

cBased on burning 940 cubi,cmeters diesel per year.



4.1.1.8 Noise

During the normal operation of L-Reactor , external noise levels would pri-
marily be those associated “ith the movement of motor vehicles ; they would be
Well within acceptable levels in the area. At the nearest offsite residence ,
about 10 kilometers away, noise from normal operations would not be detectable.
Inside buildings , operators exposed to noise from machinery and other operating
equipment “o”ld wear protective equipment in accordance with SRP standards and

regulations of the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

4.1.2 Radiological impacts of L-Reactor operation

The operation of L-Reactor would have radiological impacts similar to those
of the currently operating SRP reactors. The net effect would be about a one-
third increase in the release of radioactive materials to the environment , in
the total occupational dose of SRP workers , and in the amount of radioactive
waste to be disposed of in the high-level waste tanks and in the low-level waste
burial ground. This section characterizes these radiological impacts due to the
normal operation of L-Reactor only uncler the reference case (direct discharge of
cooling water to Steel Creek). Radiological impacts due to SRP facilities that
would support L-Reactor are addressed in Sect ion 5.1.2. Appendix B describes
dose calculation models and basic assumptions.

Figure 4-6 shows potential pathways for radiation exposures to man from
radionuclides released from a nuclear facility. Sxternal doses result from ex-
posure to airborne effluents, from swimming and other recreational activities ,
and from exposure to ground deposition of radionuclides. There are no known
users of Savannah River water for irrigation downstream from SRP (Section
3.4. 1.3); contaminants that tight reach
reach offsite sources that are used for
Figures F-25 and F-26). Internal doses

effluents and the ingestion of food and

the ground water beneath SRP will not
irrigation (Section 5.1.1. 2; Appendix F,
result from the inhalation of airborne
water that contain radionuclides.

4.1.2.1 Atmospheric releases of radioactivity

TC

DA-17

Radioactive materials would be released to the atmosphere during L-Reactor
operation from three release points : (1) from the 61-meter stack, which would
discharge most of the gaseous effluents generated in reactor-building operation,
(2) at ground level from evaporation of water from the fuel and target disas-
sembly basin, and (3) at ground level from evaporation of water from the L-Area
seepage basin. The releases from the stack would consist of radionuclide gases

that enter the reactor ventilation system from the evaporation of process water,
from the pressurized reactor blanket gas system, and from the air space btween
the reactor and the thermal shield.

Tritium releases would increase as the tritium content of reactor process
water builds up to equilibrium. Table 4-8 lists the expected first- and

tenth-year (equilibrium) atmospheric releases from normal L-Reactor operation
(Du pent, 1982b). The values are based on annual releases from P-, K-, and

C-Reactor operations for 1978, 1979, and 1980; however, the values for tritium
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Table 4-8. Expected annual atmospheric releases
from L-Reactor operation

(curies per year )

lst-year 10th-year
Radionuclide operation operation

H_3b 5,490 54,900
C-14 12 12
AK-41 19,500 19,500
Kr-85m 600 600
Kr-87 540 540
Kr-88 790 790
1-131 0.00414 0.00414
Xe-133 1,700 1,700
Xe-135 1,400 1,400
Unidentified

beta-gannnac 0.0002 0.0002
Unidentified

alphad 0.000001 0.000001

aThe expected annual average concentrations

at the SRP site boundary would be well within the
DOE concentration guides for uncontrolled areas
(DOE, 1981b).

bI”cludes evaporative losses at ground level

from the disassembly basin and the seepage basin.
cAssumed to be strontium-90.
dAssumed to be plutonium-239.

evaporation from the disassembly basin and for tritium from the seepage basin
have been adjusted for more frequent target discharges expected at L-Reactor.

4.1.2.2 Wastewater discharges of radioactivity

During normal operations, radioactive materials would & discharged in
liquid effluents from L-Reactor to Steel Creek as a result of small process-
water leaks into the cooling water in the reactor heat exchangers, and by re-
leaaes into the process sewer. Liquids (as mch as 1890 cubic meters) would al-
so be discharged about twice a year from the disassembly basin to the L-Reactor
seepage basin (Figure 3-10) . This purge of water would be necessary to keep the

tritium concentration in the disassembly basin water below the level that en-
sures safe working conditions. The water in the disassembly basin would bcome

contaminated when fuel and target assemblies are discharged from the reactor;
some tritium and other radionuclides would be carried over in the process water
adhering to the assemblies, and som as tritiated heavy water (DTO) contained as
water of hydration in aluminum oxide on the assemblies. The disassembly baaIn

water would be filtered, deionized, and monitored before it is discharged. The
amount of tritium discharged in liquid effluents from L-Reactor would gradually
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increase with time as the tritium content of process water increases from neu-
tron activation. After about 10 years of operation, the tritium content of

process water would reach equilibrium (i.e. , amount of new tritium produced
equals amount lost through radioactive decay, leakage, and carryover and dis-
charge operations ) and remain relatively constant with continued reactor
operation.

The migration of the discharged liquid in a shallow aquifer from the seep-

age basin to the outcrop along Steel Creek would allow the tritium to partially
decay before being discharged to the creek. Only local and minor changes in

watert able elevation are expected. The green clay and important confining

clays in underlying formations would prevent releaaes to the seepage basin from
impacting the upward head differential between the Tuscaloosa and Congaree For-
mations. It would also be an important barrier to the migration of contatinanta

from the seepage basin to lower hydrostratigraphic units. In the Separations
Areaa, the green clay (about 2 meters thick) supports a head difference of about
24 meters between the McBean and Congaree Formations. Based on water Samples
obtained for tritium analysis from the Congaree near the H-Area seepage basin
[well 35-D (Figure F-34) ], the green clay has effeetively protected the Congaree
ground water from contamination that enters the shallow ground-water system from
the H-Area seepage basins (Marine, 1965). Water samplea obtained in February
1984 from Well 35-D confirm the absence of tritium contamination in Congaree
ground water. In the L-Area, the green clay is about 7 meters thick. Along the
strike at the Par Pond pumphouse well (Figure F-13), the green clay also sup-
ports a large head difference. The water pumped from the Congaree Formation at

the Par Pond pumphouse shows no evide,nce of tritium contamination, even though
the tritium concentration in this lake waa measured at 27,000 picocuries per
liter. Water pumped from the Congaree by the pumphouse well exhibited tritium
concentrations of 170 picocurfes per liter or less, in comparison to concentra-
tions of 260 * 60 picocuries per liter in offsite well water (Ashley and
Zeigler, 1981).

These discharges to a seepage basin would cause contamination of the upper-
most layer of the water-table aquifer (Barnwell Formation). Subsurface contami-
nant migration is controlled by the rate and direction of ground-water flow, the
abso~p.t.i~.c.ap.abilities._of_the..sedimnt s,_and–hydrodynamic –dispersion. -–The -seal--
iments of the Savannah River Plant exhibit greater horizontal than vertical
hydraulic conduct ivities, enhancing lateral movement (Root , 1983). Analyses
indicate that the filtered and deionized disassembly-basin wastewater, after its
discharge to the L-Reactor seepage basin, would seep into the shallow ground
water and flow laterally to seepline springs along Steel Creek. The upward head
differential between the Tuscaloosa and Congaree Formations at L-Area is pre-
sently about 3.7 meters (Figure 3-9; SectiOn 3.4.2. 1), except ~ear the prOd”c_
tion wells, where the differential becomes O.9 meter downward at O.3 meter from
the centers of the cones of depression; current projections cal1 for the con-
tinued presence of an upward differential for 10 or more years after L-Reactor
operation resumes. This head differential and the clay layers beneath L-Area
would tend to protect the Tuscaloosa Aquifer (see Section 4.1. 1.3). The SRP has
discharged contaminated wastewater to seepage basins in the central part of the
Plant site since the mid-1950s. To date, no contamination of the Tuscaloosa
Aquifer has occurred in this area (Ashley a“d Zeigler, 1981 ; Marine, 1965).
Contaminants that might reach the Congaree or Tuscaloosa would be discharged to
the Savannah River in about 76 or 250 years, respectively, as noted in Sections
4.1.1.3 and F.2.3.2, and in Du Pent (1983h).
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@Ourlts of radioactive materials that reach the o~tcrOp area on Steel Creek
were calculated ~a a functiOn of time, considering ground-water travel time from
the seepage hsin area to Steel Creek (4.4 years), radionuclide retardation by
ion exchange, and radioactive decay (D” Pent, 1982b; also see Appendix B). How-
ever, based on a travel path of 490 meters , a gradient of 1.88 perr.ant, and a
ground-water velocity of 14.5 meters per year per percent gradient, a more
realistic travel-time estimate ia 18 years (Root , 1983; also see Table F-l).

Ashley, Zeigler, and Culp (1982) also considered the radiOactive ~terial
released to the seepage basin during previous L-Reactor operations. Isotopes
that are highly nmbile (e.g. , tritium, rubidium-106, and promethium-147) will
already have left the area (in accordance with the ground-water travel time of
4.4 yeara and the fact that the previous radioactive releases to the seepage
stopped in 1969). Other discharged isotopes (e.g. , cobalt-60, strontium-90, and
cesium-137), which are almst immbile , will result in negligible doses bacauae
they decay almost completely before they exit at the outcrop.

Table 4-9 shows expected annual liquid releases from L-Reactor operation
for the first year and after the tenth year of operation (Du Pent, 1982b) . The
direct releases to Steel Creek and to the seepage basin are based on average
annual releases from P-, K-, and C-Reactors during 1978, 1979, and 1980, b“t
have been ‘adjusted upward for the more frequent assembly discharges expected
from L-Reactor operatiOn. & noted in the table , 30 percent of the tritium dis-
charged to the seepage basin is expected to be released to the atmosphere by
evaporation. The expected average annual concentrations of radionuclides at the
Steel Creek mouth are calculated to be well within the DOE concentration guides
for uncontrolled areas (DOE, 1981b).

4.1.2.3 ~se commitments from releases from L-Reactor operation

Maximum individual dose from atmospheric releases. The individual who
would receive the highest dose from atmospheric relea.qes from L-Rea~tOr “as ~a-
sumed to reside continuous y at the SRP boundary about 12 kilometers from the
reactor. ‘Theselection of the location of maximum pOtential dose Waa baaed on
considerations of distance to the plant boundary, releases to the atmosphere,
and meteorological dispersion characteristics.

The maximum total-body dose to an individual (a child) was calculated to
range from 0.062 to 0.29 millirem in the first and tenth year, respectively
(Table 4-10). These doses are only O.067 and 0.31 percent, respectively, Of the

average dose of 93 millirem (Du Pent, 1982b) received by an individual living
near the sRP site from natural radiation. More detailed dose data by age

groups, organs , and exposure pathways are given in Appendix B.

EN-44

Population dose from atmospheric releases. The total-body dose to the

population of 852,000 (projected for year 2000) who would be living within 80
kilometers of the Savannah River Plant waa calculated to range from 3.0 to 13.5

person-rem in the first and tenth year, respectively. More detailed dose data

by age groups, organs , and exposure pathways are given in Appendix B.
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Table 4-9. E~ected a

(curie8pe

1St yea
To To

Steel seepage

Radionuclide Creek basin

H-3

P-32
s-35

Cr-51
CO-58,60
Sr-89
Sr-90
Y-91
Zr-95
RU-106
Sb-125
1-131
Cs-134
es-l37
Ce-144

Pm-147
Unidentified
beta~ammad

Unidentified

alphae

3.6 X 102
_-
--
_-

4.5 x 10-2
_-

1.6 X 10-4
--

_-

--

--

--

_-

4.1 x 10-4
--

_-

1.1 x 10-1

2.0 x 10-5

C1.1x 103

1.2x lo-
9.5 x lo-
1.8 x lo-
3.7 x lo-
7.0 x lo-
2.0 x 10-’

5.1 x lo-
1.1 x lo-
3.4 x 10-’

8.0 x lo-
6.9 X 10-
5.1 x lo-

4.4 x 10-:

1.9 x lo-

2.8 X 10-

8.9 x lo-

3.2X 10-

nOutcropactivitieswill not occ(

Section F.2.1O.

ageannualliquidradioactivereleasesfromL-Reactoroperation
ear)

f operation 10th year of operation

To Steel Creek Total to To To To Steel Creek Total to

frm ground Steel Steel seepage from ground Steel

watera Creek Creek basin waterb Creek

3.6 X 102 3.6 X 103 C1.1x 10
4--

-- -- -- 1.2x 10-3
-- -- -- 9.5x 10-3
-- -- -- 1.8x 10-1
-- 4.5 x 10-2 4.5 x 10-2 >.7 x 10-4

_- _- -- 7.0 x 10-5
-- 1.6 x 10-4 1.6 X 10-4 2.0 x 10-4
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

--
--
--
--
--
--

4.1x 10-4 4.
_-

-- --

-- 5.1x 10-3
-- 1.1x 10-2
-- 3.4x 10-4
-- 8.0x 10-3
-- 6.9 X 10-3

.- 5.1 x 10-3

x 10-4 4.4 x 10-2

-- 1.9 x 10-2

-- 2.8 x 10-3

-- 1.1 x 10”1 1.1 x 10-1 8.9 x 10-2

-- 2.0 x 10-5 2.0x 10-5 3.2x 10-4

6.0 X 103
_-

2.9 X 10-8
--

2.1 x 10-4
--
--
--
--

1.7x 10-5
2.6 x 10-3

--
--
--

3.8 X 10-4

8.8 x 10-4

--

--

9.6 X 103
--

2.9 X 10-8
_-

4.5 x 10-2
--

1.6x 10-4
--
_-

1.7x 10-5
2.6 X 10-3

--
_-

4.1x 10-4
3.8x 10-4

0.8x 10-4

1.1 x 10-1

2.0 x 10-5

during the first 4 years of reactor operation; see Table 0-19 and

btitcrop activitiesafter15 year!of L-Reactoroperation,he to long transprt times in ground Water,

strontim-90, cesiun-134, cesiun-137, ~d plutoniun-239do “at reach outcrop in the 15-yearperiod.

cThirty percent of this tritim i~ expected to 8vaporat8.

‘Aasuned to be strontiun-90. I
‘Assmed to be plutoniun-239.

I
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Table 4-10. Annual total-body dose to
maximally exposed individual
from atmospheric releases from
L-Reactor (millirem per year)

Age group 1st year 10th year

Adult 0.052 0.21
Teen 0.054 0.23
Child 0.062 0.29
Infant 0.051 0.16

Maximum individual dose from liquid release a. The individual who would re-
ceive the highes t dose from liquid effluent a from L-Reactor operation is assumed
to live near the Savannah River, downstream from the.Savannah River Plant. This
individual ia assumed to use river water regularly for drinking , to consume fish
from the river, and to receive external exposures from shoreline activities,

swimming, and boating. This individual is also assumed to drink more water and
eat more fish than an average person.

Total-body doses to the various age groups for the maximally exposed indi-
vidual are shorn in Table 4-11. Oetailed dose tablea by age groups, orgam , and
exposure pathways are presented in Appendix B. Generally, children would re-

ceive the highest dose, ranging from 0.0094 millirem in the first year to O. 11
millirem in the tenth year. More than 75 percent of these doses would be from

drinking water; most of the remainder would be from fish consumption. The
highest calculated organ dose would be about O.26 millirem to the child’s bone
in both the first and tenth year of L-Reactor operation.

Table 4-11. Annual total-body dose to
maximally exposed individual
from liquid releases from
L-Reactor (millirem per year)

Age group 1st year 10th year

Adult 0.0072 0.087
Teen 0.0056 0.062
Child 0.0094 0.11
Infant 0.0062 0.11

Population dose from liquid releases. Savannah River water is not used for

drinking within 80 kilometers of Savannah River plant; therefore the dose to the

population in this area would come from eating fish and shellfish, from shore-

line activities, and from swimming and boating.
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The total-body dose to the population of 852,000 estimated to be living
within 80 kilometers of the Savannah River Plant in the year 2000 was calculated
to range from 0.0088 to 0.018 person-rem in the first and tenth year, respec-
tively (Table 4-12). About 90 percent of this dose would be from the consump-

tion of fish.

Table 4-12. Population total-body doses (100-
year dose equivalents ) from liquid
releases from L-Reactor operation
(person-rem per year)

Population group Ist year 10th year

80-km radius 0.0088 0.018
Beaufort-Jaaper 0.29 5.0
Port Wentworth 0.46 8.2

Total 0.76 13.2

The Beau fort-Jasper and Port Wentworth population groups use the Savannah
River as a source of potable water. While these groups are beyond the 80-
kilometer radius of the Savannah River Plant (about 100 river ~ileS d~~St=~am) ,

the drinking-water doses have been calculated. The total-body dose delivered to
these populations (about 317,000 people are expected to consume water from the
Beaufort-Jackson and Port Wentworth water treatment plants by the year 2000)
from drinking water was calculated to range from 0.75 to 13 person-rem in the
first and tenth year of operation, respectively (Table 4-12) . These doses would
be about 0.0025 and 0.044 percent, respectively, of the exposure of about 29,501J

TC I person-rem to these populations received from natural radiation. Approximately
65 percent of the drinking-water dose would be from tritium in the first year of

operation, increasing to greater than 95 percent in the tenth year. More de-
tai-led- dose- data—by–age–groups; ‘by–organs, -and-by “exp”osurepat hwa~s are gl”venIn
Appendix B.

4.1 .2.4 Cesium-137 and cobalt-60 redistribution dose commitment

As ahown by Table 4-9, resumption of L-Reactor operation would add only

small amounts of radionuclides to Steel Creek. However, the reactivation would
transport a portion of the cesium-137 and cObalt-60 in”entOrie~ that =e~i” in

the Steel Creek channel and floodplain.

The amount of cesium-137 and cobalt-60 transported from Steel Creek to
the Savannah River and to the offsite Creek Plantation Swamp as the result of
L-Reactor operation With the direct discharge ~t COOIIng water to steel Creek
(reference caae) was calculated using empirical models based on monitoring in
1976 and 1982 of sediment and cesi”m-137/cobalt-60 transport in Steel Creek and
on the historic floodi”g re~Ord for the Swa”P (Du pent , 1982a, 1983a; Langley

and Marter, 1973; Appendix D).
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The total (both suspended solid and dissolved fraction) amount of radio-
cesium estimated to be remobilized and transported from Steel Creek during the
first year of resumed L-Reactor operation would be 4.4 * 2.2 curies . In the
second year, it is anticipated that this value would bs reduced to 2.3 ● 1.8

curies. Thereafter, a 20-percent reduction in transport per year is assumed.
Thus , after 10 years of resumed operation, approximately 14.4 curies of
cesium-137 would have been transported to the Savannah River-swamp system
(Du Pent, 1983a).

The 2.l-curie decreaae from the first to the second year is based on the
assumption that the coollng~ater effluent would no longer desorb radiocesium
from the creekbed and floodplain sediments in Steel Creek and that no more
radiocesium would be contributed from vegetation. Based on recent studies
(Du Pent, 1983a), the sediment-water transport estimate presented here is sub-
stantially less than initially estimated (Du Pent , 1982a) ; however, the original
estimates of tranaport resulting from hot water resorption (1.7 * 0.2 curies)
and the loss of vegetation containing 0.4 * 0.2 curie remain unchanged (see
Section D.4).

The total amount of radiocobalt to be remobilized and transported from

Steel Creek during the first year of resumed L-Reactor operation is conserva-
tively estimated to be 0.25 ● 0.13 curie. This total would consist of a
O.16-curie-per-year fraction associated with sediment-water transport and a
0.09-curie-per-year fraction associated with desorptive transport. During the
second year, as much as 0.14 * 0.10 curie would be transported in association
with the suspended sediments (0.16 curie per year x 0.876 decay factor = O.14
curie per year; Hayes and Watts, 1983). Approximately O.6 curie of cobalt-60

would be transported to the Savannah River-swamp system during the first 10
years of resumed L-Reactor operation (Du Pent, 1983a).

Tables 4-13 and 4-14 list the amounts of cesium-137 and cobalt-60, respec-

tively, that would be transported and concentrations in water for the first,
second, and tenth years after resumption of L-Reactor operation. Maximum con-

centration of cesium-137 and cobalt-60 occurring 1.5 river miles below Steel
Creek muth (the point of complete mixing of Steel Creek and river water) ia
predicted to be 1/425 and 1/3300, respectively, of the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) drinking-water standard. Concentrations in finished water from the

Beaufort-Jasper and Cherokee Hill water treatment plants are predicted to be
small fractions (at most 1/2200 and 1/4160 for cesium-137 and cobalt-60, respec-
tively ) of these drinking-water standards (Ou Pent, 1983a).

The methodology used to calculate dose commitments for remobilized radio-

cesium and cobalt-60 is discussed in Appendix B. The dose calculations were

msde with the assumption that all cesium-137 and cobalt-60 released from Steel
Creek would reach the Savannah River and complete fixing in the river would
occur within 2.4 kilometers of the mouth of Steel creek at an annual average
river flow rate of 295 cubic ~ters per second. The dose associated with the

first year of L-Reactor operation was analyzed because releases would be highest
in that year (4.4 curies of cesium-137 and 0.25 curie of cobalt-60) and would
decrease continuously in subsequent years.
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Table 4-13. Estima
with C

River
Location Mile

Steel Creek mouth

Savannah Rfver at
1.5 river miles
below Steel Creek

Hwy. 301 bridge
Hwy. 17 bridge

Finished water

Beaufort-Jasper
Cherokee Hill

EPA interim primary
drinking-water standard

141.6

140.1
118.7
21.4

39.2
29.C

1 cesium-137 remobilization from Steel Creek compared
.ent tranaport values (direct discharge )a

Inventory transported (Ci[yr ) Concentration in water (pCi/ E)
After restart After restart

Current 1st 2nd 10th Current 1st 2nd 10th

valuea year year year values year year year

0.25 4.4 2.3 0.4 5.3 11.15

o.41b 4.4 2.3 0.4 o.04b 0.47
o.39b 4.3 2.2 0.4 o.04b 0.44
o.20b 2.7 1.4 0.2 o.02b 0.23

WATER-TREATMENT PLANTS

-- -- -- -- 0.028 O.OL
-- -- -- -. 0.033 0.09

-- ~ _- -- -- -- 200 200

5.80

0.25
0.23
0.12

<0.01
0.05

200

1.01

0.04
0.04
0.02

<<0.01
<0.01

200

aBased on mean transportation ,eatimatea made by Hayes (1983) and Hayes and Watts (1983) and data
presented in Table D-16, and average flow ratea in the Savannah River at locations indicated. Esti-
mates of concentration and tranaport for the first. second, and tenth years represent only the contri -

bution resulting from the remobilization of ceaium~137 in Steel Creek by the resumed operation of
L-Reactor. No alteration of existing water-treatment-plant systems was aasumed.

b1979-1982 average concentration wasured at the HWY. 301 bridge waa 0.04 picocurie per liter;
other values derived using appropriate flow ratea and reduction factors.



Table 4-14. Estimated cobalt-60 remobilization from Steel Creek compared
with current transport values (direct discharge )a

Inventory transported (Ci/yr) Concentration in water (pCl/ 1)
After restart After restart

River Current 1st 2nd 10th Current 1st 2nd 10th
Location Mile values year year year values year year year

Steel Creek mouth 141.6 o.02b 0.25 0.14 <0.01 003b 0.63 0.35 0.02
Savannah River at

1.5 river miles
below Steel Creek 140.1 o.02b 0.25 0.14 <0.01 <<o.olb 0.03 0.02 <<0.01

Hwy. 301 bridge 118.7 o.02b 0.24 0.14 <0.01 <<o.olb 0.03 0.02 <<0.01
Hwy. 17 bridge 21.4 o“.olb 0.15 0.09 <<0.01 <<o.olb 0.02 <0.02 <<0.01

WATER-TREATMENT PLANTS

*
A Finished water
w Beaufort-Jasper 39.2 -- -- -- -- <0.003C 0.02 <0.02

Cherokee Hill
<<0.01

29.0 -- -- -- -- <0.003C 0.02 <0.02 <0.01
EPA interim primary

drinking water
standard -- -. -- -_ -- 100 100 100 100

aBased on maan transportation estimates made by Hayes (1983) and Hayes and Watts (1983) and

average flow rates in the Savannah River at locations indicated. Estimates of concentration and
transport for the first, second, and tenth years represent only the contribution resulting from the
remobilization of cobalt-60 in Steel Creek by the resumed operation of L-Reactor. No credit is
taken for removal of cobalt-60 by the waste-treatment process.

bEstimated on the baais of 0.06 times the value for ceaium-137.

cBased on Rantelo and Milham (1983).



Maximum individual dose. The dose to the maximally exposed individual from

redistribution of cesium-137 and cobalt-60 in the first year is shown in Table
4-15 by sge groups. An adult would receive the msximum total-body dose of 3.5

millirem. Greater than 99 percent of this dose is from cesfum-137. Fish con-

sumption (34 kilograms ~r year) would account for 99 percent of the dose, and
drinking water (730 liters per year) for O.7 percent. Shoreline activities,

swimming, and boating would account for the remainder of the dose. The msximum
dose to an organ was calculated to be 5.3 millirem to the liver of a teenager
and an adult. The total-body dose to an adult would decrease to 0.31 millirem
in the tenth year.

Population dose. The total-body dose to the population within 80 kilo-

meters of the Savannah River Plant from freshwater fish and salt”ater shellfish
consumption and from recreational activities on the river was calculated to be
9.0 person-rem in the first year (Table 4-16). About 99 percent of this dose
would be from consumption of river fish and is almost entirely from cesium-137.
Total-body dose to water consumers in Port Wentworth and Beau fort-Jasper was
calculated to be 0.80 person-rem in the first year. About 95 percent of this

dose would be accounted for by cesium-137. The dose calculations for these
water consumers take into account the removal of a large fraction of the cesium-
137 during the water-treatment process (Du Pent , 1983a). In the tenth year, the
80-kilometer-radius population dose would decrease to 0.80 person-rem and the
combined Beau fort-Jasper and Port Wentworth water consumer dose would decrease
to O.067 person-rem. Additional tables providi~ detailed cesium-137 and
cobalt-60 dose results by age groups, orgaw , and exposure pathways are given
in Appendix B.

4.1.2.5 Summary of offsite dose commitments from L-Reactor operation

Table 4-17 summarizes the maximum individual and population dose commit-

ments result ing from the resumption of L-Reactor operation. The numbers listed
as totals for individual and population doses are conservative maximums; to re-

ceive these doses, the ‘“compsite”’ individual (or population) would have to oc-
‘—cupy–s everal-~ocat ions-simu+-taneously~--fn–addi-ti on; –the-dose for -radiocesi~m.—. –

and cobalt-60 transport calculated for the first year would decrease con-
tinuously in subsequent years.

TC

The composite maximum individual dose of 3.6 millirem would occur in the
firs t year of L-Reactor operation and is about 26 times less than the average
dose of 93 millirem (Du Pent , 1982a) received by an individual living near the
SRP site from natural radiation. The composite dose in the tenth year would bs
O.61 millirem. These dosea are on the order of 1 percent or less of the DOE
radiation protection guides (DOE Order 5480. 1A, Chapter 11). me maximum popu-
lation dose of 27.6 person-rem in the tenth year of L-Reactor operation would be
less than 0.025 percent of the exposure of about 109,000 person-rem to the ppu-
lation living within 80 kilometers of the Savannah River Plant and the Beaufort-
Jasper and Port Wentworth drinking ~ater population from natural rsdiation
sources.
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Table 4-15. First-year dose to the wximally exposed individual frm redistribution of

cesim-137and cobalt-60 from Steel Creek (millirm per year)

A* group Skin Bone Liver Total body Thyroid Kidney Lung G1-LLI

Adult 3,28X 10-3 3.88 5.30 3.48 2.83X 10-3’ 1.80 6.01X 10-1 1.08x 10-1

Teen 1.10x 10-2 4.00 5.31 1.86 9.42X 10-3 1.81 7.11x 10-1 8.66x 10-2

Child 2.29X 10-3 5.28 5.06 7.48X 10-1 1.99x 10-3 1.65 5.95x 10-1 3.45x 10-2

Infant _- 8.15 x 10-2 9.55x 10-2 6.99X 10-3 -- 2.56 X 10-2 1.04 x 10-2 5.26 X 10-4

First-yearpopulationdose from redistributionof cesim-137

andcobalt-60frm SteelCreek(person-remper year)

POpulationgroup Skin bne Liver Total body Thyroid Kidney Lung GI-LLI

80-h radiusa 3.28X 10-2 1.38X 101 1.74 x 101 9.04 2.84 X 10-2 5.85 2.01 2.86 X 10-1

BeaufortJasperb -- 4.45 x 10-1 5.51 x 10-1 2.94 x 10-1 -- 7.77 X 10-1 6.11 X 10-2 3.22 X 10-1

port Wentworthb _- 5.68 x 10-1 7.53 x 10-1 5.01 x 10-1 -- 2.55 X 10-1 8.49 X 10-2 9.59 x 10-2

Total 3.28 X 10-2 1.40 x 101 1.87 X 101 9.84 2.84 X 10-2 6.28 2.16 7.04 x 10-1

aOose from consumptionof fish and shellfishand recreationalactivitieson the river.
b~~e fpm ~o”~mptio” of nter frm water-treatmentPlants.



Table 4-17. Summry of total-body dose cmnmitments
from the operation of L-Reactor

TC

TC

Source of 1st-year 10th-year
exposure dose dose

MAxIMuM INDIVIDUAL ADULT DOSE (MILLIR~ PER TEAR)

Atmospheric releases 0.052 0.21
Liquid releases 0.0072 0.087
Radio cesium and cobalt transport 3.5 0.31

Total 3.6 0.61

hse within 80 Port Wentworth and

Source of kilometers of SRP Beaufort-Jasper dose
expsure 1st year 10th year 1st year 10th year

REGIONAL POPULATION D05E (PERSON-RPM pER YEAR)

Atmospheric releaaes 3.0 13.5 -- --

Liquid releases 0.0088 0.018 0.75 13.2
Radiocesium and cobalt

tranaport 9.0 0.80 0.80 0.067

Total 12.0 14.3 1.6 13.3

4.1.2.6 Health effects from L-Reactor operation

‘Radiation-induced-health-effects-that-could- occur as-a- res”it-of -the-re- —
sumpt ion of L-Reactor operation (including atmospheric and liquid radioactive
releases and radiocesium remobilization) were calculated using BEIR III risk
estimators (Appendix B) . The risk estimators used were 120 cancers and 257

CT-1 genetic effects per 1,000,000 person-rem exposure. Multiplying the regional
population doses (from Table 4-17) by these risk estimators projects the follow-
ing effects: a maximum of 0.001 excess cancer fatality in the population within
BO kilometers of the Savannah River Plant from firs t-year L-Reactor ope rations ,
0.002 excess cancer fatality from tenth-year operations, 0.003 genetic disorders
from the first year of operation and 0.004 from the tenth year. Health effects
that could occur in the downstream Savannah River water-consuming populations of

Port Wentworth and Beau fort-Jasper include a maximum of 0.0004 excess cancer
fatality from first-year operations, and 0.002 from tenth-year operations. The
mximum risk of genetic disorders to these populations would b 0.0004 from
first-year operations, and O.003 from tenth-year operations.
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4.1.2.7 Occupational dose

At the L-Reactor, occupational doses would be maintained as low as rea-

sonably achievable. All personnel who work in or enter areas that have
radiation-ex~s”re potential receive psrsonal wnitoring devices. In addition,
a comprehensive bioassay program is maintained for all employees who work in
areas where there is a potential for a biological uptake of radioactivity.

Table 4-18 lists the total whole-body dose commitments to workers in the
P-, K-, and C-Reactor areas for 1976 through 1980. Based on these data, the
total average annual dose commitment to workers in the L-Area would be about 69

person-rem per year. The average work force in each reactor area is about 375
people ; thus, the average annual individual dose to workers in the L-Area would
be about 185 millirem per year.

Table 4-18. Total doses to workers
in P-, K-, and C-Areas

Dose
Year (person-rem)

1976 217.2

1977 231.2
1978 202.0
1979 184.4
1980 203.7
Average 207.7
Average per reactor-year 69.2

The dose commitment to workers during this recent period can be compared to
the exne Fience of the 1960-1968 De riod. durine which the annual occuDat ional
dose c~mmitment in the P-,

tor year (Du Pent, 1982a).

occupational dose further.

4.1.2.8 Solid radioactive

K-, C-, and L-Areas averaged 200 person-rem per reac-
A continuing program is maintained to reduce the

waste

About 570 cubic meters of solid radioactive waste would be generated annu-
ally at L-Reactor. This was te would be packaged and transported to the SRP low-
level waste burial ground. The burial ground is divided into sections to accom-

modate different levels of radioactivity. The waste is buried in earthen

trenches that are about 6 meters deep and 6 meters wide. The exact location of

the burial trenches is defined, and accurate records are kept of the contents of

each trench. About 40 acres of the burial ground area are available for future

use.

The volume of low-level waste added to the burial ground due to L-Reactor
operation wnuld OCCUPY about 1 acre Of the burial ground area for each 10 years
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4.2 ACCIDENTS

of operation. Offsite radiological effects of burial operations would be
negligible.

~

This section describes the environmental impacts and risks of reactor acci-
dents.

TC
It demonstrates that L-Reactor safety systems are designed and would be

operated in such a manner that the risk to the public from accidental raleases
of radioactivity would be extremely SIM1l.

4.2.1 Reactor accidents

Radiological protection for the operating staff, the public, and the plant_
site would be provided by extensive protective devices and systems at L-Reactor,
all designed to ensure that accidents would be prevented, arrested, or accommo-
dated safely. The requirements for these protect ion systems are baaed on a
spectrum of postulated occurrences and accidents that the plant design must ac-
commodate safely.

The occurrences considered range from relatively minor events such as rou-
tine equipment malfunctions to postulated accident situations with a potential
for serious consequences. The predominant fecus fs on prevent ion of any acci-
denta that could release radioactive material in excess of permissible limits.

Analysea of accidents postulated for the Savannah River Plant reactors are

applicable tO L-Reactor and used to:

● Ensure that the reactor would operate with acceptably low risk to the
public and plant employees and to provide a baais for improved reactor
systems that could lower these risks still furthe~.— — —

● Set reactor operating limits for each operating cycle, such that the
reactor protective instrumentation and shutdown systems could terudnate
POS tulated transients without damaging reactor fuel, the reactor tank,
or the radioactivity confinement system.

● Provide assurance that the radioactivity confinement system would oper-
ate reliably even in the most serious accidenta.

● Specify the offsite emergency response system needed and how tbe system
should be used.

Appendix G describes reactor-accident analyses in more detail.
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4.2.1.1 Characteristics of reactor accidents

Accident types

The two types of reactor accidents of primary concern at SRP are release of
fission products or other radionuclides from the irradiated reactor fuel and
targets, and releaae of activation tritium from the reactor moderator. The re-
leaae of fission products is most likely to occur due to fuel or target melting,
which mfght result from either power surges or cooling-system failures . The re-
lease of activation triti”m from the reactor heavy water is most likely to occur
from spills or pipe breaks.

The principal hazard of these accidents is that the releaaed radionuclides
become airborne and are carried either to the plant worker onsite or to the
offsite population. Radionuclidea can also be dispersed by the reactor liquid
effluent atreama , but the hazarda of such dispersal are several orders of magni-
tude lower than those of airborne diapers al in an accident situat ion.

If a reactor fuel assembly melts, the materials that can be released to the
reactor-room air have been assumed to be :

● 100 percent of the noble gases, primarily krypton and xenon
● 100 percent of the tritium from the lithium-aluminum components
● 50 percent of the halogens, mainly iodine
● 1 percent of the other fuel materials as airborne particulate

If the reactor heavy water (D20) is spilled it can evaporate, carrying

off any tritium present as DTO vapor. As initially charged, the L-Reactor heavy
water would contain trace amounts of tritium, but the tritium in the heavy water

could eventually build up to an equilibrium inventory of 5 million curies over a
period of 10 yeara or longer. (The inventory varies with the operating history

of the reactor and is now about 3.5 to 3.7 million curies in operating SRP re-
actors. To be conservative, a higher value of 5 million curies is assumed for

accident consequence calculations. This ia about 20 percent higher than the

higheat value ever observed in SRP reactors. ) In the event of a spill of the

full moderator inventory, about 3 percent of the tritium is assumed to evaporate
during the 2-hour period after the spill and then to be released from the stack
and dispersed during that period.

The SRP reactors , including L, are fitted with a confinement system to re-

move a large fraction of the radioactivity that might be released to the reac-

tor room. In this confinement system, the reactor room is kept at a negative

pressure by use of exhaust fans. The exhaust air is passed through moisture

separators and then through high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters and
carbon filters to remove more than 99 percent of the particulate and the io-
dine. The noble gases are not removed by the filters. Afrborne tritium is

also aasumed to be fully releaaed. After filtration, the exhaust air is re-

leased through a 61-meter-high stack.

Fission products

Table 4-19 lists the radioactive fission product content for a fully irra-

diated SRP fuel asaembly, the half lives Of these fission products, the amounts
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Table 4-19. Activity of radionuclides (typical) for one SRP fuel assembly

at saturation

Percentage Percentage
of of inventory

Radioactive inventory passing
inventory released through

Group fradionuclide (curies) Half-lifes by melting confinement

Krypton-85
Krypton-85m
Krypton-87
Krypton-88
XenOn-133
XenOn-135

Iodine-131
Iodine-132
Iodine-133
Iodine-134
Iodine-135

Rubidium-86
Cesium-134
Cesium-136
cesium-137

Tellurium-127
Tellurium-127m
Tellurium-129
Tel lurium-129m
Tellurium-131m
Tellurium-132
Antimony-127
Antimony-129

Strontium-89
Str Ontium-90
Str Ontium-91
Barium-140

NOBLE GASES

5.702 X 102 lo.7y
6.734 X 104 4.48h
1.283 X 105 1.27h
1.809 X 105 2.86h
3.516 X 105 5.25d
2.317 X 104 9.10h

IOOIN8S

1.495 x 105 8.04d
2.237 X 105 2.28h
3.547 x 105 20.9h
3.995 x 105 52.5m
3.303 x 105 6.61h

ALKALI METALS

5.072 X 101 18.8d
3.813 X 103 2.06y
1.234 X 103 13.Od
4.633 X 103 30.ly

TELLURIOM-ANTIMO~–

6.977 X 103 9.35h
4.040 x 102 109.d
3.210 X 104 1.16h
8.705 X 103 33.5d
1.930 x 104 1.25d
2.226 X 105 3.26d
7.305 x 103 3.91d
3.361 X 104 4.41h

ALKAL INS EARTRS

2.385 X 105 50.6d
6.980 X 102 28.8y
3.050 x 105 9.48h
3.298 X 105 12.8d

100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100
100 100

50 0.6
50 0.6
50 0.6
50 0.6
50 0.6

1 0.005
1 0.005
1 0.005
1 0.005

—

1 0.005
1 0.005
1 0.005
1 0.005
1 0.005
1 0.005
1 0.005
1 0.005

1
1
1
1,

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
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Table 4-19. Activity of radionuclides (typical) for one SRP fuel asaembly
at saturation (continued)

Percentage Percentage

of of inventory
Radioactive inventory passing
inventory released through

Group /radionuclide (curies) Half-lifes by melting confinement

Cobalt-58
Cobalt-60
Molybdenum-99
Technetium-99m
Rut henium-103
Rut henium-105
Rut henium-106
Rhodium-105

Yttrium-90
Yttrium-91
ZircOnium-95
ZircOnium-97
Niobium-95
Lanthsnum-140
Cerium-141
Cerium-143
Cerium-144
Praseodymium-143
Neodymium-147
Neptunium-239
Plutonium-238
PlutOnium-239
PlutOnium-240
PlutOnium-241
Am ricium-24 1

Curium-242
Curium-244

COBALT AND NOBLE ~TALS

none 70.8d 1
none 5.27Y 1

3.215 X 105 2.75d 1
2.774 X 105 6.Olh 1
1.638 X 105 39.4d 1
5.879 X 104 4.44h 1
3.800 X 103 l.ooy 1
4.919 x 104 1.48d 1

RARE EARTHs, REFRACTORY OXIDES AND TRANSUMNICS

7.600 X 103
2.858 X 105
3.059 x 105
3.107 x 105
2.,743X 105

3.359 x 105
3.028 X 105
3.111 x 105
1.202 x 105
3.067 X 105
1.163 X 105
1.360 X 105
0.300 x 102
9.902 X 10-1
9.033 x 10-1
2.241 X 102

none
none
none

2.67d 1
58.5d 1
64.Od 1
16.9h 1
35.Od 1
40.3h 1
32.6d 1
33.Oh 1
284.d 1
13.6d 1
11.Od 1
2.35d 1
87.7Y 1
2.4 X 104y 1
6.6 x lo3y 1
14.4y 1
432.y 1
163.d 1
18.ly I

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005
0.005

aHalf-life units are indicated by m for minutes, h for hours, d for days
or y for years.
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that might become airborne in a meltdown, and the amounts that might b released
through the confinement system.

As seen from the table, the fission products of primary concern from an SW

reactor accident would be noble gases and iodine. Most of these fiaaion prod-

ucts have short half lives and are quite volatile.

Radiation exposures and health effects

The possible pathways by which accidental releases of airborne radio-
activity from L-Reactor could result in radiation exposure to the offs$te public

and to the SRP workers include:

●

1A-31

●

Exposure to gamma radiation emitted by the radionuclides as they pass
overhead (plume shine)

Immers ion in the plume of the release, resulting in inhalation of the
radionuclides either with immediate exhalation or with retention in the
body (depending on the radionuclide biochemistry)

Immers ion in the plume of the release, resulting in a skin contact dose
due to tritium

Exposure to gamma radiation emitted by radionuclides deposited on the
ground from the air (ground shine )

Ingestion of radionuclides in contaminated drinking water and food

Because of the volatile nature of the radionuclides that could bc emitted
in an L-Reactor accident and their associated short half lives (tritium has a

comparatively long radioactive half life, but a short biological half life), the
last two pathways would be less important than the first three in the accident
analys is.

The radiation doses calculated from the spectrum of postulated accidents

associaEed-wi-th--L-Reactor--SeSe ctton--4-.-2-.-l-.-4-)--are-too-low-to--uroduce -anv—short-– - -
term clinical effects or fatalities. The concern, rather, is with po~sible
latent health effects (i.e. , cancers or genetic changes).

Extensive studies have been made in relating comparatively low levels of
radiation exposure and health effects. The problem is difficult primarily bs-
cause the effects are statistically so low as to be difficult to measure. For
purposes of this analysis, radiation doses were calculated based on dose
conversion factors from the International Council on Radiological Protection
report ICRP-30.

4.2.1.2 Accident experience and prevention at SRP

Safe operation of the product ion reactors is implemented by (1) explicit
definition of the safe limits of operation, (2) explicit written procedures for
normal and abnormal operations , (3) multiple and diverse engineered safety sys-
tems and (4) in-depth technical support onsite. This system of operation was in
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place when the ffrst reactor was started at SRP and has bsen improved over the

years when deficiencies were identified.

For long-term safety, an important function is the ability to spot weak-
nesses or adverse trends. Each deviation from approved operating procedures is
recorded and promptly investigated by onsite technical personnel. If there

aPPears to ~ a significant question Of reactor safety, the reactor is shut down
until it can be demonstrated that operation will be within the envelope of
acceptable conditions required by the reactor operat ion and Technical Specifica-
tions and Technical Standards, which are established by DOE and the operating
contractor, respectively.

Safety considerations override product ion considerat ions , and precautionary
reactor shutdowns have occurred to investigate possible safety questions. The
research at Savannah River Laboratory (SRL) ensures that the lates t methods and
equipment are evaluated for applicat ion to Savannah River Plant. Many important
improvements have been made to SRP reactors ; in the safety-related areas of
thermal analysis, core physics, and monitoring and diagnosis, they equal the
current state of the art. These improvements are summarized in Appendix J.
Research at SRL includes hu~n factors as well as plant equipment. The incident
at Three Mile Island has been studied ; lessnns learned that are applicable to

SRP reactors are being implemented (e.g. , an improved reactor training program,
the construct ion of a reactor simulator).

A comprehensive Safety Analysis is the basis for a defense-in-depth safety
approach in which possible accident initiators are identified and eliminated to
the maximum extent practical , multiple shutdown systems are provided to termi-
nate, without damage, any accidents that do occur, and radioactive ty confinement
and other systems are installed to minimize the offsite effects of reactor dam-
age if it does happen (Du Pent, 1983a). The emphasis in the Safety Analysis is
on accident prevention and mitigatlon, but it also calculates the consequences

of possible occurrences.

Provisions for independent safety reviews are required by DOE policy for

each level of organization, including contractors, the field offices, and Head-

quarters. As part of this process, the Atomic Energy Commission’s Advisory

Commit tee on Reactor Safeguards served as an independent review body from 1960
to 1974. Numerous reviews by special committees and boards have been conducted
periodically, including the Shon Committee in 1971, the Crawford Committee in
1980, and the Ditto Committee in 1981. The process also included the use of
consultants. A formal safety consultant review policy was established after
1974. Currently, consultants are used on the Reactor Safety Advisory Committee
initiated by the contractor in 1982. Significant steps to strengthen independ-

ent reviews were identified and taken as a result of post-TNI-2 reviews. These

steps included organizational changes and staff to provide additional independ-
ent overview within DOE organizations.

ITC

SRP reactors have operated for more than 115 reactor-years with no acciden-
tal criticality or abnormal releases to the environment.
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The most serious accidents that have occurred at SRP reactors are:

● A sizable mderator spill that occurred during the early stages of
operation. At the time of the spill, the mderator contained very
little tritium, so the radiation effects of the spill were negligible.

● In 197o, a special sOurce rod melted while it WaS king held in the dis-

charge machine. The confinement system worked as designed and 99.99

percent of the radioactivity released was trapped and recOvered ‘ith
negligible offsite exposure. This accident was the result of adminis-

trative error; appropriate procedural cOntrOls have ken implemented tO
prevent a recurrence.

These and other reactor incidents are described in more detail in Appen-

dix G and the Safety Analysis Report (Du Pent, 1983a).

4.2.1.3 Mitigation of accident consequences

Numerous reactor design features provide the ability to reduce the conse-
quences of accidents. The most important of these include the following:

Reactor shutdown systems

Several redundant and diverse systems operate to shut down the reactor
rapidly, if necessary.

L-React or would have the same defenses against reactivity transients that
other SRP reactors have. These defenses would include flow and temperature

sensors for each fuel assembly, which are ~nitored by two sets of redundant
computers (control computers and safety computers ). The control computer (s)

would detect rapidly any react ivity transient that tight begin and wOuld muse
the normal control-rod system to insert to terminate the transient safely--the
first line of defense. If the normal control-rod system fails to terminate the
transient.,.-the–safet.y–compute~(s )–would–activate -the-saf.ety-rod -d~op -system–that-
would shut down the reactor within about 1 second--the second line of defense.
If the safety rods do not shut down the reactor rapidly, the safety computer(s)
would automatically actIvate the injection of liquid ‘“poison” into the reactOr
moderator/coolant to accomplish the same safe shutdown--the third line of de-
fense. The few reactivity transients that have occurred have teen of a small
magnitude, were controlled by the morrnal control-rod system, and did not require
either backup system to operate (safety-rod drop or “poison’” injection).

Emer enc~

An emergency cooling system (ECS) is provided to protect against the con-
sequences of two postulated accidenta: (1) leas of heavy-water coolant and
(2) loss of heavy-water circulation.

Emergency cooling of the SRP reactors is accomplished by the addition of
light water to the primary reactor cooling system. ~is water is enhanced in
Leas-of-coolanc accidents by recirculation of the emergency light water by the
primary heavy-water circulating pumps.
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On activation, the ECS system provides an initial 75,000 liters of berated
water for nuclear poisoning by directing all ECS water flow through a large pipe
that contains the berated water. The poison solution is forced through the cs-
sembly coolant channels and into the moderator. By the time unpoisoned H20
reaches the coolant channels , sufficient heavy water moderator is displaced with
poisoned water to prevent any possible criticality.

~ree primcry sources and a secondary source of water for the emrgency
cooling system are provided and include the following:

1. A diesel-driven booster pump that supplies water from the 95-million-
liter 186-L basin (primary).

2. A header with a diameter of 107 centimeters pressurized by five pumps
drawing water from the 95-million-liter basin (primary).

3. Another header with a diameter of 107 centimeters pressurized by five
additional pumps.

4. A line pressurized by the river station pumps. Because the water di-
rectly from the river can contain debris that could plug flow channels
and orifices in the reactor components, this source is valved off from
the ECS and would be used only if all other sources had failed
(secondary).

Airborne activity confinement system

The L-Reactor is equipped with an airborne activity confinemnt system (see
Figure G-1 ). In the event of an accident, an airborne fission product release

could occur in the reactor room with the possibility of some release in the heat
exchange r bay or pump room. The air from these areas would be exhausted through
a set of confinement filters before release to the stack.

During normal operation, the process areas would be closed and maintained
at a negative pressure with respect to atmosphere to ensure that all air from
the process areas is exhausted through the activity confinement system. Three

large centrifugal fans would exhaust the air from the process areas. Two of

these fans normally would be online, but only one would be necessary to maintain

the negative pressure. The fan motors could be powered by two independent

sources of electricity:

● The normal building power, through at least two substations
● The diesel-generated emergency building power

In addition, each online fan has a backup mntor; any two fans could be
powered by the dedicated diesel generators.

Exhaust filters would remove moisture, particulate, and halogens. The
filter banks are enclosed in five separate compartment; three to five of these
compartments would be nnline during operation. Each compartment can be isolated
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for maintenance and testing; each contains the following filter banks, in the
order of air-flow treatment:

● Moisture separators, designed to remove about 99 percent of entrained
water (spherical particles measuring 1 to 5 microns ) to protect against
significant impairment of the particulate filters

● Particulate filters, designed to retain mre than 99 percent of all par-

ticulate with diameters of 0.3 micron or larger

● Activated carbon beds that use an impregnated carbon to retain halogen
activity

As shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8, L-Reactor is completely surrounded by a
massive concrete structure, which in combinat ion with the confinement system
forms a barrier of high reliability against the possible release of radioactive

material. The confinement system has the capacity to accomma date unexpected gas
or energy releases. Hydrogen formed during an accident would be swept from the
building by the high ventilation flow before explosive concentrations could be
reached. Even with steam or hydrogen explosions for the worst hypothetical
accident , the integrity of the structure and confinement system (including
filters) would not be breached by rupture. Durant and Brown (1970) present a

detailed analysis of a most severe hypothetical accident affeeting the confine-
ment system; this analysis specifically addresses the impacc of hydrogen and
steam explosions . Durant et al. (1966) documents confinement system tests that
confirm the confinement system can withstand the severe accident conditions
described above with a large margin of safety.

For all reactor accidents, the airborne act ivity confinement system is as-
aumed to operate. The three exhaust fans described above would provide a high
degree of assurance that at least one would remain in operation to maintain the
process-area exhaust through the filter system. The probability that all three
fans would fail is estimated to be 10-4 per year. Such a fan failure happen-
ing at the same time as one of the described accidents would b extrewly
unlikely.

_——. —— —————— ————. -—-——

Reactor room spray system

A system of nozzles is provided in the reactor room to spray cooling water
on an irradiated asaembly accidentally dropped during unloading operations . The
spray pattern from these nozzles covers the area traversed by the discharge
machine.

Site features

The site feature that would most effeetively mitigate the consequences of
an accident at L-Reactor is the 9-kilometer distance to the nearest SRP bound-

ary. Altbough South Carolina Highway 125 is only 5 kilometers from L-React or,
there are existing procedures for stopping traffic a“d clearing all personnel
off the highway wf.thin a short time of any incident on the Savannah River
Plant. (For more detail concerning site features, see Section 3.1.)
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Emergency planning

Onsite. The L-Reactor operating procedures include an Emergency Response
Plan, which includes specific policies and procedures to tinimize injuries and

property damcge caused by accidents, disasters, or deliberate dcmsge in tbe
reactor areas. The plan deals with sheltering or evacuation, nuclear incidents,
civil defense readineaa, missile or air attack, rescue pIan, natural disasters
and alerts, bomb threats, off-plant accidents, and forced entry or terrorist
attack. (For mre detail concerning Onsite Emergency Planning, see Appendix G.)

Offsite. DOE has various service agreements for assistance or special sup-
port with Fort Gordon and with Talmsdge Hospital in Augusta, Georgia. DOE also
has fire-fighting mutual aid agreements with the City of Aiken, South Carolina,
and tbe South Carolina Forestry Commission. Memos of Understanding between IX3E

and the States of South Carolina and Georgia cover notification and emergency
responsibility in the event of a potential or actual radiological emergency at
the SRF. (For mre detail concerning Off site Emergency Planning, see Appendix
H.) DOE continually reviews and updates its emergency planning procedures for

consistency wfth applicable industrial and regulatory standards.

WIND system. Tbe Weather Information and Display (WIND) sYStem (Garrett et
al. ,’1983) is an automcted emergency response system for real-time predictions
of the consequences of liquid and atmospheric releases from the Savannah River
Plant. Site-specific features of the system include meteorological towers at

each production area that are instrumented at the stack height, computer ter-
minals at each production area that can be used to run emergency response codes
remotely, codes that use empirical information on atmospheric diffusion and
deposition gathered at the Savannah River Plant (Garrett, 1981; Carlson et al. ,
1982), and stream transport and diffusion codes that have been calibrated with
dye tests in the SRP streams (Buckner et al. , 1975). (For more detail concern-

ing WIND, see Appendix G. )

4.2.1.4 Accident risk assessment

Accident description

Postulated events considered for aafety evaluation of the L-Reactor are
discussed in Appendix G and, more comprehensively, in the Safety Analysis Report
(Du Pent, 1983a). Among these events are four postulated accidents that cover a

spectrum of credible events with probabilities of greater than 10-6 per reactor-
year that could release radioactive msterials into the environment. Accidents
with probsbilities less than 10-6 per site-year are not considered credible.

Use of the probability of 1o-6 per reactor-year as a threshold for

credible reactor accidents has no absolute Msis, but it is consistent with

normal practice in the nuclear power industry. For example, this value can be

derived from both an American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard and
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Standard Review Plan. ANSI/ANS-212-1978,

Appendix B, uses the value of 10-6 per site per year as a cutoff probability,

TC
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TC

below which combinations of events leading to accidents need not be considered
for design purposes. The cutoff value does not include the probability of the

consequences exceeding 10 CFR 100 dose guidelines, which is included in the NRC
Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) acceptance criteria of 10-7 per year. The

use of the 10-6 per site year value in the ANSI standard for accident proba-
bility is consistent with the NRC Standard Review Plan’s value of 10-7 per
site per year for accident Plus consequence probability because tbe probability
of the consequences exceeding 10 CFR 100 dose guidelines following an accident
are conservatively estimated to k less than 10-1. The SRP use of the 1o-6

threshold is not for a so-called uncontrolled release, but for dividing
“treated-as-credible” from “treated-as-noncredible” accidents. Even with esti-

mates of accident probabilities beyond the 1o-6 per reactor-year threshold,
radioactive releases are limited by the performance of the reactor confInemerit
system; they are not uncontrolled releases to the environment.

These four accidents are used for consequence and risk calculations. Other

accidents or events are discussed in Appendix G, including the failure of an
irradiated fuel or target component in the disassembly basin and various fuel-
melt accidents. None of the accidents postulated would cause offsite doses that

exceed either those adopted by DOE as safety limits for nuclear facilities (DOE
Order 5480. 1A) or those adopted by NRC as guidelines for siting for commercial
power reactors (10 CFR 100). The four postulated accidents that cover the
spectrum of credible events and risks are:

Moderator spill. Tritium in tbe mderator could bscome airborne and be
partially released to the confinement system following ECS actuation or any
loss-of-coolant accident. Tritium released into the confinement system is dis-
charged from the stack, because the confinement system has no mechanism for
tritium removal.

Five tillion curies of tritium are assuwd to k present in the mderator
of L-Reactor; this is the equilibrium value of tritium in the mderator and is
30 to 40 percent higher than present actual values for operating SRF reactors.
The full moderator inventory of tritium is unlfkelv to evannrate and discharge. ..-. .–— ————
to the atmsphere through the confinement systernfollowing any accident because
-Ehe-mderator-would-f low-first-into-the-225;OOO-liter tati and–then to-th~-- “-

_-l 1,900,000-liter tank of the Iiq”id activity confinement system, unless the acci-
dent is a spill in the process room; in that case, most 0~ the-moderator would
flow directly to the 1,900,000–liter tank. About 3 percent of the tritium is
assumed to evaporate during the 2-hour period after the postulated accident and
then to be released from the stack and dispersed during that period.

Discharge mishap. One irradiated fuel assembly could mlt during a dis-
charge operation under certain adverse (and improbable ) conditions and release
nob Ie gasea, iodine, and particulate. Fifty percent of the iodine and 100 per-
Cent of the noble gases available for release are aas”med tO escape the assembly
and become airborne within the confinement system. More than 99 percent of that
iodine reaching the carbon filter beds would bs removed by the filter (a small
fraction would desorb later and be released); 100 percent of the noble gases
reaching the filters would pass through the filter. Half of the particulate
released to the confinement system would reach the HEPA filters, where 99 per-

cent of these particulate would be retained.
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Reloading error leading to criticality. The highly localized damage postu-
lated to occur following this accident would involve less than 3 percent of the
core; melt ing would release iodine and fission products into the mnderator. For

this analysis, 50 percent of the iodine and all the noble gases were assumed to
become airborne. Before the discharge operation began, the fission products
would have decayed for a udnimum of 14 hours. However, mre fission products
would be fomed during the postulated criticality accident , and it was conserva-
tively asa”med that the fission product content of the COI.e w~uld be the ~q”i-

librium concentration at full power.

One-percent core melt due to a loss-of -coolant accident (LOCA) . mis ac-
cident is assumed to result from a double-ended pipe break in one of the six
primary lines supplying heavy water to the reactor plenum. To compound this
accident, the break is assumed to occur in one of the three prinmry lines having
an emergency cooling-water inject ion line. Furthermore, a second emergency
cooling-water addition system is assumed to be disabled. These assumptions of
system operability are consistent with the single-failure criteria used on com-
mercial power planta. SRP reactors are operated at power levels that limit core
damage to 1 percent with only one of the three ECS operating. If the ECS oper-
ates as designed, no melting would occur. The amount of radioactivity available
for release would be 1 percent of the noble gases and the iodine inventories in
the core at the tim of the accident. All released noble gases 8re assumed to
become airborne. Fifty percent of the released iodine is sssumed to become air-
borne. More than 9.9percent of the released iodine would be trapped on the car-
bon filters ; a small fraction would desorb later and be released from the stack.

Probability analysia

The following analyses are provided for each of the four hypothetical
accidents:

Moderator spill. A 45,000-liter moderator spill (about 20 percent of the
moderator inventory) occurred once at the Savannah River Plant during the early
stages of operation. This spill was caused by a valving error while the reactor
was shut down. Since then, unnecessary valves have been blanked , and ~derator

inventory procedures, level detection instrumentation, and leak detection in-
strumentation have ken improved significantly. As a result , the Savannah River
Plant has experienced more than 100 reactor-years of operation without a signif-
icant moderator spill. Today, the most probable scenario leading to a signifi-
cant moderator spill is an unnecessary actuation of the ECS. The ECS haa never
activated; only once in 115 reactor-yeara of operation was there a spurious
combination of reactor alarms and procedures that erroneously indicated the need
to actuate the ECS. As a result , alarms and procedures were reanalyzed and
improved. If inadvertently actuated, the ECS would result in a significant

mode rater spill only if the reactor is shut down and centsins heat generating
assemblies with primary (AC) process water pumps shut down (during reactor
operation, moderator pressure at ECS inject ion points exceeds EC!j pressure; the

ECS source is restrained by check valves), which occurs about 10 percent of the

time. Because of extensive reactor instrumentation that provides a compre-

hensive status of reactor parameters, components, and systems, an estimated
90-percent probability exists that unnecessary actuat ion of the ECS will be
terminated before the majority of the mderator has been expelled from the =e-
actor. Thus, the estimated probability of spilling mst of the moderator is

equal to or less than 10-4 per reactor-year.

AY-9
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Discharge mishap. The melting of a fuel or target assembly during dis-

charge would require at least two concurrent failures (for example, a failure of
the assembly-holding mechanism on the discharge machine resulting in the
dropping of a slug-type assembly plus a failure of the reactor room spray-
cooling system, or a failure of the discharge mcbine drive mechanism resulting
in the stalling of the machine plus a failure of four independent sources sup-
plying cooling water to the discharge machine; in the latter case, melting would
not necessarily result because the reactor room spray-cooling system could be
used to provide cooling if the discharge machine stalls and its cooling +ater
supplies are lost ).

In 115 years of reactor operation, no asaembly has been dropped during dis-

charge , indieating that the probability of this event is on the order of 0.01
or less per reactor-year. A review of approximately 250 tests of the reactor

room spray system indicates four incidents in which less-than-designed flow was
obtained. The system consists of 12 valves with 9 nozzles per vslve. In each
of the four incidents, the area of the process room receiving a less-than-
designed flow was small, approximately 10 percent, indicating that the prob-
ability of failure to provide adequate spray cooling to a dropped assembly when
called on to function is 0.0016.

More than 300,000 fuel and target assemblies have been discharged without a

failure of the discharge machine cooling-water system. The probability of mlt -

ing an assembly due to failures of both the discharge machine drive mechanism
and the cooling system has been estimated to be approximately 7 x 10-5 (Nomm,
1977). Improvement to the discharge machine drive and control system that have
been or are being implemented will substantially reduce this probability (by one
or two orders of magnitude).

By combining the above probabilities, the estimated probability of melting

a fuel or target assembly during discharge is estimated to be less than 10-4

per reactor-year.

Reloading error leading to criticality. This type of accident has not
occurred at Savannah River Plant.

The reloading error most likely to occur that would lead to a large reac-
tivity increase involves removing a target assembly, failing to replace that
assembly with a fresh target, and then removing an adjacent target assembly.
The probability of criticality occurring from the removal of so much absorbing
material depends on three factors : (1) the probability that the reloading error
occurs somewhere in the reactor; (2) the fraction of reactor positions for which
the reloading error could produce extreme reactivi ty changes; and (3) the prob-
ability that the reactivity effeet could be large enough to achieve critical-
ity. (No damage would occur if the reactor were just critical. The reactivity
addition would have to be large enough to achieve significant supercriticality.
But to be conservative, this analysis only considers the probability of achiev-
ing criticality to be Mre likely than that of achieving supercriticality. The
probability of actual damage would be leSS than that diac”ssed here. )

Each reactor area has a charge /discharge computer system that mnitors for

target vacancies, checks the validity of steps in the charge and discharge se-
quence, and imposes interlocks that require extraordinary actions to bypass key
steps. Prior to the installation of the charge/discharge computer system, the
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frequency of a double target vacancy was estimated to be about 0.1 per reactor
year. Specific charge analyses indicate that about 4 x 10-5 of the postulated
double vacancies could result in s“fficient reactivity changes to achieve crit-
icality. Thus, without taking credit for protection provided by the charge/
discharge computer system, the probabi lity of a double target vacancy resulting
in a criticality is estimated to be 4 x 1o-6 per reactor-year (Church, 1983).

Protection provided by the charge/discharge computer system has not been

evaluated explicitly but should reduce the
~ (Church, 1983).
robabi lity of occurrence by at least

a factor of 10 to a value leSS than 4 x 113- This is below

the probability considered credible. Until the protection provided by the
computer system is evaluated explicitly, this accident is considered to define
the spectrum of credible events and risks along with the other three accidents
discussed in this section.

One-percent core melt due to a loss-of-coolant accident. This type of ac-

cident has not occurred at Savannah River Plant . The results of a literature
search on pipe breaks in highly pressurized systems (L-Reactor is not a highly
pressurized system) indicate probabilities on the order of 3 x 10-5 per year
for mssive piping failures . The probability of a partial failure of the Emer-
gency Cooling System has been estimated to be 3 x 10-2. Thus, the probability

of the accident occurring with only one operable ECS is less than 1 x 1o-6 per
reactor-year. (If two ECS systems are operable, there is no damage. )

The assembly flow rates are computed for these extreme conditions using

methods that are normalized to the results of reactor experiments simulating
loss-of-coolant-accident conditions . Based on these flow rates , the damage to
the reactor core is computed as a function of preincident reactor power. A
maximum upper limit is then set on reactor power such that the reactor damage
will not exceed 1 percent in the event of a maximum-leak-rate, loss-of-coolant

accident coupled with losses of two of the three ECS systems.

Thus , the probability of a loss-of-coolant accident occurring and causing
l-percent core mlting is estimated not to exceed 1o-6 per reactor-year
(Church, 1983).

Radiological consequences of reactor accidents

This section describes the techniques used to calculate offsite doses that

result fron reactor accidents. Appendix G provides a more detailed (NRC, 1979;

Pendergast, 1982a,b) description. The calculations are consistent with NRC

guidelines for accident analysis. The methods discussed were used for analysis

of all accidents, including the moderator spill and fuel melting accidents .

Three parameters are necessary to compute the mximum offsite dose. First,

the radioactive source term must ba specified, including the release rate and

isotope type. Second, the transport of the isotope by the wind nnst be com-
puted based on appropriate calculational models and meteorological data. Third,
the external and internal doses to an individual assumed to be located at the
plant boundary are computed based on a standard man, breathing rates, and sev-
eral parameters related to absorption of energy from a particular isotope.

AY-9
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The release from the stack is assumed to propagate as a Gauasian plume over

a 2-hour period, and the exposure of an individual is treated as a time-

integrated calculation. Ro-hour duration of the meteorology is assumed, and

this implies the subject iS irradiated for a Z-hour period. This is very con-

servative bscause measurements at the SRP site show that the probability of wind
persistence for a 2-hour period is, for some directions, only about 20 percent.

The 2-hour irradiation period begins when radioactive material reaches the

plant boundary. Both the noble gaa and iodine sourcs terms are saaumed to have

decayed during transport. Decay during the exposure is not included in the

calculation.

The source term for iodine is the amount that would penetrate and desorb
from the filters in the first 2 hours following the incident. The avsrage

iodine retention efficiency assumed for the carbon is that for carbon aged Ig

months. This is intended to be typical of normal operation. Carbon beds are
replaced on a staggered schedule, so some bsds have relatively fresh carbon,
some have carbon of intermediate age, and some have carbon approaching its
service limit of 30 months.

The downwind concentration of iodine, tritium, and noble gaaes was calcu-

lated according to an integral technique using the computer code NRC145-2. This
code was developed at Savannah River Plant and uses a Gauasian plume mdel based
on NRC Regulatory Guide 1.145 (Pendergast, 1982a).

The meteorological data used in the dose calculations were collected from

January 1975 through December 1979. The data were obtained at towers near P-,
K-, and C-Reactors. Calculations for L-Reactor used data from the closest tower

(K-Area). The meteorological data from each tower were averaged for 2-hour
perioda and sorted Into 16 direction sectors, six wind speeds, and aeven stabil-

ity classes. (Stability classea were based on the deviation of the msan wind
direction. )

Median meteorological conditions (50th percentile) were asaumed in these

calculations. Relative doses could be higher under more extreme meteorological
conditions.,–as.-ind.i.cased..i-n—F-ig.”re-.4-9..——— ——– —— —––—––— – —-—.—-——–— -

Corrections for the topography and jet rise of the released plum are also

applied.

Interpolation between 2-hour dosea and annual average doses was used to
obtain the dose for an extended exposure period of 120 hours, using a method
recommended in the NRC Guidelines , incorporated into NRC145-2 (Pendergast,
1982a) , and independently verified.

~
The thyroid dose and the whole-body dose are composed of an inhalation COIQ-

ponent from iodine, triti”m, and a shine component from the gamma emission of
the noble gases. The inhalation component waa computed by multiplying the
isotopic relative concentration t,y the source strength and dose conversion fac-
tors. The shine component integrated the gamma dose from the entire (finite )

radioactive plume.

The moderator spill accident considers the tritium dose when the rcuderator

is displaced from the reactor (e.g. , due to actuation of the Emergency Cooling
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Figure 4-9. Approximate effect of meteorology on boundary dose.
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System). The calculation assumes a release of O.15 megacurie

assumed 5 megacuries tritium inventory in the moderator) over
The calculated dose to an individual at the plant boundary is
4-20.

(3 percent of the
a 2-hour period.
shown in Table

Table 4-20. Calculated radiation dose to a person at the SRP
site boundary following four specific accidents
(median meteorology)

Accident

Calculated dose (rem)
Nhole-body (2 hr)a Thyroid (2 hr) Thyroid (120 hr)

D20 spill 0.006

Discharge mishap 0.003 0.004 0.01

(one fuel assembly
melts)

Reloading error 0.39 0.51 1.5

(3% core damage)
LOCA (1% core damage) 0.13 0.17 0.50

aThe 2-hour hole-body dose is essentially the same as the accident-

duration whole-body dose.

The discharge mishap accident assumes that an irradiated fuel assembly,
having decayed for 14 hours after shutdown, melts while bsing discharged. The
calculated dose to an individual at the plant boundary is shown in Table 4-20.

As discussed above , calculations indicate that the maximum hazard for a

reloading accident would involve less than 3 percent of the core inventory of

fission products. The fission product content of the core is assumed to be the
equilibrium concentration that would be obtained at full power. Table 4-20
lists the calculated dose to an individual at the_p~an~_~oyldlry: __ ____ ___

The l-percent core-melt accident assumes that a massive double-ended pipe
bre~ occurs . Thus, 1 percent of core fission product inventory as well as
heavy-water coolant is released. Table 4-20 lists the calculated dose to an
individual at the plant boundary.

In summary, these offsite doses from postulated
in accordance with accepted methods and assumptions.
offsite doses from particulate. These doses do not
protection standards (DOE 5480. la.I, Chapter 11) for

accidents were calculated
Appendix G describes

exceed DOE radiation
normal operat ion.

BF-9
Releases to ground water and surface water

No significant releases to ground water or surface water would be expected
from reactor accidents. In the event of a loss-of-primary-coolant or a loss-of-
pumping accident , the reactor scrams and the emergency cooling system forces as
much as 53,000 liters of water per minute into the reactor to remove deray heat

from the core. This water displaces the heavy water, then continues to flow
through the reactor.
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Overflow from the reactor is pumped to one of two holding tanks that are
part of the confinement system. The first tank has a capacity of 225,000” liters
and till retain essentially all of the displaced heavy water and its associated
tritium. When this tank is full, any subsequent flow bypasses the tank at an
upstream overflow point and flows to a 1.9-million-liter tank located in a 190-
tillion-liter earthen basin.

If ECS flow has to continue until the larger tank is full (e.g., for a
large primary coolant leak that cannot be isolated), subsequent flow bypasses
the tank at an upstream overflow point and enters the earthen basin.

Air that is displaced as the tanks fill with water passes through vent
lines and joins the ventilation air that is exhausted through the confinement
filters to the 61-neter stack.

If core damage occurs during these severe accidents (less than l-percent
melting is calculated to occur for a large pipe break with only one of three ECS
systems operable ), fisslon products would be released to the emergency coolant
flowing through the reactor. Any melting would occur in the first minutes of an
accident while the decay heat is high and stable ECS flow is being established.

Volatile fission products would be released into the confinement ventila-

tion system; the remainder of the fission products would be retained in the two
tanks, which hold a total of more than 10 times the volu~ of the primary cool-
ant. Any water flowing to the earthen basin after the tanks are full would have
passed through a well-cooled, well-flushed core and would be essentially free of
radioactivity. For the highly unlikely case of delayed melting after the tanks
are full, the noble gases and radioiodine could b carried to the 190-million -
liter basin where they could be released directly to the atmosphere. In this
case, the iodine would cause increased offsite thyroid doses. Because of the
extremely low probabilityy of delayed core damage, no additional dose risk is
attributed to this accident.

Risk considerations

The foregoing descriptions have dealt with both the frequency (or likeli-
hood of occurrence ) of accidents and their offsite dose impacts (or conse-
quences ). Because the ranges of both factors might be quite broad, it is useful

to combine them to obtain average measures of environmental risk. Such averages
can be particularly instructive as an aid to the comparison of radiological

risks associated with accident releases and with natural sources of radiation.

A common way in which this’combination of factors is used to estimate risk

is to multiply the probabilities by the consequences. The resultant risk is
then expressed as a mgnitude of consequences expected per unit of time. Table
4-21 lists the estimated whole-body risks associated with the four postulated
accidents described in this section. These risks were calculated by multiplying

the calculated whole-body doses in Table 4-20 by the corresponding accident
probabilities in Table 4-22; they range from 10-4 to 10-3 millirem per

reactor-year. All risk values are much less than the risk that would be

associated with a natural radiation dose of 93 millirem per year.
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Table 4-21. Risk evaluation of postulated serious accidenta

TC I

TC I

TC

Expect ed whole-
Probability (Y-l) body risk

Consequencea per reactOr- (mremlreactOr-
Accident (mrem) year year)

Moderator spill 6 10-4 6 X 10-4

Discharge tishap 3 10-4 3 x 10-4

Reloading error 390 4.0 x 10-7 1.6 X 10-4

LOCA, resulting in 1%
core Elt 130 11)-6 1.3 x 10-4

aThe 2-hour whole-body dose is essentially the same as the accident-
duration whole-body dose.

4.2. 1.5 Assessment of severe hypothetical accidents

Any accident that results in damage greater than the maximum calculated for

the accidents described above (3-percent core melt) is highly improbable. As
discussed in mre detail in Appendix G and in the Safety Analyaia Report (Du
Pent, 1983a), analyses of hypothetical SRP reactor accidents indicate that the
probability of an accident of a higher consequence than a 3-percent core mlt
is extrewly low. The estimated probability of accident sequences that would
result in mlting as much as 100 percent of the reactor core ia on the order of
1o-8 per reactor-year. For this analysis, the Airborne Activity Confinement
System is expected to continue to function properly because it is already online
before the accident, includes redundant primary components and diverse backup
power supplies, and has a high tolerance to severe accidents (Du Pent, 1983a).
Aa an added safety measure, a Confinement Heat Removal System has been installed
to reduce the possibility of confinement failure in the extremely unlikely event
of a fu1l core-w It accident. However, to aaaesa the consequences of core melt-
ing for a highly_~mRrobable seqgence_o~gye_nt s,_a. l.o-pe.r.cent..mlt accident -is_
postulated. Baaed on the discussion for the accidents with lesser consequences,

the probability of a 10-percent core mlt would be bstween 1o-6 and 10-8 per
reactor-year.

To analyze the consequences of accidents having very low probability, an
evaluation independent of the SAR (Du Pent, 1983a) was performed using the com-
puter mdel, CRAC2, employed by NRC to evaluate core-melt accident consequences
in ita Environmental Impact Statements (NUREG/CR-2901 ). This model considers
the probability of occurrence of each of 29 meteorological conditions based on
site data, population distributiona as far as 800 kilometers from the site, and
a number of options for mftigatio~ of consequences that were not exercised in
this evaluation. The model calculates exposures to individual and populations
from (1) direct radiat ion from the passing plum and material deposited on the
ground, (2) inhalation, and (3) consumption of contaminated foods and milk.
Finally, the mdel produces consequence-probabili ty distribution curves (called
comple~ntary cumulative distribution functions, or CCDFS ) for various doses,

for prompt and delayed fatalities, and for economic costs (see Appendix G).
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b examination of the results of these calculations must recognize that
there are a number of differences between the CRAC2 methodology and the method
that has been normalized to SRP conditions to arrive at the doses presented in
Section 4.2.1 .4, For example, mean doses determined by CRAC2 are not directly
comparable to tbe udian (or fiftieth percentile ) ~eteorological ~Onditi O*
employed for the doses in Section 4.2.1.4. Also, CRAC2 dose pathways include
small doses from ground-deposited mterial, food pathways, and inhalation of
reSuspended radionuclides not considered in the other dose Val”eS. Other dif-
ferences exist in the net effectiveness assumed for iodine retention by the
charcoal filters, the duration of the releases, site boundary diata”ces,
meteorological data base, and the population data year chosen. Despite these
differences in methodology and assumptions, the results are in good agreement.

Dose and health impacts

Calculations using the CRAC2
percent core~elt accident, there
where the whole-body dose exceeds

code show that, for the hypothetical 10-

are no cases of early fatalities, no cases
25 rem, and no cases where the thvroid dose

exceeds 300 rem (10 CFR 100 siting criteria) . The mean value for the site
boundary whole-body dose is 0.35 rem and the expected peak value (i.e., for the
mst improbable meteorological condition sampled) is 1.7 rem. The ntsan value
for the site boundary thyroid dose is 1.7 rem with a peak value of 11.7 rem.

Figure 4-10 displays the calculated CCDF for latent cancer fatalities. The
mean number of cancer fatalities (including thyroid cancers ) is 2.4 and the peak
is 20 with a conditional probability (ie., assuming the accident has occurred )

of 1.4 x 10-4 per reactor-year. (Excluding thyroid cancers, the man number
of latent cancer fatalities is 1.0 and the peak number is 15.) When the proba-
bility of a 10-percent core-melt accident (10-6 to 1o-8) is taken into account ,
the msan number of latent fatalities is, conservatively, 2.4 x 1o-6 per reactor-
year or an average of one death per 400,000 reactor-years of operation.

Figure 4-11 displays the CCDFS for total population whole-body exposure in
person–rem, that is, the conditional probability that the total population ex-
posure will equal or exceed the values given. The peak population exposure is

2.4 x 105 person-rem with a conditional probability of 1.1 x 10-4 and the
mean value is 1.6 x 104 person-rem for the population within 800 kilometers of
the reactor site, and 7.7 x 103 person-rem for the population within 80 kilo-
meters of the reactor site. Again, if the probability of an accident with a
10-percent core mlt (10-6 to IO-8) is taken into account , the wan value

for total exposure for the population within 80 kilometers is, conservatively,
7.7 x 10-3 person-rem per reactor-year. For perspective, this can be compared

to a whole-body dose from natural background radiation of 8 x 104 person-rem
per year for the population in question.

Econotic and social impacts

The offsite economic impact of a reactor accident is calculated as a proba-
bility distribution for the cost of offsite mitigating actions. The factors
contributing to these estimated costs include the following:

● The value of crops contaminated and condemned

● The value of milk contaminated and condemned
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● Costs of decontamination of property where practical

● Indirect costs due to loss of use of property and incomes derived

therefrom

The last cost would derive from the necessity for interdiction to prevent
the use of property (i.e., farm crops, etc. ) until it is either free of

contamination or can be economically decontaminated.

The mean offsite economic risk from an accident where 10 percent of the

core mlts is $73,000 and the peak cost is $1.7 x 106 at a conditional proba-
bility of 2.4 X 10-4. For comparison, the cost of property damage due to

automobile accidents for the area of a circle with a radius of 80 kilometers is
$1.3 x 107 per year and the prOperty damage due to fires fOr the same area iS

$5.5 x 106 per year.

I Table 4-22 summarizes all the consequences from a postulated 10-percent

core-melt accident.

Table 4-22. Consequences from a postulated accident
resulting in 10-percent core wlta

Consequence Mean value Peak value

Early fatalities o 0
People with whole-body dose of 25 rem o 0
People with thyroid dose of 300 rem o 0
Latent-cancer fatalities (excluding thyroid) 1.0 14.9
Thyroid-cancer fatalities 1.4 5.2
Site boundary whole-body dose (rem) 0.35 1.7
Site boundary thyroid dose (rem) 1.7 11.7
Population whole-body dose (person-rem) 7.7 x 103 2.4 X 105

(population to 80 kilometers)
Population whole bo.dy_d.o_s.e_(p.e.r.s.o.nzr.em)— _l..,6_x_lO~ _2...4_x_lO~ —–

(population to 800 kilometers)
Population thyroid dose (person-rem) 8.6 x 104 3.6 x 105

(population to 80 kilometers)
Population thyroid dose (person-rem) 1.0 x 105 3.8 X 105

(population to 800 kilometers)

aHypothetical 10-percent core melt as calculated with CSAC2 code.

TC I The probability of a 10-percent core mlt is estimated to be less than 1o-6.

Table 4-23 shows average values of risk associated with population dose,

early fatalities, latent fatalities, and costs for early evacuation and other
Protective actions, which have been calculated for a 10-percent core wlt .
These average values are obtained by aununing the probabilities multiplied by
the consequences over the entire range of the distributions . Because the prob-
abilities are on a per-reactor-year basis, the averagea shown are also on a
per-reactor-year basis.
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Table 4-23. Average values of environmental risks due to

a lo-percent core melt, per reactor-yeara

Offsite risk Value

Population exposure
Person-rem within 80 kilometers 7.7 x 10-3
Person-rem total 1.6 X 10-2

Early fatalities 0.0
Latent cancer fatalities

All organs excluding thyroid 1.0 X 10-6
Thyroid only 1.4 x 10-6

Cost (dollars ) of protective actions and 7.3 x 104
decent atinat ion

aHypothetical 10-percent core mlt as calculated ,by
the CRAC2 code. The probability of a 10Jpercent core mlt
is estimated to k less than 1o-6.

4.2.1.6 Total risk from all postulated reactor accidents

To provide a perspective of the overall reactor accident risk on the

Savannah River Plant and of L-Reactor operation,
Tc

Figure 4-12 shows preliminary

total probability curves that present the snnual probability of a resident liv-
ing at the SRP site boundary receiving mre than a certain dose from postulated
accidenta (see Section G.5.7 .3). These results are based on accident analvses

presented in the Safety Analysis Report and a supporting document (DIJPent:
1983a; Church, 1983), including less severe accidenta at the high end of the ITC

probability spectrum and an assumed hypothetical 100-percent core mlt at the

upper bOund Of the cOnsequencea spectrum (see also Section G.5.7.3). Six dif -

ferent accidenc initiators were considered. For all the accidents, the nnst
probable outcom would be no reactor damage. For the six accidents, only 11
postulated, but highly improbable, sequences resulted in significant amounts of

reactor core damage (ranging from 1 percent to 100 percent). For the poatu Iated
100-percent core-damage accidents (sequences 2, 3, 4, and 6 below), Figure 4-12
also reflects the failure of the Confinement Heat Removal System. These acci-

dent sequences were as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

A loss-of-coolant

A loss-of-coolant

The withdrawal of
with a failure of

accident

accident

a single
both the

with only one operable ECS.

with a,total failure of the ECS.

control rod or a gang of control rods
safety-rod scram and the ABS-SC.

Loss of coolant to a single target assembly with a failure of both
the safety-rod scram and the ABS-SC.

A loss-of-pumping accident with only one operable ECS.

A loss-of-pumping accident with a total failure of the ECS.
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Figure 4-12. Total probability (P) per SRP site-year (upper) and reactor year (Iowar)

that the whole body dose to a person on the plant boundary will exceed
a specified value, X rem .
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7. A reloading error during charge /discharge operations making the

reactor super critical.

8-11. Extended total loss of offsite (commercial) power together with
extended loss of onsite generating capability. ~is sequence would
affect all reactors and is postulated to result in core damage to 1,
2, 3, or 4 reactors.

The computed offsite doses for the loss-of-coolant accident with 1 percent
core damage and the reloading error with 3-percent core damage are listed in
Table 4-20 for median meteorology (conditions for which the more severe meteoro-
logical conditions are not exceeded 50 percent of the time). The relative doses
fOr other meteorological frequencies are shown in Figure 4-9. bses for postu-
lated core damage greater than 1 percent would be proportional to the dose for

l-percent damage.

The probability of occurrence of an accident sequence was combined with the
data for meteorological probability versus offsite dose for each of the above 11
sequences. Then, for a given dose rate, the occurrence probabilities were com-
bined to obtain an overall probability per reactor-year of exceeding a given
dose. This overall dose probability curve is shown in Figure 4-12. The results
are consistent with (1) the decreasing frequency of meteorological conditions
that give higher doses for any accident (Figure 4-9), and (2) the extremely low
probability of accidents occurring with core damage exceeding 3 percent.

The implementation of reactor safety programs has reduced the probability
of occurrence of accidents to extremely low levels. Figure 4-12 indicates that
the probability of exceeding the Nuclear Regulatory Commission site whole-body
dose criteria for commercial power reactors (10 CFR 100) of 25 rem at the site
boundary in accident situations is extremely low (less than 10-7 per year),
even in the most severe hypothetical accidents.

The traditional approach to SRP reactor safety analysis addressed the con-
sequences for “worst-case credible” (and even sores “noncredible”) accidents
based on the single-failure criterion. This criterion assumes that the initial
accident is compounded by the failure of the single-most-important active com-
ponent designed to mitigate the accident . (An active component is one that must

change its state to perform its duty; e.g. , a valve must be realigned. ) The

initiation of the accident and the faf.lure of the component were considered
without regard to the actual probability of their occurrence. Results from the

preliminary risk evaluation of the accident sequences discussed above support
earlier evaluations made for worst-case scenarios using single-failure criteria,
which concluded that there is negligible risk to public health and safety.

4.2.2 Non-nuclear hazards and natural phenomena

4.2.2.1 Toxic-gas release

:N-27

During prior reactor operations, the effeets of toxic-gas releases were

analyzed, and provisions were made for shutdown, building evacuation, and remote

control of coolant flow pumps and valves. The two toxic gases considered were

the chlorine used to prevent biofouli~ of reactor heat exchangers and the
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hydrogen sulfide used in the heavy-water production area. Two recent changes in
plant operation have essentially eliminated any hazards from these gasea:

1. L-Reactor would use sodium hypochlorite rather than chlorine as the
cooling-water biocide. Sodium hypochlorite presents no toxic-gaa
health hazard to reactor operation and would provide the aama

biofouling inhibition as chlorfne.

2. Heavy-water production at the Savannah River Plant haa stopped. The

large quantities of hydrogen-sulfide gas stored in the heavy-water
production area have been removed.

4.2.2.2 Fire

The presence of flammable n!aterials in the reactor building is strictly

controlled, so the probability of a large fire is low. Because of redundance es
in shutdown, a fire (e.g., in an electrical cable tray) will not prevent a safe
shutdown. Analyses performed (M Pent, 1983a) for L-Reactor startup did not

find any credible fire hazard that would result in a release of radioactivity.
The only fire–related incident deemed credible was the possibility of extended
downtime and repair costs, but no specific cause for such a fire was identified.

In addition to normal operating personnel who are instructed in basic fire
fighting, a fully trained and equipped fire department is maintained at Savannah
River Plant .

A large cleared area surrounding the reactor building protects against

hazards from a forest fire. Smoke from a forest fire could require temporary
evacuation of L-Reactor. However, normal and emergency facilities are provided
to maintain safe conditions, and the reactor could also be shut don and ~ain-
tained in a safe shutdown condition from the remote control station.

~

——..—.————— .—— -————— ..— —— . . . . .. —.. ..— — .-— —— .— -

4.2.2.3 Earthquakes

As noted in Section 3.3.2, there are no known capable faults within 300
kilometers of the L-Reactor site, except perhaps the geophysically inferred
faults in the meizoseismal area of the 1886 Charleston earthquake (Du Pent,
1980; Georgia Power Company, 1982). No reservoir-induced seiamicity is aaao-
ciated with Par Pond, “hich is located about 6.5 kilometers nOrtheast of
L-Reactor.

Probabilistic and deterministic analyses, commensurate with the criteria

used by the NRC in 10 CFR 100, have determined that the mximum seismic hazard
at the Savannah River Plant is d“e to a Modified Mercalli Intensity ~I; Langley
and Marter, 1973)[of VII (magnitude 5.0 to 5.5) earthquake in the immediate
vicinity of Savannah River Plant or a postulated MMI = X (magnitude 6.6) earth-

quake near Bowman, South Carolina, 95 kilometers from Savannah River Plant. In

both caaes, the expected site MMI = VII corresponds to a peak horizontal free

field acceleration Of abOut O.ll)g (D” pOnt , 19aza) . A d~~ig”-b~~isearthqUak~
acceleration of 0.20g has been established for design and analysis of key
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seistic-resistant buildings, systems, and components at Savannah River Plant.
This design acceleration is predicted to bs exceeded only once In 501)IJyears

(Du Pent, 1982a).

Studies performed by Rutledge (1976) and D’Appolonia (DIIPent, 1980) show
that earthquake (<O. 20g )–induced liquefaction is not a potential problem for
L-Reactor and oth~r SRP facilities located on the Aiken Plateau (cf., Langley

and Marter, 1973, and Figure F-l).

The foundation investigations for L-Reactor were performed by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (COE, 1952a). At their recommendation, a soil grout-
ing program was undertaken to improve subsurface conditions (COE, 1952b) . A
number of earthquake-engineering investigations have been,performed to establish

earthquake-design criteria and to recommend modifications to component design
(e.g., Du Pent, 1968; List, 196g; Rutledge, 1976; Qotech”ical Engineers, I“Co,
1979; URS/JAB, 1982a,b,c).

The reactor buildings are heavy, blast-resistant,’ concrete structures .
Several earthquake-engineering improvements have been made at P-, C-, and
K-Reactors to meet the seismic criteria for a design basis earthquake of O.20g.
These improvements were also mde in the L-Reactor upgrade and include the
following:

● Providing additional seismic bracing on the actuator tower to reduce its
dynamic response to earthquake excitation

● Strengthening the 61-meter building exhaust stack

● Improving the lateral support for tbe emergency cooling-system piping
and the supplementary safety system (neutron poison injection system)
piping

● Improving the anchors on the 12 track-mounted process heat exchangers

An earthquake mnitoring system will

shut down the reactor when the earthquake
the design-basis value ). In more than 28

never been a seismic alarm.

automatically alarm at O.002g and
excitation reaches O.02g (one-tenth
years of reactor operation there has

4.2.2.4 Tornado and hurricane effects

The SRP site lies within tornado risk region B (Twisdale and Dunn, 1981)
with an occurrence rate of about 2.69 x 10-4 per square kilometer per year

corrected for unreported tornadoes. Based on this study and on work by Reinhold ‘c
and Ellingwood (1982), the probabilities of a tornado striking a point at Savan-
nah River Plant are calculated for the midpoint characteristics of the Fujita-
tornado intensity scale (F-scale ); the results are presented in Table 4-24. In

addition, this table provides the probabilityy of striking a building as large as
L-Reactor at the SRF site. Risks are extreme ly low.

Hurricanes that occur along the South Carolina coast generally will not

subject the Savannah River Plant to winds in the whole-gale to hurricane range
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Table 4-24. Annual probabili ties of a tornado atrike

at L-Reactor for midpoints of the Fujita
tornado intensity scale

Fujita Wind speeda Annua 1 probability of a

intensity scale (m/see) tornado strike at L-React orb

F-O 16.1 7.79 x 10-4
F-1 41.4 3.52 X 10-4
F-2 60.4 1.65 X 10-4
F-3 81.4 5.35 x 10-5
F-4 104.4 1.58 X 10-5
F-5 129.4 2.61 X 10-6
F-6 156.2 3.01 x 10-7

awind speeds are reported for the midpoints of the Fujita

tornado intensity categories.
bBased on an ~ccurrence rate of 2.69 x 10-4 tornados per

square kilometer per year (Reinhold and Ellingwood, 1982, Tables
16 and 17), and an L-Reactor building width of 170 meters.

because Savannah River Plant is approximately 160 kilometers inland, and the
high winds associated with hurricanes tend to diminish as the storms move over
land. Winds of 33.5 meters per second were measured once by anemometers munted
at the 61-meter level of the WJBF-TV tower during the history of Savannah River
Plant , as Hurricane Gracie passed north of the plant site in September 1959. At
Augusta, Georgia, the fastest l-minute wind speed for the 1950-1978 period of
record was 37.1 meters per second (corrected to an anemometer height Of 10
meters). The return periods for l-minute wind speeds at Augusta are reported in
Table 4-25.

Table 4-25. Return of l-minute wind
——. . ——.——————— .— ‘—-s pe-eds-–at”Augus ta ,–Gorgia”” .. . . _—. —_ —

Return period Wind speed
(years) (m/see)

100 37.1
1,000 46.9

10,000 56.8
100,000 66.2

The L-Reactor building is a concrete structure that is blast-resistant tn a
pressure of about 50,000 pascals. Its weakest structural area, the disassembly
area, can withstand a tornado-induced pressure drop of 20,700 pascals (Yau and
Zeh, 1976), twice that created by an intensity F-5 tornado (a very low proba-

bility event; see Table 4-24).
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The 61-meter-tall ventilation exhaust stack at L-Reactor is designed to
withstand a l-i”-10,000 year event (see TabIe 4-25) with winds of S6 meters per
second. However, if the stack should fall, it would not strike a portion of the
reactor that “ould impair the ability to shut down the reactor or maintain cool-

iI18capabilities.

The resistance of the L-Reactor building to wind-driven missf.leswas ana-
lyzed by Yau and Zeh (1976) as part of a study to determine the tornado resist-
ance of the reactor building. The greatest penetration of the concrete reactor
building was calculated to be caused by a 3f)-centimeter steel pipe; less than 40
percent of the wall thickness of the disassembly area wall was calculated to bs
penetrated by the pipe.

Because the disassembly area is structurally the weakest part of the reac-

tor building, the rest of the building was also deemed safe from penetration by

the postulated missiles. The probability of tornado missiles passing through

exterior doors, ducts, vents, or other openings that are not tornado resistant
is negligibly small.

Damage to the 61-meter-tall stack, confinement system filter compartments ,
and other parts of the building that are not resistant to tornados would not
cause, directly or indirectly, a reactor accident. A tornado strike causing
damage to the filter compartments or the stack after an independently caused
reactor accident would increase offsite dose effects. Such multiple-series
accidents are not considered in this analysis because of the extremely 10”
probability of a tornado striking the reactor immediately following a reactor
accident.

Emergency power capabilities at L-Reactor are sufficient to maintain the
reactor in a safe shutdown condition if outside power is lost during a Severe
weather disturbance.

4.2.2.5 Floods

As noted in Section 3.4.1, L-Reactor (floor elevation of 76.5 meters) is

situated well above (1) the maximum historical flood stage of 36 meters and (2)
the flood stage of 43.6 meters calculated to result from the domino failure of
Savannah River dams above the SRF. Flooding of these magnitudes could cause the

loss of the river pumphouses supplying cooling water, and of external electrical

power. However, onsite storage of cooling water (9.5 x 104 cubic inters ) is,
with partial recirculation, adequate to remove heat during shutdown, and on-

site emergency power generation would maintain the reactor in a safe shutdo~
condition.

Because of the geographic location of the site, the formation of ~ignifi-

cant amounts of ice on streams and rivers occurs rarely. A review of Augusta,

Georgia, newspaper accounts dating back to approximately 1800 indicates that the
formation of ice jams on the Savannah River occurred in 1827 and 1886. Neither
event resulted in reported f100ding (Du Pent, 1980).
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The L-Area is not subject to local flooding. Pen Branch to the west and

north, and Steel Creek to the east and south provide adequate drainage. oppO-
site L-Reactor these streams are at least 15 meters klow the reactor floor ele-
vation under normal flow conditions.

4.3 TRANSPORTATION

4.3.1 Onaite and offsite shipments

Onsite

The proposed restart of L-Reactor would increase the total number of onaite
shipments by an amount typical of the individual reactor areaa now operating.
Rail shipments of irradiated fuel from the reactor to the separationa plants
could be made with existing caaks and equipment using current rail crews. Truck

shipments involving unirradiated reactor fuel, deionizer casks, and wastes could
alao be made with existing equipment using the SRP traffic and transportation
(T&T) crews currently assigned to these tasks. Higher volume shipments, such as

scrap metal, waste dumpsters, and D20 drums, would require purchase of addi-

tional equipment and a modest increase in T&T crews. Also, the operation of
L-Area would require about the aaw number of nonradioactive shipments by T&T
and vendor trucks aa the other individual reactor areaa. No significant impact

on SRP transportation systems is expected from the operation of L-Area.

Shipments on the SRP rail system would include the following:

1. Empty casks to transport reactor fuel ele~nts.

2. Intact irradiated fuel in 70-ton caaka (CD casks) on flatbed railcars
to 200-F or 200-H areas.

3. Any irradiated fuel with cladding defects in a special containment
–—-—device--(~harp~)-wi–th~n-a- 55-ton-f ailed-f uel ‘e-lemnt–cask ‘to- a-200=Are”a-~

4. Occasional containers of helium or Polybor or other nonradioactive
materials.

Onsite truck shipments for L-Area would include the following:

1. Unirradiated fuel in steel shipping boxes and other reactor lattice
components from the 300-M area.

2. Irradiated lithium-aluminum control roda and blanket assemblies in a
45-ton cask on a flatbed trailer from the L-Area disassembly basin to
200-H area.

3. Irradiated scrap metal in a 15-ton cask or replacement cask from the
L-Area disassembly basin to the SRP burial ground (about 80 shipments
annually).
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Offsite

Moderator (D20) in stainless steel 55-gallon drums to and from other

reactor areas and the 400-D area where contaminant removal and puri-
fication facilities are located (about 700 drums annually).

D20 purification deionizes from 100-L area. After the resin is de-
pleted, the deionizer would be shipped to 1OO-K area in a cask on a
special flatbed trailer for dedeuterization before being shipped to the
burial ground (about three annually). A replacement D~o equilibrated
purification deionizer would bs shipped concurrently from 1OO-K to
1OO-L area.

Basin water deionizes mounted in casks on a special trailer to Build-
ing 245-H area for regeneration and return to L-Area service (about
five annually).

Liquid and gas samples on a pickup truck to laboratories on each shift.

Dry wastes in collection pans on a daily basis and bOXes of wastes
intermittently generated during jobs such cc replacing containment
filters to the SRP burial ground.

Liquid light-water waates to the underground storage tsnk in 1OO-C area
(infrequently) or, when volumes are large , to F-Area waste mnagement
tanks, in an unshielded tank trailer.

Nonradioactive materials to L-Area on Savannah River plant or vendor

trucks.

Shipments from off the site to support L-Area operation would include
petroleum distillate products from major distribution tertninals in Augusta,
Georgia, and Aiken County, South Carolina; chemicals from normsl distribution
points; solid depleted uranium and 1.l–percent uranium-235 from the Feed Mste-
riala Product ion Center in Fernald, Ohio; and highly enriched uranium mstal
billets from the Y-12 plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. The latter shipmsnts would
be safeguarded (see Section 4.3.2.2). Operation of L-Resctor would increaae the
amount of plutonium metal shipped offsite from Savannah River Plant in special
safeguarded Department of Energy (DOE) vehicles and also would increase the num-
ber of DOE-escorted shipments of uranyl nitrate hexahydrate solution shipments
to the Y-12 plant in Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

These offsite shipments of nuclear and other hazardous tncterials would be
subject to the same Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations (49 CFR 170-
179) as other similar cargo already in commerce.

Primary reliance for safety in the transport of hazardous msteriala, in-
cluding nuclear material, is placed on the packaging. The nuclear packaging

standards are established by DOT, DOE Orders, and some of the states through

which materials are transshipped. These standards are established according to

the type and form of material for containment, shielding, nuclear criticality

safety, and heat dissipation. The standarda for nuclear mcterials provide that

the packaging shall prevent the loss or dispersal of the radioactive contents,
retain shielding efficiency, assure nuclear criticality safety, and provide
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adequate heat dissipation under normal conditions of transport and under speci-
fied accident damage test conditions (i.e., the design-basis accident ). The
quantity of n!aterial contained in packages not designed to withstand accidents
iS limited, thereby limiting the risk frOm releases that cOuld Occur in an acci-
dent. The quantity of material contained in a shipping package also must be
limited so that the standards for external radiation levels, temperature, pres-
sure, and containment are not exceeded.

Protection of the public from external radiation is provided by limitation

on the radiation levels at the surface of, and at specified distances from, the

outside of packages of nuclear materials and by storage and segregation provi-
sions for such packages in transit. The number of packages in a single vehicle

or area is limited to control the aggregate radiation level and to ensure nu-
clear criticality safety in the event of conceivable accidents. In addition,

shipments of special nuclear materials such as plutonium and enriched uranium
are safeguarded against theft or sabotage by use of DOE equfpment and DOE
couriers.

Nuclear mterials shipped offsite are packaged by the operating contractor
as required by DOT specifications with a DOE- or NRC-approved certificate of
compliance for the packaging selected. The packaged mcterial is transferred to
the custody of DOE-SR, which becomes the consignor for the ehipment.

Pollutant emissions

Pollutants would be released to the atmosphere from transportation opera-
tions associated with the L-Reactor operation. Table 4-26 lists the pollutant
emissions from vehicles associated with L-Reactor operation that would occur
both on and off the Savannah River Plant .

Table 4-26. Transportation-related nonradiological emission of
pollutants associated with L-Reactor operatfona

—
‘CSf~=nd “l-i~ti—-”

. ..—. — .
T~ck; “Iess TiuckXb off —

trucks than 10 tons SRP site

Fuel gasoline diesel diesel
Annual fuel

consumption
TC I (liters) 147,600 64,300 199,900

Kilometers traveled
TC I per year 643,600 290,000 491,000

Annual emissions (kg)
Particulate 215 850 1,440
Sulfur dioxide 160 310 530
Nitrogen oxide 2,000 1,720 2,910
Carbon monoxide 40,800 470 790
Hydrocarbons 3,550 1,050 1,780
Tire particulate 80 180 260

aAdapted from CRC Press (1972).

bAverage 10-ton.
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Transportation associated with L-Reactor operation at the Savannah River
Plant is expected to consist of cars and light trucks for 643,700 kilometers
burning 147,600 liters of gasoline and trucks weighing less than 10 tons for
241,000 to 491,000 kilometers b“rni”g 64,400 liters of diesel fuel each year.
This would consist of an incremental transportation increase of 8 percent for
the total Savannah River Plant. Neither the increased onsite or offsite trans-
portation pollut ant sources are expected to significantly impact ambient air
quality.

The potential for transportation accidents involving shipments of materials
OffSite is assumed to be comparable to that for general truck transportation in
the United States. Based on accident rates and injury and fatality rates (AEC,
1972; Clarke et al. , 1976), 0.4 injury and 0.02 fatality are expected annually
from truck accidenta associated with offsite shipments Of L-Reactor materials.

The potential for transportation accidents onsite with resultant injury or
fatality is much less than for public highways. Shipments onsite are almos t
never made during shift change and occur when traffic densities on the SRP high-
ways are very low. Therefore, the risk of injury or fatality from operation of
vehicles onsite is much less than one per year.

4.3.2 Radiological impacts

4.3.2.1 Routine radiation exposures

Onsite transportation

Nuclear materials moved onsite are packaged to contain the material during
transit and shielded to minimize radiation exposures to drivers , riggers , and
others near the material durin8 transportation activities. The DOE contract
permits the operating contractor to use procedural controls, escorts, and
traffic controls to transport materials onsite.

The 70-ton railroad casks used to ship irradiated reactor fuel are SePa-
rated from the locomotive by one or two spacer cars . The incremental exposure
to the rail crew is estimated to be less than 10 millirem per year, based upon
1979 and 1980 exposure records.

The casks used to ship irradiated materials from reactor areas by truck are
mounted on assigned trailers and do not require rigging. The annual radiation
exposures , averaged over a 6-year period, were 330 millirem per year or less to
the drivers who exclusively transport scrap metal and deionizer casks from the
three operating reactors. Radiat ion exposure records show that cumulative expo-

sures to T&T employees average about 2 to 3 person-rem per year per reactor area
for all rigging and transportation activities .

Offsite transportation

The radiation levels from offsite shipments on exclusive-use vehicles to or
from sRP are well below DOT radiation limits for transportation of nuclear mate-
rials. Typical meaaured radiation levels from these shipments are (1) depleted

uranium shapes - less than 1 percent of DOT radiation limits, (2) uranyl nitrate
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uranium shapes - less than 1 percent of DOT radiation limits, (2) uranyl nitrate
solutions in MC 311 cargo tanker - less than 2 percent of DOT radiatioi limits,
and (3) safe secure transporter (SST) - about 10 percent of DOT radiation
limits.

The radiological exposure from transportation of these nuclear materials

from and to SRP is small. about 0.01 person-rem per year to the uooulation. . . .
along the shipping route; this subject was addresaed in the NRC report, Final
Environmental State~nt on the Transportation of Radioactivity by Air and Other
Modes (NRc, 1977a). Therefore, the consequences will not be exxmined in detail

in this study.

4.3.2.2 Safeguarda

Enriched uranium and plutonium resulting from L-Area

TC I shipped to and from Savannah River Plant in packages that

operation would be

meet the DOT Tvue A9
requirements. These shipments would be safeguard~d in the DOE”s existing” SST”
system with a courier eacorc. This transporter is essentially a mobile vault

with built-in deterrent and disabling devices and special electronically coded
locks set in vault-type doors; it is operated by carefully selected, specially
trained personnel.

MC 311 or MC
trate hexahydrate

4.3.2.3 Accident

312 cargo tankers are used to transport enriched uranyl ni-
solutlon. They are moved with SST tractora with a DOE escort.

release risks

The cumulative risks from accidenta during onsite transportation activities
(in curies per year) for a single reactor are estimated to k about 2 x 10-3
curie beta-gamma per year, 2 x 10-5 curie alpha per year, and 3 x 10-2 curie
tritium per year, as shown in Table 4-27. The radiological risks expres aed ~
cur-ie-per-year-values-were-calcu-tated-using-the- GASPAR co-de“defined in NRC Regu-

..—--— ——

latory Guide 1.109 (NRC, 1977b), as modified for accidental releaaes.

The calculated total-body radiological risk to the offsite population from
accidental release of nuclear materials in transport to and from L-Area opera-

tion would be 1.1 person-rem per year and, to the mximal ly exposed mmber of
the population, would be 0.017 millirem per year (Table 4-28).

In the NRC analysia of radiological risks from radionuclide transport,
several serious accidents were pos tulated and the release of radioact ive mate-
rial waa assumed. However, the consequences of most eventa were determined to
be not severe. The most serious postulated accident results in one early fatal-
ity and exposure of 60 persona to significant levels of radiation. The prob-
ability of such an event WaS estimated to be 16SS than 3 x 10-9 per year for

shipping rates in 1975 a“d ia expected to decrease further due to mre stringent
shipping requirements that have been initiated or are planned (NRC, 1977a).
Uranyl hexahydrat e sol”t ion is shipped in DOT MC-311 or MC-312 cargo tanka that
might, after an accident, release uranyl nitrate solution on or near a bridge
and could contaminate a stream supplying a public water supply. In an extreme
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Table 4-27. Annual onsite risk duri”ng transportation for
L-Area

Risk (Ci/yr)a
Shipping operation Beta-gama Alpha Tritium

Irradiated fuel I x 10-6 1 x 10-9 -2 x 10-4
Unirradiated fuel Very small
100-Area sample trucks -- -- -2 x 10-2
Scrap metal Extremely small
Solid waates <I x 10-6 <1 x 10-9

Moderatnr shipments -- -- -3 x 10-3
Unshielded trailer 2 x 10-3 2 x 10-5

shipments
Deionizes

Reactor baain 1 X 10-6 1 x 10-9
Purification Very small

Total 2 x 10-3 2 x 10-5 <3 x 10-2

aAdapted from Du Pent (1982b).

Table 4-28. Annual radiological risk to the public
from potential transportation accidenta

M ak
Maximum

Dose individual Population
connnitment (❑rem ) (person-rem)

Total body 1.66 x 10-2 1.12
Bone 5.31 x 10-1 3.55 x 101
Lung 5.29 X 10-2 2.68
Liver 6.07 X 10-2 3.96
Thyroid 8.29 X 10-5 9.52 X 10-3
Kidney 4.61 X 10-2 3.01
GI-tract 7.33 x 10-4 4.93 x 10-2

accident scenario involving a major fire, some respirable particulate might be
generated. The integrated radiological risk to the population along the route

from these scenarios ia about 2 x 1o-6 person-rem per shipment .

4.4 L-REACTOR MITIGATIoN ALTERNAT1 VES

This section includes evaluations of the following mitigation alternative :

safety-system alternatives, cooling-water alternatives, and alternatives for the
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disposal of liquid waste and 186-Basin sludge. This section describes the

effects of the possible implementation of each of these alternatives and its
mitigation costs and schedules.

4.4.1 Safety-system alternatives

In part because of their low-temperature, low-pressure operation, SRP reac-
tors have a low potential for an accidental widespread dispersion of radioactiv-
ity. Also , SRP reactors are equipped with instrument ation, computer controls,

supplementary shutdown systems, and multiple cooling systems that provide a high
degree of safety assurance against accidents that might cause fuel ~lting ati
releases of radionuclides to the environment. The following systems are being

considered to mitigate potential accident consequences:

● Remote storage system
● Low-temperature adsorption system
● Tall stack
● Internal containment system
● Leaktight dome

After a brief description of each system the systems are compared using the
following measures :

1.

2.

3.

4.

. 5.

6.

7.

&.4.l.l

Technical feasibility

Capital cost

Cost of lost product ion

Total cost

Benefit in extra person-rem averted beyond existing confinewnt system
perf0rmance

————.—— ..—..— —

Cost/benefit ratio in dollars per extra person-rem averted, assuming
an accident occurs

Timing

Existing confinement system (preferred alternative)

SRP reactors were built in the early 1950s, before containu.ent systems
became an accepted pract ice for nuclear reactors . In the 1960s, a variety of
containment /confinement systems were considered for SRP reactors ; the vented
confinement system was selected as the optimum balance between cost and risk.
The cost of a containment vessel over the large, sprawling SRP reactor buildings

is cons idered to be impractical compared to the risk associated with improbable
reactor accident a.
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SRP reactors are designed and operated to make the mslting of fuel or tar-
get material, with the consequent release of radioactivity to the environwnt ,
highly improbable. Nevertheless , these reactors are equipped with a confinement
System, which consists of a series of filters ‘through which air is exhausted
from the reactor building. This system traps moisture and particulate and ab-
sorbs radioactive iodine on carbon filters. Noble gases and triti”m would pasa
through the system and would be exhausted to the atmosphere from a 61-meter
stack.

The confinement systems for the SRP reactors are not subject to overpres -
aurization bacause the system is vented through filters and a stack. Further-
more, these reactors operate at a coolant temperature and pressure much lower
than a commercial power reactor. The ‘“stored energy” within an operating SRP
reactor is much less than that within an operating power reactor; therefore, the
risk of overpressurization is much less.

Calculated offsite doses for average meteorology with this system do not ITC
exceed O.39 rem to the whole body and 1.5 rem to the thyroid of the individual
receiving the maximum exposure

4.4.1.2 Remote storage system

for the range of postulated accidents.

Amng several possible improvements to the confinement system is a remt e
storage system, as illustrated in Figure 4-13. In this system the reactor room

exhaust is separated from other reactor-building exhausts and fed through a
large online storage tank, as shown in Figure 4-13. Nearly 1 hour of normal re-
actor room exhauat flow could be contained in the long storage tank. One hour
after an accident, the storage tank would be isolated so that the initial re-
lease of radioactive msterial would be trapped. Any further effluent from the

reactor room would bypass the storage tank. Downstream of the storage tank,

the reactor room exhaust flow joins flow from the purification and below-grade
areas, such that all building exhaust flow (except from aasembly and disas-

sembly) passes through a large sand filter and underground carbon filters.
Thus, releaaes of noble gases and tritium occurring during the first hour would
be retained and radioactive iodine and airborne particulates would & captured
regardless of the source or durat ion of the accident.

Exhaust from either purification (e.g. , blanket gas-venting) or below-grade

areas (e.g. , heavy–water spills) can be procedurally diverted into the storage
tank (ace Figure 4-13) to improve control of other minor incidents. A 300-mter

stack would help mitigate the consequences of a possible upstream failure to
contain the release. It is included as a part of this alternative.

4.4. 1.3 Low-temperature adsorption system

ITC

Another possible improvement to the confinement system is a low-temperature
solid-adsorption system using hydrogen mordenite as a noble gas adsorbent in ad-
dition to more conventional filters. Laboratory experiments have been conducted

and a concept has been proposed for this mult Ipurpose system. However, this

concept would require much more development work before engineering feasibility
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could be demonstrated. This system is schematically illustrated in Figure
4-14. The reactor-room air flow is separated from other process area exhaust
flow. During normal operation, all of the exhaust air from the reactor room and
the process areas passes through the filter compartments just as it does with
the existing confinement system. Immediately following an accident the reactor
room exhaust flow would be diverted through a separate filter train powered by a
new 8500-cubic-meter-per-hour fan before it entered the normal operation fil-
ters. The noble gas adsorption train would have to be designed compact enough
to bs placed within the reactor room. The diverted reactor room exhaust air
would first pass through a hydrogen recombine, a high efficiency particulate
filter, and a special iodine trap. The bulk moisture and tritium would then be
removed in a combination chiller /mlecular sieve trap before the air passes

through umltiple low-temperature (-40 to -60”C) adsorption beds of hydrogen
mordenite. This system is expected to remove about 99 percent of the noble
gases and tritium released in addition to providing much bstter iodine
retention.

4.4. 1.4 Tall stacks

Tall stacks for the reactor exhaust have been considered as a means of

increasing the dispers ion of reactor effluents. They can provide an appreciable

reduction in exposure to the maximum individual onsite doses near the reactor
and reduce site boundary dnses. However, the tall stack concept does not reduce
population dose as well as the other concepts.

4.4. 1.5 Containment system

Com@rcial power reactors in the United States are built in large cylindri-
cal buildings, which serve ss containment vessels. They usually are built of
heavy reinforced concrete with steel liners that are relatively leak-tight under

moderate pressure. Such a containment Is designed to withstand the pressure

(about 0.34 megapascal ) that would result if the reactor piping system suddenly
burst and released the reactor coolant (steam and water at about 15.2 mega-
pascals of pressure and 293”C) to the reactor building. The containment would
retain mnst of the fission products, even in this improbable situation. A sumll

amount of leakage of fission products from the contalnmnt system is perudtted
and bas been accepted by NRC as having extremely SMS1l impacts.

The following paragraphs describe two variations of a containment system
for SRP reactors.

Internal containment structure

In this conceDt. a leakti~ht containment zone would be created inside the

exlstlng
achieved
would k

building. ” A leakage ~ate below 1.7 cubic meters ~r hour might be
with this system, but continued maintenance to achieve this standard
very difficult.
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The internal containment zone would consist primarily of the actuator
tower, the reactor process room (extended out to include the charge and dis-
charge machine service area and up to enclose the shield door gantry) , the heat
exchanger bay (beyond the cooling–water headers ), and the main pump rooms. The
entire containment zone would be lined with steel plate (Figures 4-15 and 4-16)
backed by several concrete floor and wall thicknesses. Penetrations would be
seal-welded in most cases and nonshrink grout would be used to seal the inside
of conduits and cable trays. Special closures would be installed for the dis-

charge and exit canal, presentation point , corridors, personnel doors,
shaft penetrations, etc.

pump

A heat-removal system would be provided to prevent pressurization from the
heat released after a meltdown accident . A deluge spray system would cool the
open volume inside the containment zone. After use of the initial supply of
water from the disassembly basin and the 186-Basin, the water would be recycled
from the -40 floor through a heat exchanger and back tlirough the spray nozzles.

A new recirculating ventilation system would also be needed for the con-
tainment zone. This system would always be online except for purging during
shutdowns. The existing once-through ventilation system (throttled appropri-
ately) would serve the reactor building outside the containment zone. During
normal operation, 10-percent outside makeup air would be admitted into the

actuator tower and the crane service area to keep these areas accessible .

External containment structure

Another containment concept for the SRP reactors would be a leaktight dome
structure over the entire reactor building complex (the stack would protrude ).
While theoretically possible , such a massive dome would be, at &st , a formi-
dable engineering challenge.

The dome itself would be a concrete structure semi-ellipsoidal in shape

aPPrOfimatelY 183 meters in diameter at the base and 61 meters high. The cOn-
crete would be lined with welded steel plating to achieve leaktightness (less
than O.1 percent leakage of the enclosed volume per day). The blow-grade areas
would also have to be sealed with steel plate to achieve the same standard of
leaktightness.
be required to

dome following

Extensive modifications to the existing ventilation system would
supply the new dome and to isolate and recirculate air inside the

an accident .

4.4.1.6 Comparison of alternatives

Table 4-29 provides the various measures of comparison outlined above for
the alternative safety systems described. The existing confinement is the pre-

ferred alternative. The cost-benefit ratios per person-rem averted all apFear

extremely high for any of the alternatives compared to the present confinement
system, particularly when the benefit includes the probability of the hypoth-
esized accident occurring. By comparison, EPA (1976) has recognized a range

from $250,000 to $500,000 per health effeet averted as reasonable . (This range
corresponds to a range from $30 to $60 per person-rem averted based on BEIR III

estimates of cancer fatalities. ) NRC has assigned a different (and larger)

value of $1000 per person-rem aa a basis for estimating the need for additional
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Table 4-29. Comparison of safety systernalternatives (primarily confinement /containment options)

1
Benefit Cost/benefite

Estimated costs ($MM)a person-rem ($ per Timing

Technical Production avertedd person-rem (months tO

System feasibility I Capitalb Lossc Total (3% melt) averted) complete )

Existing confinement Demonstrated Installed None Installed -- Reference Installed

(ref) system

Remote storage
system

Low temperature

adsorption system
e
A Tall stack
o

Internal

containment

Leaktight
dome

and proven;
1

Demonstrated 250 25 275 445 620,000 24

I
Not 90 50 140 460 300,000 36

demonstrate ed

Demons trated 50 15 65 175 370,000 15

Questionablel 250 150 400 455 880,000 48

I

Questionable 850 50 900 450 2,000,000 36

aMM - millions of dollars.
bRough ~atimates escalated t: 3Q FY 1988 cOnStructiOn ~dpOint.

cRough cost of production los~tduring construction at $150,000 per reactor-day.
dAs~ume~ hypothetical accident (3-percent Wlt ) Occurs. Dose within 80-kilometer radius from

reactor (2500 megawatts accident). 50 percent meteorology. Benefit = (dose with existing confinement
system - dose with alternative sys~tem) = person-rem averted.

‘The expected cost benefit considering the probability of the accident iS at least ~0 ~lliOn
times greater than the values lisd,edhere.



equipment to reduce public exposures from radioact ivity in effl“ents from nu-
clear power plants (10 CFR 50, Appendix I).

4.4.2 Cooling-ater alternative*

4.4.2.1 Introduction

The L-Reactor secondary coolant system would withdraw water from the
Savannah River. This water would be pumped from the river through pipelines
into the 95-million-liter 186-L cooling-water reservoir. From there it would
flow through heat exchangers that transfer heat from the heavy-water primary
coolant to the secondary cooling water. Under the reference case (direct dis-
charge to Steel Creek) , the heated river water would leave L-Reactor at a rate
of about 11 cubic meters per second and at temperatures as high as 73”C; it
would flow from the discharge canal into Steel Creek and then into the Savannah
River.

The preferred cooling-water alternative of the Department of Energy is to
construct a 1000–acre lake before L-Reactor resumes operation, to redesign the
reactor outfall, and to operate L-Reactor in a way that assures a balanced bio-

logical community in the lake (i.e. , to wintain 32.2°C or less for about 50
percent of the lake). The impacts of the 1000-acre cooling lake were bracketed
in the Draft EIS by the 500-acre and 1300-acre cooling lakes. After L-Reactor
is operating, DOE will conduct studies to determine the effectiveness of the
cooling lake and to decide on the need for precooking devices to allow for

greater operational flexibility. The preferred cooling-water alternative is
discussed in detail in Appendix L.

This section describes possible thermal mitigation masures that could be
Implemented either before or after the restart of L-Reactor and their projected
environmental effects, and asaesses them with respect to meting regulatory
thermal criteria. Implementation of som of these alternative system before
direct discharge occurs would, to various degrees, reduce the envfronmental im-
pacta to the Steel Creek system. If a cooling-water alternative is implemented

after L-Reactor restart with direct discharge, the environmental impacts de-
scribed in Section 4.1.1 would already have occurred. However, success ional
recovery of the Steel Creek system would begin after the mitigation alternative
had been implemented. The extent of the successional recovery would depend on

the thermal mitigation alternative implemented.

The evaluation of each alternative cooling system was based on its engi-
neering feasibility, schedule, cost, L-Reactor production efficiency, and en-
vironmental effects. In general, the engineering costs presented in this sec-
tion were based on limlted design data. These costs can be used aS a basis for

a comparison of alternat Ives; however, they
siderations. Schedules are based on normal

could be accelerated with increased costs.

*Because of the extensive revisions to

have not been used.
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requirements are alao presented. Actual construction personnel requirements can

vary based on tbe final construction design and schedule consideration. Both

once-through and recirculating coolingwater meaaures have been considered to
reduce the environmental impacts of the heated discharge. Alternative cooling

systems include the following four categories: (1) once-through a3,ternatives,

including direct discharge (reference case); (2) cooling towers (including
once-through, recirculation, and partial recirculation); (3) recirculation
alternatives using lakea; and (4) other mitigation alternatives.

Steel Creek flows southwesterly from its headwatera near P-Area to the

Savannah River swamp, where it is joined by flows from Pen Branch and Four Mile
Creek. A delta has formed where Steel Creek adjoina the Savannah River swamp.
After flowing through the swamp, Steel Creek discharges into the Savannah
River. The length of Steel Creek from the L-Reactor outfall to the delta is

about 11 kilometers. The distance from the delta to the confluence tith the
Savannah River is about 2 kilometers.

The average flow rate of Steel Creek ia about O. 6 cubic meter per second at
Road B; this f.ncludes natural flow (O.17 cubic inter ~r second) and some non-
heated proceaa water from P-Reactor (O.45 cubic meter per second) (Section
3.4.1.2). Table 4-30 lists ambient temperatures calculated for selected polnta

along Steel Creek. Figure 4-17 shows monthly average ambient temperature In
Steel Creek at the L-Reactor outfall (calculated), at Road A (meaaured), and at
tbe mouth of Steel Creek (calculated). Table 4-8 (Section 4.1. 1.5) sumn!arizea

the water quality data for Steel Creek.

Table 4-30. Calculated ambient temperature (“C) for selected locations
along Steel Creek during summer, spring, and winter

Location Summ@ Summrb Springb Winterb

Near L-Reactor 33 29 22 8
Road A 33 ..29___________..22_ _ ____..8.._.— —— ...-— — ——
Swamp at delta 33 29 22 8
Mid-swamp 29 26 19 6
Mouth of creek at river 30c 27c 21C 12C

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological condi tiona (July 11-15, 1980).
bBaaed on 30-year average values for meteorological cOnditiOna

(1953-1982) and the actual power of an operating reactor.

cTemperature increaae d“e to tixi”g with K-Reactor effluent.

Predicted water temperatures are based on mnthly average winter, spring,
and sum~r meteorological conditions from 1953 to 1982; the extreme summr ~te-
orological condi tiona are baaed on the mst severe 5-day period from 1976 to

1980 (JuIY 11 to 15, 1980). Five-day, worst-case meteorological conditions pro-
vide the baaia for a conservatively high estimate of discharge and downstream
temperatures that are likely tn result from the implementation of a thermal

~tigatiOn alternative. The selection of 5-day wors t-caae meteorology is alsn
based on a typical cycle of consecutive meteorological conditions; It is con-
sidered representative of extreme temperatures for which the maintenance of a
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balanced biological cO~unity can be measured under Section 316(a) of the Fed-
eral Water Pollution Control Act of 1972. Summer average temperatures have been

included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures that could be ex-
pected if significant temperature excursions above and below average did not

occur.

Several of the cooling-water alternatives described in the following sec-

tions would require borrow pits or SPoils piles, and could cause siltation.
Borrow pits of suitable mterials and similar quantities have’ been used in the
past at the Savannah River Plant. For the alternatives described in the sec-

tions that follow, the most economically suitable pit would be identified and
reclaimed.

Spoil piles of the size expected have also been developed for past con-
struction activities at the Savannah River Plant and have met the neceaaary
environmental control requirements. In this particular instance, spoil from any

excavation in the former floodplain of Steel Creek would be monitored for radio-
active species and would be disposed of in a suitable manner if such activity ia
found to be necessary.

Siltation would be controlled during

Chapter 7 preaenta Federal and State

to the resumption of L-Reactor operation.
aualitv. water aualitv (includine thermal

all phases of construction.

environmental requirements applicable

These requirements emphasize air
discharze limits). the dis~oaal of,. . .

solid and hazardous wastes, the ~rotection of fis~ and wildlife, and”the preser-
vation of cultural resources.

Appendix 1 describes floodplain and wetlands impacts associated with each

alternative.

In recognition of the requirements for the discharge of dredged or fi11

material related to the potential construction of certain cooling alternative
discussed in this section, each alternative description contains information, as
appropriate, on effects of such discharges pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act of 1977 and EPA regulations (40 CFR 230).

. — ——— _—— —

4.4.2.2 Once-through alternatives

Eleven alternative cooling system that would receive direct discharge for

L-Reactor have been evaluated. These include (1) the reference case (direct
discharge), (2) a spray canal, (3) small lakes without sprays and with one or
two sets of sprays, (4) a 500-acre lake without spraya and with one or two sets
of sprays, and (5) a 1000-acre lake without sprays. Each would discharge heated
effluent into Steel Creek at a rate of about 11 cubic meters per second. Two
other alternatives would divert the discharge effluent into Pen Branch at about
the same temperature and flow rate. The following sections describe and evalu-
ate the environmental consequences of these various alternative cooling systems .

For once-through alternatives that require the uae of a cooling lake, DOE

will perform safety analyses for the design of the embankment to assure its
stability during construction, closure, filling, drawdown, and under all condi-

tions Of lake operation, including appropriate earthquake loading. The design
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will also assure that the embankment is safe against overtopping during the in-
flow of the design flood and during wave action. ‘L’hepurpose of these analyses
will be to aasure public safety, because a failure of the cooling-lake embank-
ment could have adverae impacts on portions of the Seaboard Coast Line Railroad

and South Carolina Highway 125 (SRC Road A) where they cross Steel Creek or
other onsite streama below a cooling lake.

Impounded water for a cooling lake would cause a local ground-water mound
in the water-table aquifer. ~is effecc wouId dissipate with depth and is ex-
pected to have only a small effect on water levels in the McBean Formation. The

green clay is an important confining unit separating the McBean from the under-

lying Congaree Formation. It would prevent the increased head associated with
a cooling lake from impacting the head differential between the Tuscaloosa and
Congaree Formations (see Figure 3-9). It ia also an important barrier to the
tigration of contaminants from near the surface to lower hydrostratigraphic
units. In the Separation Areas, the green clay (about 2 meters thick) supports

a head difference of about 24 meters between the McBean and bngaree Forma-
tions. Based on water samples obtained for tritium analysis from the Congaree
near the H-Area seepage basin, the green clay has effectively protected the Con-
garee ground water from contamination seeping into the ground (Marine, 1965).
In the L-Area, the green clay is about 7 meters thick. At the Par Pond pump-
house along the strike of the McBean and Congaree Formations, the green clay
also supports a large head difference; the water pumped from tbe Congaree Forma-
tion shows no evidence of tritium contamination, even though tritium concentra-

tions in that lake were wasured at 27,000 picocuriea per liter. Water pumped
from the Congaree by the pumphouse well exhibited tritium concentration of
170 plcocuriea per liter or less in comparison to concentrations of 260 * 60
picocuries per li’terin offaite well water (Ashley and ZeigIer, 1981).

4.4.2 .2.1 Direct dfacharge to Steel Creek (reference case)

During direct discharge, heated cooling water would enter Steel Creek at

the end of the existing outfall canal (as shown on Figure 4-18); the water would
cool gradually as it flows to the river through the lower reaches of Steel Creek
and the Savannah M ver swamp (Figure 4-19). No construction would be required.
Because reactor discharge and associated impacts would be similar to those that

occurred during previous L-Reactor operation, this alternative is called the
“reference case. ”

The reference case would require no new structures, equipment, or capital
costs . The present worth (based on a discount rate of 10 percent and operatfng
cost for a period of 20 years) would be $29 million, and the annualized cost
(for this alternative, the same as the operating cost) would be $3.4 mfllion.
Operating costs would be associated primarily with pumping the secondary cooling
water from the Savannah River to the 186-L basin and with pumping water through
the reactor heat exchangers (DU Pent, 1983d ).

I
This alternative would use about 11 cubic meters per second of water from

the Savannah M ver. Water would be discharged at a rate of 10.9 cubic inters

per second (minor evaporative losses ). Direct discharge is the only option

available that Would allow L-Reactor operation to begin in 1984. As the refer-
ence case, it has a 100-percent production efficiency.

I
The temperature of the water discharge would vary by month; it would depend

on the temperature of the SUPPly water from the Savannah River and on the
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operating power of the reactor. The operating power would vary with the temper-

ature of the water used fOr cOOling. Figure 4-20 shows the estimated downstream

temperatures in Steel Creek in the spring, summer, and winter. Table 4-31 lists

downstream temperatures for this alternative.

Table 4-31. Temperature (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with
direct discharge

Location Summera Sununerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 73d 71 69 66

Road A 54 53 50 46

Swamp at delta 46 45 41 36

Mid-swamp 37 35 31 25
Mouth of creek at river 34 33 28 21

aBased on worst 5-day ~teorological conditions (July 11-13,

1980) and estimted operating power of reactor. Five-day wOrst-case
meteorological conditions provide the basis for a conservatively high
estimate of discharge and downstream temperatures that are likely to
result from the implementation of a thermal mitigation alternative.
The selection of 5-day worst-case meteorology Is also based on a typi-
cal cycle of consecutive meteorological conditions; it is considered to
be representative of extreme temperatures for which the n!aintenance of
a balanced biological community can be measured under secti~ 316(a) of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972.

bBa~ed ~“ 30-Year average values for wteorological conditions

and actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average temperatures
have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures
that could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and
below average did not occur.

cThe temperature of the water entering Steel Creek.
dThe ~ecOndary cooling-water discharge temperature during ex-

~e–m~u~m~—m~orologi cal conditions has been reduced to 73°C. This
. ... .—. ——— —

reduced discharge temperature reflects reduced reactor operating power
to compensate for increased temperatures in the cooling-water supplY
drawn from the Savannah River during the warmest summer months.

Direct discharge would not provide thermal ndtigation. The 73°C maximum
discharge temperature from this alternative would be well above the 32.2°C dis-
charge limit promulgated by the State of South Carolina. Because of the high
discharge flow rates, Steel Creek temperatures would approach the cooling-water
discharge temperature near the outfall. This alternative would result in year-
round noncompliance with State discharge limits in Steel Creek, but could be in

compliance in the Savannah River when a mixing zone is considered.

Initially, direct discharge will eliminate about 730 acres of wetlanda in
the Steel Creek corridor, the Steel Creek delta, and the Savannah River swamp.
These wetlands , which have &come established during the past 15 years through
the process of natural succession, are structurally different from the closed
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canopy of msture cypress and tupelo @m that existed before the SRP began opera-
tions (Sharitz, Irwin, and Christy, 1974). Furthermore, these wetlands are

classified as Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. ThiS

resource category and designation criteria include “high value for evaluation

species and scarce or becoting scarce. ” The udtigation planning goal specifies

that there be ‘“nonet loss of inkind habitat value” (uSDOI, 1981). The vegeta-

tion of the corridor, which extends from the L-Reactor outfall to the delta,
consists primarily of forested (73 percent) and scrub-shrub (24 percent) wet-
lands. The dominant flora of the forested wetland is alder, wax myrtle, and
wi 11ow. Alder dofinates the scrub-shrub wetland. Between 31O and 420 acres of

the Steel Creek delta, which is dotinated by forested (45 percent) and scrub-
shrub (36 percent) wetland, would also k eliminated; this includes feeding and
roosting habitat for 1200 mallards and 400 wood ducks.

Fish and other food sources would no longer inhabit the impacted Steel
Creek or the delta-swamp area. Although 2280 acres of ‘the wetlands along Steel
Creek above L-Area and along Neyers Branch above its confluence with Steel Creek
would not receive direct thermal discharges, access to these areas by fish from

the Savannah River would be restricted. The entrance to Boggy Gut Creek, an
offsite tributary innnediately downriver of Steel Creek, could be blocked by the
thermal plume at times and fish access would be limited. Wetland areas of Boggy
Gut Creek total about 230 acres.

Thermal plumes in the Savannah River resulting from SRP operations (includ-
ing L-Reactor ), Vogtle Nuclear Power Plant (under construction), and the

Urquhart Power Plant at Beech Island would not interact. A zom of passage for
anadromous fish and other aquatic organisms would exist in the river near the
Savannah River Plant.

The chermzl plume in the Savannah River would increase the overall river

temperature by less than 0.8°c about 2.4 kilometers downstream after total tix-
ing; the calculated l-week-in-10-year maximum increase resulting from 55P opera-

tions, including L-Reactor, would be 2.3° to 2.4”C. The expected thermal im-
pacts of direct discharge in the river would be small. exceDt near the mouth of
Steel Creek, where temp~r~t~r_e~_c_ould_be_high_enough .~o..exciude the.-creek--and------
portlo~~~p—as spawning areas for riverlne and anadromous fish.

Before 1982, the endangered shortnose sturgeon had not been reported i“ the

middle reaches of the Savannah River war the Savannah River Plant. In 1982,
two shortnose sturgeon larvae were collected at River Mile 157.3, which is up-
stream from the lG pumphouse. In 1983, seven shortnose sturgeon larvae were
collected, five in the Savannah River adjacent to SRP (two from the canal and
three from the river ). Two larvae were also collected at Wver Miles 79.9 and
97.5, both of which are more than 60 miles downriver from SRP. Thus, impinge-
ment or entrainment could cause some larval mortality (ECS, 1983b) . DOE in-
cluded these factors and other data in the biological assessment and consulta-
tion process with the National Wrine Fisheries Service, which concurred that
this alternative would have no adverse effects on the shortnose sturgeon
(Oravetz, 1983).

An egtimated 23 to 35 individuals of the endangered American alligator
inhabit parts of Steel Creek from the L-Reactor outfall to the cypress-tupelo
forest adjacent to the Steel Creek delta; they also use areas lateral to Steel
Creek, including Carolina bays, backwater lagoons, and beaver ponds. This

I
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species is described in greater detail In Section 4.1.1.4 and Appendix C.
Direct discharge would elimfnste feeding and breeding habitat in the Steel Creek
corridor and portions of the swamp. The mobilfty of adult alligators should
eliminate any mortality due to the direct impact of heated water. Juveniles
would have greater difficulty avoiding thermxl effluents , and would be exposed

to greater predation. DOE included these factors and other data in the biologi -
cal assessment and in continuing consultations with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service (Sires, 1983).

The wood stork is classified as threatened by the State of South Carolina,

and as endangered by the D.S. Fish and Wildlffe Service. A total of 478 obser-
vatlona was mxde in the Savannah River swamp in 1983, of which 102 were in the
Steel Creek delta. Although roosting by the wood stork in the Steel Creek area
ia infreq”ent, the Steel Creek delta represents an important foraging site for

breeding storka from the Birdsville rookery. This alternative would eIiminate
this foraging habitat. DOE wi 11 include these factora and other data in the

biological assessment and consultation process with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service.

The fish egg and larvae entrainment produced by this alternative would

result in 7.7 x 106 additional eggs and 11.9 x 106 additional larvae lost
annually becauae of water requirements by L-Reactor. Based on 1982 and 1983
sampling data, these totals represent approximately 3 to b percent of the fish

eggs and larvae in the Savannah River water paasing the intake canal. ThiS
alternative would cause an estimated 16 additional fish per day to be impinged

on the intake screens (5840 annually; average fish weight would be about 14
grams ).

This alternative would remobilize and transport radiocesium from the Steel

Creek system when cooling-water discharges resume. Approximately 4.4 t 2.2
curies of radio cesium would be transported from the creek during the first year

of resumed operatlona . Tbereaf ter, radiocesium transport would decreaae by an
estimated 20 percent per year (Section D.4). Expected maximum concentrations in

the Savannah River would average leas than 0.5 picocurie per liter during aver-
age flow conditions. The Beaufort-Jasper County and Cherokee Hi11 (serving Port
Wentworth, Georgfa) water-treatment plants obtain their raw water from the
Savannah River more than 100 river miles downstream from Steel Creek. Finished

(potable) water from these plants is expected to contain no more than 0.09 pico-
curie of cesium-137 per liter, or 2200 times less than the EPA drinking-water
standard (200 pi,cocuries per liter).

In the tenth and subsequent years, L-Reactor would discharge about 14,600
curies of tritium each year to the environment via liquid effluent. About 75

percent of this total would be diverted to a low-level radioactive seepage
basin; about 30 percent of the tritium discharged to the seepage basin is ex-
pected to evaporate. About 6000 curies per year would be discharged to Steel

Creek via ground-water transport (asauming radioactive decay during the 4.4-year
travel time to the outcrop, but neglecting dispersion effects). The remsining
25 percent (approximately 3600 curies per year) would be carried in the cooling
water (Table 4-9) .

Five archeological sites eligible for listing on the National Register

would be subject to erosion and flooding from the implementation of this alter-
native. These include one prehistoric site and four historic sites . Cold water
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testing has indicated that erosion is occurring. A mitigation plan of rip-
rapping is being designed whereby these sites will be protected in accordance
with the Archeological Litigation Plan. This plan has been approved by the

South Carolina State Historic preservation Officer (SHPO) and the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) (Lee, 1982). This mitigation is being

designed by the Institute of Archeology and Anthropology of the University of
South Carolina and will be completed prior to restart.

Steel Creek has received various reactor effluents since 1954, which have
impacted its substrate accordingly. Increased flows that were sometimes an

order of magnitude above normal altered the erosion-sedimentation patterns of
the stream corridor (Smith et al., 1981). Upstream areas where stream gradients

are high (7.8 meters per kilometer near L-Reactor) are severely eroded; down-
stream areas with low gradients (1.0 meter per kilometer near Cypress Bridge)

receive sediments that drop from suspension as the water velocity decreases.
Suspended solid loads in Steel Creek reached levels of 99 milligrams per liter
during large rainfall storm events (Giesy and Briese, 1978) and declined from 80
milligrams per liter at Road A-14 to 14 milligrams per liter at the HP monitor-
ing station at Cypress Bridge on Steel Creek during flows as high as 4 cubic
meters per second in 1980.

This alternative would require no dredging and filling; thus, the substrate
would not be affected by these activities. However, the combination of in-
creased flow and temperatures would have adverse impacts on the substrate of
Steel Creek. This substrate consists of Bibb sandy loam (Figure C-2) ; it is
stabilized by macro phytic vegetation. The direct discharge of cooling-water
effluent from L-Reactor would increase the flow rate at the outfall from about
0.6 (which includes the natural Steel Creek flow measured at Road B and some
nonheated process water from P-Reactor) to about 11.4 cubic inters per second
(1.36 for natural and P-Reactor discharges + 10.9 for L-Reactor cooling water -
0.85 consumptive use = 11.4) at Cypress Bridge, about 2.8 kilometers below Road
A. The resulting erosion of upstream segments and the deposition downstream
would alter the substrate elevation snd contour of the Steel Creek corridor,
scouring and burying vegetation. North of Road A, only vegetation rooted above
the water level is expected to survive . The anticipated n!aximum delta growth
rate--at-the-swamp-would-be -3-su.r.fiace-acres-per--yearfrom the -deposition–of— — -
sediments. No alteration of substrate elevation or contours of the Savannah
River is expected.

In Steel Creek, reduced light penetration caused by turbidity from sus-
pended particulate would lower the photosynthetic rates of those remaining
thermotolerant and thermophi lic algae, such as blue-greens. The reduction and
elimination of submerged vegetation could create locally high oxygen demand due
to decomposition.

Spawning and feeding success by the remaining fish species that move to
avoid the heated effluent would be reduced due to siltation by suspended par-
ticulate from the initial restart of the reactor. This impact is expected to
decrease as the turbidity decreases and sediments become more stable. As the
effluent moves away from the reactor outfall and flow velocities decrease, tur-
bidity would decline and more organisms would occur, beginning with those most
tolerant to siltation effects. The expected total suspended and dissolved solid
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concentrations at Road A would be much less than the water-quali ty/drinking-
water standard (Table 4-6). Aa discussed in Section 4.1, no significant impact
on swamp-water quality is expected.

As listed in Table 3-6, Steel Creek has a varied history with regard to the
release of reactor effluents. The release of thermal effluents into Steel Creek
from L- and P-Reactors reached a peak of about 23 cubic inters per second in
1961. In 1963, P-Reactor effluents were diverted to Par Pond; thus, thermal
discharges to Steel Creek were reduced to about 11 cubic meters per second,
about 1.3 times the maximum flow expected after heavy rains. Since 1968, Steel

Creek has received only infrequent and short-term inputs of thermal effluents
(Smith, Sharitz, and Gladden, 1981, 1982; Du Pent, 1982b).

The flow of water in the swamp is altered when the Savannah River is in

flood stage (about 27.7 inters) with a flow rate of about 440 cubic resters per
second. Under f100ding conditions, Four Mile Creek, Pen Branch, and Steel Creek
discharge to the Savannah Ri”er at Little Hell Landing after they cross an off-
site swamp (Creek Plantation Swamp ). Data gathered from 1958 through 1980 in-

dicate that, on the average, the Savannah River reaches flood stage at the
Savannah River Plant 79 days (22 percent) of each year, predominantly from
January through Apri1 (see Figure 3-6) .

The direct diecharge of cooling-water effluent into Steel Creek would

require the following: (1) consultations with the FWS, (2) the preparation of

a biological assessm~nt for endangered species , (3) an NPDES permi~ , and (4)
316(a) demonstration (see Chapter 7). An Army Corps of Engineers f+04permit
would not b required.

a

4.4.2 .2.2 Spray canal

A spray system would be added to the cooling-water outlet of L-Reactor to
cool the discharged water by spraying it in the atmosphere before it enters
Steel Creek. The epray canal (Figure 4-21) would utilize a gravity-power spray
conling system installed in the outfall canal. The system would operate in much

the same manner as a conventional pumped spray system by dissipating a portion
of cooling-water heat. Vegetation within 300 meters of the spray canal would

have to be removed to enhance air circulation and increase cooling efficiency.
The estimated tiresrequired to design and construct this alternative under nor-

mal conatructf on practice is between 18 and 24 months. Penstock construction

would not affect reactnr operation if the L-Reactor startup occurs before this
alternative is implemented. However, pipe header and nozzle installation would
require reactor shutdown for 3 to 6 months. The valve chamber could & con-

structed during reactor operation except for cutting existing pipe and install-

ing valves. These tasks could be performed during the saw shutdown used for
installing nozzles.

The estimated capital cnst for constructing the spray canal is $9 ndllion,

with an annual operating cost of $3.5 million (Du Print, 1983d). The present
worth of this alternative would be $38 d llion and the annualized cost would be
$4.5 million. An estimated 130 construction personnel would be required for the
construction of the spray canal.

This alternative would use approximately 11 cubic meters of water per

second from the Savannah River. Reactor production efficiency for this option
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Figure 4-21. Conceptual Ieyout of spray canal.
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would be 100 percent. However, the use of
meet State of South Carolina water-quality

estimated downstream temperatures in Steel
winter without a reduction of power.

reduced power would be necessary to
standards. Table 4-32 lists the
Creek in the summer, spring, and

Table 4-32. Temperatures (‘C) downstream in Steel Creek with
once-through discharge using a spray canal

Location Sununera Summer b Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 68 66 64 61
Road A 53 52 49 45
Swamp at delta 45 44 40 35
Mid-swamp 37 35 30 25
Mouth of creek at river 34 33 27 21

aBased on worst 5-day wteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and

estimated operating power of the reactor.
bBased on 30-Year average values for meteorological conditions (1953-

1982) and actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average temperature
have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures that
could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and below average
did not occur.

cTemperature entering Steel Creek.

Compared to direct discharge, the spray canal alternative would provide

limited thermal mitigation. The 68”c maximum discharge temperature and the 66° C
average summer temperature would both be well above the 32.2°C State discharge
limit. Due to the large cooling-water discharge rate (about 10.6 cubic meters

per second ), Steel Creek temperatures would approach the cooling-water discharge
temperature near the outfall, because mixing the discharge with natural flows
would result in only a slight temperature reduction.

Implementation of this alternative would result in year-round noncompliance
with the State discharge limits. This alternative would not meet discharge

limits in Steel Creek but would be in compliance in the Savannah River when a
mixing zone is considered.

The implementation of the spray canal alternative would discharge water at

about the same rate as direct discharge and would achieve minimal cooling.
Thus , the environmental impacts of this alternative would bs slightly greater

than those for direct discharge; they are summarized as follows:

● Between 730 and 1000 acres of wetlands would be eliudnated, including

habitat for the endangered American alligator, the endangered wood
stork, and migratory waterfowl. These wetlanda are classified as Re-
source Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This resource

category and designation criteria include “high value for evaluation
species and scarce or becoming scarce”’ (USDOI, 1981). The mitigation

planning goal specifies that there be “no net loss of inkind habi tat
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value. ‘“ In addi tion, about 2500 acres of wetlands could k’ isolated to

aquatic biota by thermal temperatures.

To achieve optional cooling performance using a spray system, vegetation
within 300 meters of the unit would have to be removed. ~is would im-
pact an additional 55 acres of wetlands and 55 acres of upland coni-
fers . Thus , the total amount of impacted habitat would & 55 acres of

uplands and between 785 and 1055 acres of wetlands.

Approximately 16 fish per day (5840 fish annually) would be impinged;

annual entrainment of fish eggs and larvae would be 7.7 x 106 and
11.9 x 106, respectively.

Approximately 4.2 curies of radio cesium would be remobilized and trans-
ported into the Savannah River during the first year of resumed opera-
tions. Liquid releases of tritium from L-Reactor to the Savannah River

would be reduced to about 9340 curies per year.

Five archeological sites eligible for the National Register would be
subject to erosion and flooding, including one prehistoric site and four
historic sites.

Increased flow would further erode the Steel Creek corridor. and delta
growth would increase at approximately 3 surface acres per year.

No impact to the substrate, water quality, or naturally occurring turbidity
levels would occur as a result of dredging and filling bcause construction
activities would be confined to the existing discharge canal from L-Area during
periods of reactor downtime.

This alternative would require the following permits or processes : (1) a

U.S. Army COE 404 permit. (2) an SCDHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES permit,
(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with the FWS, (6) the preparation
of a biological assessment for endangered species.

If-.the-spray-canal-coo.li.ng-system-.a.lter.native-.isimplemented ..before-direct.
discharge occurs , the environmental impacts would be slightly greater
attributable to direct discharge.

4.4.2 .2.3 Small lakes

This system, which would use several small dams (rubble dams) on
Creek to create small lakes (Figure 4-22) , would provide some thermal

than those

Steel
titigation

to the lower portions of Steel Creek and the swamp compared to the reference
case (direct discharge). A series of several rubble dams would create small
lakes with a combined area of about 120 acres, which would pool water to provide
an increased stream surface area and decreased stream velocity to enhance cool-
ing. The dams would be created by dumping large stone or broken concrete in
Steel Creek at accessible locations . The dams would be 1.5 to 2.4 meters high;
they could be solid or porous, b“t better results could be expected with solid
dams . Each small dam would consist of about 3500 cubic meters of mterial; the
total volume for the seven dams would be about 24,5oo cubic meters. Slightly
contaminated spoil from the surface port ion of the embankment foundations in the

steel Creek floodplain, estimated to contain a total of O.2 curie of cesium-137
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and 0.02 curie of cobalt-60, would be separated, contained, replaced wtside the
wetlands upstream of the dam, and covered with subsurface spoil to prevent
erosion during the construction period. This relocation would have no effect on

net cesium transport estimates. All other material would be removed and used

for backfill in the borrow areas. Sediment would collect upstream from each

solid dam. Water spilling over the dam would increase the heat dissipation

effectiveness of the system by Increasing the exposure of the hot water to air.

Locations of the dams would be selected to mfnimf.ze the relocation of
existing roads, power lines, and cables and to maximize the potential for cool-
ing in the upper reaches of the creek. Access roads would be udnimized and

their locationa selected to prevent environmental impacts. The estimted tires

required to design and construct the small mbble dsms, without an expedited
schedule, is between 18 and 24 months (Du Pent, 1983d). On an expedited ached-

! ule, construction of this alternative would bs possible in about 6 months. For

the construction of’these dams, diversion channels would be required around each
dam site to reroute heated effluent. These could probbly b constructed during

a short (l-month) reactor shutdown. Another l-month period would bs required

after dam construction is completed to reroute the water back over dams by fill-
ing the diversion channels.

The estimsted capital costs for small rubble danm would be $6 million. The

annual operating cost would be $3.4 million, and the present worth would bs $35
million. Annualized cost would be $4.1 million (Du Pent, 1983d). An estimted
75 personnel would be required for construction of the rubble dams.

Water use for this alternative would be about 11 cubic ~ters ~r second.
Production efficiency for this alternative would be 100 percent. However,
water–quality standards could not bs met without a reduction in power.

Smll lakes could reduce the temperature at the entry to the swamp to about
40”C, or about 4eC cooler than that for direct discharge, under severe summsr

conditions. The water discharge temperature from L-Reactor would vary by month,
depending on the temperature of the supply water from the Savannah River, mete-
orological conditions, and the reactor operating power. The temperature at tbe

–creek–mou th–would—k–about -33°C ,—or-–l-°C-cooler-than for–a direcc discha’rge”-(”se-e
Table 4-33).

Sumll lakes
sumwr discharge
limit. With the
and at the mouth

would provide limited ther~l titivation. The 43°C average
temperature would not comply with the State 32.2°C discharge
smsll lakes alternative, water temperatures in the tid-swamp
of Steel Creek could be about 7°C above ambient during extreme

summer conditions, but would be as much as 15°C above ambient in the winter.
This could result in the concentration of fish in the heated areas during the

colder mnths, which, in turn, could subject them to potential cold chock during
any shutdown.

The small lakes would result in the loss of between 420 and 580 acres of
wetlands in the Steel Creek corridor and between 310 and 420 acres in the delta-
swamp area. In addition, about 2500 acres of wetlands could & isolated due to
thermal temperatures. The wetlands that would hs impacted by this alternative
are classified as Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
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Table 4-33. Temperatures ( ‘C) downstream in Steel Creek
with SMS1l lakes

Location Summera Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature

(from downstream
impoundment ) 45 43 40 34

Road A 44 42 38 32
Swamp at delta 40 38 34 27
Mid-swamp 34 33 28 21
Mouth of creek at river 33 31 26 18

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and
estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBased on 30-year average values for ~teorological conditions 1953-

1982) and actusl power of an operating reactor. Summer average temperatures
have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures that
could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and below average
did not occur.

This resource category and designation criteria include “high value for evalua-

tion species and scarce or becoming scarce. ‘“ The mitigation planning goal
specifies that there & “no net loss of inkind habitat value” (USDOI, 1981 ).

This alternative would have about the same adverse impacts as direct dis-
charge on habitat of the endangered American alligator, the endangered wood
stork, and migratory waterfowl.

The impacts of impingement and entrainment would be the same as those for
direct discharge--the impingement of 16 fish per day (5840 fish per year) and
the annual entrainment of 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and 11.9 x 106 fish larvae.

The transport of radiocesium down Steel Creek from this alternative would

be lower than that for direct discharge. Conservatively, no mre thari4.4
+ 2.2 curies would be transported in the first year of operation (See Section

L.4.1.2.2). Liquid releases of tritium from L-Reactor to the Savannah River
would be reduced to about 7880 curies per year.

The area subject to impact by this alternative contains one prehistoric

site and four historic sites eligible for the National Register. These sites
would be subject to erosion and fIooding due to the high water-flow conditions
and the establishment of one or mre small lakes. Eros ion and transport of

sediment are expected to be slightly reduced in relation to direct discharge. A
delta ~owth rate of about 2 acres per year is anticipated.

No appreciable change is expected in the chemical characteristics of the

effluent as the result of its passing through the impoundments, except about
6 percent of the suspended solids would he removed from the river water by the
186-Basin and the impoundments. The water quality of the impoundments should be

somewhat similar to that of par pond; an ion-concentration ratio (impoundment-
to-river-water ) of less than 1.3 is expected (Tiny, 1974).
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This alternative wOuld require the follOwing Pe~its Or PrOcesses: (1) ?
U.S. Army COE 404 per~t, (2) an SCDHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES permit,
(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with the FWS, and (6) the prepara-

tion of a biological assessment for endangered species.

If this alternative is implemented before the restart Of L-ReactOr, the

environmental impacts would be as described above. If it is implemented after

direct discharge occurs, the environmental Impacts would bs the same as those
described in Section 4.4.2 .2.1 (i.e. , loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands,
etc.). Any mitigative effects resulting from the small impoundments would not
begin until the end Of the 18- tO 24-mOnth cOnstructiOn periOd.

4.4.2 .2.4 Small lakes with upstream spray cooling (one set)

This alternative is very similar to the alternative described in the pre-
vious section, except there would be a gravity spray module in the outfall
canal. The final lake discharge water would flow at a rate of about 11 cubic
meters per second and would be at a temperature of about 44°C under extrew sum-
mer conditions.

Small lakes with spray cooling (one set) could be designed and constructed
in 18 to 24 months. During the construction (if L-Reactor operation is re-
started before construction of the rubble dams), diversion channels would be
required around each dam site to route heated effluent around construction
areas. These could probably be built during a short (l-month) reactor shut-
down. Another l-month period would b required after construction to reroute
water @ck over the dams by filling the diversion channels. Spoil from the sur-
face portion of the embankment foundation in the Steel Creek floodplain, esti-
mated to contain a total of 0.2 curie of cesium-137 and 0.02 curie of cobalt-60,
would be separated, contained, replaced outside the wetlands upstream of the

dam, and covered with subsurface spoil to prevent erosion during the construc-
tion period. This relocation would have no effect on net cesium transport esti-
mates. All other n!aterial would be removed and used for backfill in the borrow
areas.

–The–est imated-capi.tal-costs-for-the-sma.l.l-lakes..and-single-spr.ay-coollng---
system would be about $15 million. Annual operating and maintenance costs would
be $3.5 million, the present worth would be $44 million, and the annualized cost
would be $5.2 million (Du Pent, 1983e). An estimated 105 construction personnel
would be required.

The flow rate for this alternative would be 11 cubic meters per second and
the production efficiency would be 100 percent. Table 4-34 lists Steel Creek
temperatures for various seasons without a reduction in power. However, the
alternative could not meet water-quality stsndards without a reduction in power.

Discharge temperatures for this alternative would k above the 32.2°C State
limit most of the year.

The use of small lakes with a single spray system would result in the loss
of ktween 420 and 580 acres of wetlands in the Steel Creek corridor. The spray
canal would also eliminate 55 acres of wetlands and 55 acres of upland habitat.
Between 215 and 335 acres of wetlands in the delta and swamp would alao be im-

pacted, primarily due to flow. Thus, between 690 and 970 acres of wetlands and
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Table 4-34. Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with small

lakes and one set of spray coolers

Location Summers Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 44 43 39 34
Road A 43 42 38 32
Swamp at delta 40 38 34 27
Mid-swamp 34 32 27 20
Mouth of creek at river 33 31 25 18

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and
estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBa~ed on 30-year average values for meteorological conditions (1953-

1982) and the actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average tempera-
tures have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures

that could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and blow
average did not occur.

cTemperature of water leaving downs tream impoundment .

55 acres of uplands would be effeeted by this alternative. The wetlands that
would be impacted by this alternative are classified as Resource Category z by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This resource category and designation

criteria include ‘“highvalue for evaluation species and scarce or becoming
scarce”’ (USDOI, 1981). The mitigation planning goal specifies that there be “no
net loss of inkind habitat value. ‘o In addition, about 2280 acres of wetlanda
along Meyera Branch and along Steel Creek above the L-Reactor outfall would be
isolated from riverine and anadromous fishes.

Effluent temperatures in the mid-swamp during summer and spring would be
7°C to 9°C above ambient. Winter temperatures in the mid-swamp and at the muth
of Steel Creek would be as high as 14°C above ambient. Thus , fishes might be
attracted to the mouth of Steel Creek in winter.

The impacts of impingement and entrainment would be the same as those for
direct discharge--the impingement of 16 fish per day (5840 fish per year) and
the annual entrainment of 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and 11.9 x 106 fish larvae.

Conservatively, the transport of radiocesium down Steel Creek would ba less
than 4.4 * 2.2 curies the first year of operation (see Section L.4.1.2.2).
Liquid releases of tritium from L-Reactor to the Savannah River would be reduced
to about 7800 curies per year.

The area subject to impact by these alternatives contains one prehistoric

site and four historic sites eligible for the National Register. These sites
would ba subject to eros ion and flooding due to the high water-flow condi tion.s
and the establishment of one or more small lakes. A mitigation plan would be

developed and implemented prior to restart similar to that described for direct
discharge.
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Eros ion and transport of sediment would increase becauae of the increased

flow rate (about 10.5 cubic meters per second). A delta growth rate of about 2

acres per year is anticipated.

No appreciable change is expected in the chemical characteristics of the
effluent as the result of its passing through the impoundments, except about
6 percent of the suspended solids would be removed from the river water by the
186-Basin and the impoundments. The water quality of the impoundments should be

somewhat similar to that of Par Pond; an ion-concentration ratio (impoundment-
to-river-water) of less than 1.3 is expected (Tiny, 1974).

This alternative would require the following permits or processes: (1) a
U.S. Army COE 404 permit, (2) an SCDHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES permit,
(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with the FWS, and (6) the prepara-
tion of a biological asaeasment for endangered species.

If this alternative is implemented before df.rect discharge occurs, tbe
environmental effects would be as described above. If it is Implemented after
direct discharge occurs, the environmental effects would be the same as those

described in Section 4.4.2 .2.1 (i.e., loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands,
etc.). The ndtigative effects resulting from SIM1l lakes with one set of spray
coolers would not begin until the end of the 18-to 24-month construction period.

4.4.2 .2.5 Small lakes with upstream and downstream spray cooling (two sets )

Small lakes with two sets of spray cooling would also mitigate som of the
environmental effeets of a direct discharge systern. The gravity spray canal
system would be installed to obtain about 5°C of cooling before the water enters
the first pond. The smll dams would create pools that would slow the uovement
of the water and enhance cooling. The second spray system would be in the last
shallow pond.

Small lakes with spray cooling (two sets) could be designed and constructed
in 18 to 24 months. If L-Reactor operation is restarted before the construction
o.f_the_m.b.ble__dams.,_the_es.tirnatcd–react or—downt ime.would. be..&tween..3...a4d..4..—..
months to accomplish the tasks. During the construction, diversion channels
would be required around each dam site to route heated effluent around construc-
tion areas. These could probably be built during a short (l-month) reactor

shutdown. Another l-month period would be required after construction to re-
route water back over the dam by filling the diversion channels. Spoil from
the surface portion of the embankmnt foundation in the Steel Creek floodplain,
estimated to contain a total of 0.2 c“rfe of ~esi”m-137 and 0.02 C“=ie of

cobalt-60, would be separated, contained, replaced outside the wetlands upstream
of the dam, and covered with subsurface spoil to prevent erosion during the con-

struction period. This relocation would have no ef feet on net cesium transport
estimates. All other material would 6s removed and used for backfill in the
borrow areas.

The estimated capital costs for the small lakea with spray cooling (two
sets) would be approxi~tely $9 million for the spray canal system plus $5.5
million for the rubble dams plus as much as $14.5 million for the supplemental
spray system; the total cost would be about $29 tillion.
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Operating and maintenance costs would be higher than those for the direct
discharge system because of the added costs of operating the spray modules in

the ponds. Annual operating and maintenance costs for this alternative would be
$3.5 million. The present worth of the alternative would be $60 million and the
annualized cost would be $7.1 million (Du Pent , 1983d) . An estimated 135 con-
struction personnel would be required.

Production efficiency for this alternative would be 100 percent. However,
State water-quality standards could not be met without a reduct ion in power.
The flow rate would be 10.4 cubic meters per second.

During the pasaage through these ponds, the water would be cooled to about
43°C under extreme summer conditions . This cooling could 6s increased by the
spray cooling modules in the final lake, where the water would be cooled to
about 39°C before bsing released to Steel Creek above Road A. Table 4-35 lists
Steel Creek temperature for the various seasons without power reduction.

Table 4-35. Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with small
lakes and two acts of spray COOlerS

Location Summers Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 39 38 34 29
Road A 39 37 33 27
Swamp at delta 37 35 30 23
Mid-swamp 33 31 26 18
Mouth of creek at river 32 30 24 17

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and
estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBa~ed on 313_yearaverage “al”e~ for ~eteOrolOgical condition~ (1953_

1982) and actual power of an operating reactor (Du Pent , 1983d ). Summer aver-
age temperatures have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek
temperatures that could be expected if significant temperature excurs ions above
and below average did not occur.

cTemperature of water leaving downs tream impoundment .

The use of small lakes with two spray systems would result in the loss of
between 420 and 580 acres of wetlands in the Steel Creek corridor. These wet-
lands are claasified as Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serv-
ice. This resource category and designation criteria include “high value for
evaluation species and scarce or becoming scarce. “’ The,mitigation planning goal

specifies that there be “no net loss of inkind habitat value” (USDOI, 1981). I“
addition, about 55 acres of wetlands and 55 acres of uplands would be 10St for
the construction of the spray canal. Furthermore, 75 acres of uplands would be
eliminated by the second spray pond. Between 215 and 335 acres of wetlands in
the delta would also be eliminated, primarily by high f10”. Thus, bstween 690
and 970 acrea of wetlands and 70 acres of uplands would be eliminated by this
alternative. In addition, about 2500 acres of wetlands along Steel Creek above

the L-Reactor outfall and along Meyers Branch and Boggy Gut Creek will be iso-
lated from riverine and anadromous fishes.
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Effluent temperatures in summer in the mid-swamp and at the mouth of Steel

Creek would be as high as 6 “C above calculated ambient temperatures. Winter

temperatures of 18° C and 17° C (which are 11” to 12°C above ambient ) at the swamp

and mouth of Steel Creek, respectively, might attract fish. Additional wetlands

in the delta and swamp would be eliminated by high flow.

Discharge temperatures for smal 1 lakes with two sets of spray cooling are
above the 32.2°C State limit. Discharge temperatures over the 32.2°C require-

ment would occur on most summer days; compliance could be expected during part
of the spring and all of the winter months.

The impacts of impingement and entrainment would be the sam as those for

direct discharge--the impingement of 16 fish per day (5840 fish per year) and
the annual entrainment of 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and 11.9 x 106 fish larvae.

Conservatively, the transport of radio cesium down Steel Creek would bs no
nmre than 4.4 * 2.2 curies the first year of operation (see Section L .4.1.2.2).
Liquid releases of tritium from L-Reactor to the Savannah River would be reduced
to about 7770 curies per year.

The area subject to impact by these alternatives contains one prehiatorlc
site and four historic sites eligible for the National Register. These sites
would & subject to erosion and flooding due to the high water-flow conditions

and the establishment of one or more small lakes. A mitigation plan would be

developed and implemented prior to restart similar to that described for direct
discharge.

Erosion and transport of sediment would increase because the flow rate
would be about 10.4 cubic meters per second. A delta growth rate of about 2
acres per year is anticipated.

No appreciable change is expected in the chemical characteristics of the
effluent as the result of its passing through the impoundments, except about 6
percent of the suspended solids would be removed from the river water by the
186-Basin and the impoundments. The water quality of the impoundments should te
somewhat-s.imi-l-ar-Eo-that-of--the-Sava"nah-R.i.ve.r .——-— – – – .–.- –

This alternative would require the following permits or processes: (1) a

U.S. A~Y COE 404 permit, (2) an SCDHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES permit,
(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with the FWS, and (6) the prepara-
tion of a biological assessment for endangered specf. es.

If small lakes with spray cooling (two sets) are implemented &fore direct
discharge occurs, the environmental effects would be as described above. If
this alternative is implemented after direct discharge starts , the environmental
effects would be the same as those described in Section 4.4.2.2.1 (i.e. , 10SS of
730 to 1000 acres of wetlands , etc. ). The mitigative effects resulting from
rubble dams with sprays (two sets) would not begin until the end of tbe 18- to
24-month construct ion period.

4.4.2 .2.6 500-acre lake

The topography along steel Creek is suitable for the construct ion of a
500-acre lake (Figure 4-23 ). The lake would be separated physically into three
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sections of about equsl length with underflow baffles to enhance its cooling
efficiency. The baffles would prevent short circuiting of hot water and would

maximize the use of the surface area. The final (underflow) baffIe would dfs-

charge water from several feet below the lake surface at a rate of about 10.7

cubic meters per second.

The estimated time to design and construct a 500-acre lake, without an ex-
pedited schedule, would be 31 months. With an expedited schedule, the lake

could be completed in 6 months. If L-Reactor is restarted bfore this alterna-

tive is implemented, a discharge structure could be constructed away from the
existing stream while reactor effluent flows continued. when this structure is
complete, a short (l-month) shutdown might bs required to divert flows through
the structure. Also, clearing directly adjacent to the stream would b ~ccom-
plished during this shutdown.

The construction of the embankment and clearing the 500 acres could b com-
pleted while flows are discharged through the structure. Gates in the structure
would be closed to fill the 500-acre lake. The construction of the large
earthen embankment and baffle structures required for the 500-acre lake would
cause some temporary increases in suspended solids in the creek. The quantity

of fill mterial required would be about 450,000 cubic ~ter~. Spoil from the
surface portion of the embankment foundation in the Steel Creek floodplain,
estimated to contain a total of 0.2 curie of cesium-137 and 0.02 CUr.e of
cobalt-60, would be separated, contained, replaced outside the wetlands upstream
of the dam, and covered with subsurface spoil to prevent erosion during the con-
struction period. This relocation would have no effect on net cesium transport

estimates. All other mterial would be removed and used for backfill in the
borrow areas. The embankment would be about 475 meters long; it would have a
height of about 22 meters. The width at its bsae would be about 120 meters.
Impacts to downstream areas can be ndnimized by the use of turbidity screens.
During construction, the number of access roads would be ndnimized and their

locations selected to prevent environmental impacts.

Water use from the Savannah River would be about 11 cubic meters per second
and production efficiency would be 100 percent. The estimated capital cost for
a–s ingle--fmp-OUnCImnt-i-S-$l-2-mi-~ii-O-n-;--th-e—cap-it-al-Cost-would ‘incre~s~ ““b~$2 ‘Mi”l-=--”
lion if underflow baffles are included. The annual operating cost would k $3.4
million. The present north of the lake would be $41 million, and the annualized

coSt is $4.8 million (Du Pent, 1983d). An estimated 345 constriction personnel
would be required for construction of the 500-acre lake.

Table 4-36 lists the estimted downstream temperature in Steel Creek in
the summr, spring, and winter without reduction in power. This arrangement
would ndnimize diurnal temperature variations in the lake and provide additional
cooling capacity during hot weather (about 5°C and 3°C cooler than the direct
discharge at the ndd-s”amp and creek mouth, respectively).
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A 500-acre lake would provide limited thermal mitigation. The 37°C dis-
charge temperature from the lake would exceed the State 32.Z”C discharge limit.
Additionally, the temperature of Steel Creek would increase significantly more
than the State temperature increase limit of Z.80C0 The temperature could be
lowered by reducing reactor power.



Table 4-36. Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek
with a single 500-acre lake

Location Summers Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 37 36 31 24
Road A 37 35 30 24
Swamp at delta 36 34 28 20
Mid -swamp 32 30 24 16
Mouth of creek at river 31 29 23 15

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and

estimated operating power of the reactor.
bBased .“ 30-year average values for meteorological conditions (1’35J-

1982) and actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average temperatures
that could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and below
average did not occur.

cTemperat”re of water leaving lake .

The water temperature at ndd-swamp would be 5°C, 6“C, and 10”c above ambi-
ent in summer, spring, and winter, respectively (Table 4-36) . The water temper-
ature at the mouth of Steel Creek would be 4°C above ambient in summer, 5“c
above ambient in spring, and 9°C above ambient in winter. Cold shock to fishes
is possible.

The 500-acre lake would impact between 435 and 595 acres of wetlands in the

Steel Creek corridor. Approximately 360 acres of uplands would be inundated by
the lake. Impacts to wetlands in the delta and swamp due primarily to flow
would range between 215 and 335 acres. Thus , this alternative would affect be-
tween 650 and 930 acres of wetlands and 360 acres of uplands . Furthermore, ap-
proximately 2280 acres of wetlands along Meyers Branch and above L-Reactor would
be thermally or physically isolated from riverine and anadromous fishes . Be-

cause the lake would achieve an average water temperature of 37“C, it would be
biologically devoid of life except for thermophilic flora. The wetlands that
would be impacted by this alternative are classified as Resource Category 2 by
the U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service . This resource category and designation
criteria include “’highvalue for evaluation species and scarce or becoming

scarce. ” The mitigation planning goal specifies that there be ““o net 10.ssof
inkind habitat value” (USDOI, 1981).

This alternative would have about the sam adverse impacts as direct di~-

charge on habitat of the endangered American alligator, the endangered wood
stork, and migratory waterfowl.

The impacts of impingement and entrainment would be the same as those for

direct discharge--the impingement of 16 fish per day (5840 fish per year) and
the annual entrainment of 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and 11.9 x 106 fish larvae.

The transport of radioceslum down Steel Creek from this alternative would

be about the same as that for direct discharge. Conservatively, about 4.4
f 2.2 curies would k released during the first year of operation (see section
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L.4. 1.2.2). Liquid releases of tritium from L-Reactor to the Savannah River

would be reduced to about 7880 curies per year.

The area subject to impact by this alternative contains one prehistoric
site and four historic sites eligible for the National Register. These sites

would be subject to erosion and flooding due to the high water-flow conditions
and the establishment of one or more small lakes. Mitigation would be similar

to that discussed for direct discharge.

Erosion and transport of sediment are expected to be slightly reduced in
relation to direct discharge. A delta growth rate of about 2 acres per year is

anticipated.

No appreciable change is expected in the chemical characteristics of the
effluent as the result of its passing through the lake , except about 6 percent

of the suspended solids would be removed from the river water by the 186-Baain
and the impoundments . The water quality of the lake should b somewhat similar
to that of the Savannah River.

This alternative would require the following permits or processes : (1) a

U.S. Army COE 404 permit, (2) an SCDHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES pemit,
(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with the FWS, and (6) the prepara-
tion of a biological assessment for endangered species .

If this alternative is implemented before the restart of L-Reactor, the

environmental impacts would be as described above. If it is implemented after

direct discharge occurs , the environmental impacts would be the same as those
described in Section 4.4.2 .2.1 (i.e., loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands,
etc.). Any mitigative effects resulting from the 500-acre-lake alternative
would not begin until the end of the 18- to 31-month construction period.

4.4.2.2.7 500-acre lake with spray cooling (one set)

The cooling efficiency of the 500-acre lake (Figure 4-23) could be enhanced
through the addition of a spray module . The gravity-power spray cooling system
(-F-i-gu.re--4-2-l–and–Section–4~4-.272T2-)-vo”ld–ope rate-in-much--the‘same ‘manner‘as–a-
convent ional pumped spray system by dissipating a portion of cooling-water heat
into the atmosphere.

The estimated time req”f.red to design and construct tbe lake ia a total of

31 months without expediting. On an expedited basis, the lake could b con-
structed in 6 months. Assuming that the permit process for the lake begins when
the design of the spray canal is initiated , then the lake construction would be
completed about 19 months after the spray canal. This schedule assumes that
there would be no major permitting delays. Before the implementation of this
alternative could begin, a budget proposal would have to be subtitted to the
U.S. Congress to seek funding appropriations .

The construction of the spray system would begin after permits have &en
obtained from the appropriate State and Federal agencies. The estimated tim
required to design and ~onstruct the spray system is about 12 months (on an
expedited ba~i~). A new valve chamber (shown in Figure 4-21) and a penstock
would be installed as part of the spray renal system, along with pipe headers
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and nozzles. L-Reactor operation would begin at the same time the construct ion
of the spray canal and the lake get underway.

Provisions would be made for the diversion or controlled channeling of more
than 11 cubic resters per second of increased water flow that would occur when
L-Reactor begins operation. The water flow would include L-Reactor cooling
water, storm runoff, and natural Steel Creek flows. This water would bs di-
verted around active construction areas.

Depending on when the diversion around the construction area first occurs,
a short shutdown (about 1 ❑onth) ndght be required to implement the diversion.
Clearing the vegetation directly adjacent to the stream could bs accomplished

during this shutdown. When the embankmnt ia completed and the land is cleared,
the control gates in the diversion structure would be closed to fill the lake.

The construction of the earthen emba”kme”t, baffle structures, and water
diversion system for the lake would cause some temporary increases in suspended
solids in the creek. Suitable precautions would be taken (1) during the con-
struction operations necessary to establish a foundation for the impoundment,

(2) during any necessary diversion of Steel Creek, and (3) during emplacement of
the fill to ensure that undue silt and debris loads do not mve downstream from
the construction site. Turbidity screens could minimize impacts to downstream
areas. About 450,000 cubic meters of fill material would be required for the
dam and baffles.

Borrow pits of suitable mterials and similar quantities have been used in

the past for similar construction at the Savannah River Plant. For this alter-
native, the most economically suitable pit would be identified and controlled.
Spoil piles of the size expected for this alternative have been developed for
past construction activities at the Savannah River Plant and have met necessary
environment al control requirements.

During construction, the location and number of access roads would be mini-
mized to reduce environmental impacts. Spoil from the surface portion of the

embankmnt foundation in the Steel Creek floodplain, estimated to contain a
total of 0.2 curie of cesium-137 and 0.02 curie of cobalt-60, would ba sepa-
rated, contained, replaced outside the wetlands upstream of the dam, and covered
with subsurface spoil to prevent erosion during the construction period. This

relocation would have no effect on net cesium transport estimates. All other

material would be removed and used for backfill in the borrow areas.

Capital costs for the combined lake-and-spray system would & approximately

the $9tillion cost of the spray canal system plus the $12-million cost of the
500-acre lake, a total cost of about $21 million. Underflow baffles would in-

crease the capital cost by about $2 million. Operating and ~intenance costs

would be about the sam as those for direct discharge if a gravity spray system
is utilized ($3.5 million). The present worth of this alternative would be $50

million and the annualized cost would be $5.9 million (OU Pent, 1983d). An
estiu!ated 375 construction personnel would be required.

Approximately 11 cubic maters per second would be withdrawn from the Savan-
nah River and used as the secondary cooling-water supply. Production efficiency
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would be 100 percent. However, reactor operation would be limited in the summer
by the ambient temperature of the Savannah River.

Table 4-37 lists the estimated downstream temperatures in Steel Creek for
the summer, spring, and winter without a reduction in power. Ambient tempera-
tures in Steel Creek at Road A are about 25°C in summer, 20”c in SPring, and 70C
in winter; this is based on 10 years of measurements (Du Pout , 1983d).

Table 4-37. Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with
a 500-acre lake with spray cooling (one set of sprays)

Location Summers Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 37 35 30 23
Road A 37 35 30 23
Swamp at delta 36 33 28 20
Mid -swamp 32 30 24 16
Mouth of creek at river 31 29 23 15

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and

estimated opersting power of the reactor.
bBased On 30-year average values for meteorological conditions (1953-

1982) and the sctual power of an operating reactor (Du Pent, 1983d). Summer
average temperatures have been included to show the discharge a“d Steel Creek
temperatures that could be expected if significant temperature excursions above

condit ions and below average did not occur.
cTemperature of water leaving lake.

The gravity spray canal system would provide about 5°C cooling in the sum-
mer before the water entered the 500-acre lake. This water (at 73°C) wo,,ld be—.—.—_ _, ._____
cooled to about 37°C during its travel through the lake (under worst-case mete-

OrOlOgical conditions). As shown in Table 4-37, this alternative would exceed
the- 320C‘dfs-charge–temperature IIm-it-~n”~fi~m—e~”mmer days but wou-l~““be—~”—c~--
pliance on average summer days. These temperatures could be reduced by a reduc-
tion in power.

The environmental consequences of “si”g a cooling system with one set of

sprays until a 500-acre lake became operational would include impacts from the
elevated water temperature and the increased rate of flow.

The construction of the spray canal (Section 4.4.2.2.2) would necessitate

the removal of vegetation within 300 meters of the unit to achieve the beat
cooling performance , causing a slightly greater impact on wetlands than direct
discharge. These impacts from the spray canal alone (until the lake is con-
structed) , which would result from high water temperatures (i.e., delta-T = 8“c
at the swamp i“ summer) and flow rate (about 10.6 cubic meters per second)
include:

● Between 705 and 985 acrea of wetlands would be eliti”ated, including
habitat for the endangered American alligator, the endangered wood
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stork, and migratory waterfowl. These wetlands are classified as Re-
source Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This resource
category and designat ion criteria include “high vslue for evaluation
species and scarce or becoming scarce. ‘q The mitigation planning goal
specifies that there be “no net loss of inkind habitat value” (USDOI,
1981). In addition, about 2500 acres of wetlands would be isolated to
aquatic biota by thermal temperatures , and 415 acres of uplands would be
inundated.

Approximately 16 fish per day (5840 fish annually) would be impinged;
annual entrainment of fish eggs and larvae would be 7.7 x 106 and 11.9
x 106, respectively.

Conservatively, no more than 4.4 * 2.2 curies of radiocesium would be
remobilized and transported into the Savannah River during the first
year of resumed operations (ace Section L.4. 1.2.2). Liquid releases of
tritium from L-Reactor to the Savannah River would be reduced to about
9340 curies per year.

Five archeological sites eligible for the National Register would be

subject to erosion and flooding, including one prehistoric site and four
historic sites. A mitigation plan would be designed by the Institute of
Archeology and Anthropology of the University of South Carolina and
would be completed prior to restart.

Increased flow would further erode the Steel Creek corridor. and delta
growth would increase at approximately 3 surface acres per year.

No impact to the substrate, water quality, or naturally occurring turbidity
levels would occur as a result of dredging and filling becauae construction ac-
tivities would be confined to the existing discharge canal from L-Area during
periods of reactor downtime.

The construction of the 500-acre lake would cause short-term impacts to the
substrate, water quality, and natural ly occurring turbidity levels of Steel
Creek as a result of dredging and filling.

The lake would impound about 6 kilometers of Steel Creek from the L-Reactor
outfall to its dam near Road A (SC Route 125). Biota would have, a2ready ken

eliminated in this portion of the creek from che operation of the spray cooling
ayatern. Because the lake would achieve an average water temperature of 37”c, it

would be biologically devoid of life except for thermophilic flora. It could

also thermally isOlate Meyers Branch and physically isolate the upper reaches of
Steel Creek (about 2280 acres of wetlands) from fishes and other aquatic and
semiaquatic biota. Access to wetlands associated with Boggy Gut Creek (about

230 acres) will be unaffected.

The rate of flow of the effluent discharged below the dam for this once-
through alternative would be about 10.5 cubic meters psr second. The tempera-

ture of the effluent in summer would be 37“C.

In spring, water temperature in the mid-swamp and at the mouth of Steel
Creek would be within 6°C of calculated ambient temperatures (Table 4-37).

Thus , anadromous and riverine fishes would have access to the swamp for spawing
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and foraging. Winter temperatures in the swamp and at the muth of Steel Creek
would be about 10”C and 9°C above ambient, respectively. Although there is a

potential for fishes to concentrate in these warmer watera during the winter, no
adverse impacts to the Savannah River due to effluent discharge are expected.
Although this option would achieve thermally viable water temperatures in the
swamp and at the mouth of Steel Creek, the discharge rate below the dam would
have adverae impacts on the Steel Creek delta and portions of the swamp. The

flow and scouring effect of the effluent would uproot moat of the existing vege-
tation almost immediately; the remaining vegetation would eventually succumb to
high flow. Other wetland vegetation would experience elevated water levels, and

their root aysternswould be inundated. Mortality, especially after continuous

inundation, would occur to even the most water-tolerant species (i.e., willow
and alder).

An estimated 215 to 335 acres of wetlands would be eliminated in the Savan-
nah River swamp and Steel Creek delta. This would inc Lude important foraging

habitat for the endangered wood stork. In addition, important roosting and

feeding habitat for as msny as 1200 mallard ducks and 400 wood ducks would be
lost. There would be negligible impact to the American alligator below the
Steel Creek delta.

This alternative would require the following permits or processes: (1) a
U.S. Army COE 404 permit, (2) an SCDHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES permit,
(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with the FWS, and (6) the prepara-

tion of a biological aaaeaament for endangered species.

If this alternative ia implemented before direct discharge occurs, the
environwntal impacta would be aa described above. If it is implemented after

direct discharge occurs, the mitigative effects would be that riverine and
anadromous aquatic biota would have accesa to the Savannah River swamp.

4.4.2 .2.5 500-acre lake with spray cooling (two acts )

Another alternative system would combine the 500-acre lake with two spray
cooling systems. The gravity spray canal system described in Section 4.4.2 .2.2
would—be–ins tal-l-ed-to-obtafn-about--5 “C–of–cooltng--i”-the—sumwr ‘before–the—water

enters the 500-acre lake. This water would be cooled to about 37°C during its
travel through the lake under extreue summr conditions. A spray system below
the &m would cool the water to about 32°C before discharging it to Steel Creek
(Figure 4-24). To reduce energy requirements (and, thus, operating and n!ainten-
ance costs), the hydraulic head created by the lake would bs used to power a
gravity spray system below the dam.

The combined lake-and-spray system could be designed and constructed on a
normal schedule within the same 31-month timeapan that the fake alone would re-
quire. The 3 l-month schedule would assume that construction permits could be
obtained with no mjor delays. An accelerated schedule could shorten this
time. Implementation would also be contingent on funding. The three components
could be built sim”ltaneo”sly; the embankmnt construction would be the limiting
feature of the schedule. The reactor downtim would 6s from 3 to 6 months.
Spoil from the surface portion of the emba~mnt foundation in the Steel Creek

floodplain, estimated to contain a total of 0.2 curie of cesium-137 and 0.02
curie of cobalt-60, would be separated, contained, replaced outside the wetlands
upstream of the dam, and cOvered with aubs”rface ap~il to prevent erosion during
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the construction period. This relocation would have no effect on net cesium

transport estimates. All other material would be removed and used for backfill

in the borrow areas.

Capital costs for the combined lake-and-spray system would bs approximately
the $9-mini On cost of the spray canal system plus the $12-million cost of the
500-acre lake plus about $15 million for the additional spray system; the total

cost would be about $36 million. If underflow baffles are included, capital

costs would increase by $2 million. Operating and rmintenance costs would be

about the saw as those for direct discharge ($3.5 million) if gravity apray
systems are utilized. The present worth of this alternative would be $65 mil-

lion and the annualized cost would be $7.6 million (Du Pent , 1983d). An esti-
mated 405 construction personnel would be required.

Approximately 11 cubic inters per second would be withdrawn from the Savan-
nah River and used aa the secondary cooling-water supply. Product Ion efficiency
would be 100 percent. However, reactor operation would be limited in the aummr

by the ambient temperature of the Savannah River.

Table 4-38 lists the estimated downstream temperatures in Steel Creek for
the summr, spring, and winter without reduction in reactor power. The 500-acre
lake with two acts of spray coolers would normally comply with the maximum dis-
charge temperature of 32.2°C during extreme meteorological conditions.

Table 4-38. Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with

a 500-acre lake with spray cooling (two sprays )

Location Summe ra Summrb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 32 30 25 18
Road A 32 30 25 18
Swamp at delta 32 30 24 16
Mid-swamp 30 22 13
M&i th—of-c~e~k ~t—r~ “e r

_—. — —30. —_— _;; .-._ _..
2-2- ‘--”””-- -—–l-3—

aBaaed on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and
estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBa~ed On 30-Year average values for meteorological conditions (1953-

1982) and the actual power of an operating reactor. SumM r average tempera-
tures have been included to show the discharge and Steel Cre& tempera t”=e~
that could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and below

average did not occur.
cTemperature of water leaving lake.

The environmental impacts

. This alternative would
spring temperatures in
would be within 4°C of

of this alternative are summarized as follows:

significantly reduce thermal impacts. Summ r and
the tid-swamp and at the mouth of Steel Creek
ambient. Water temperatures in the swamp and at
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the mouth of Steel Creek in winter would be as high as 7°C above ambi-
ent. Thus , temperatures in the winter could cause fish co concentrate
near the mouth of Steel Creek, and also subject them to cold shock.

Approximately 705 to 985 acres of wetlands would be affected, including
habitat of the endangered American alligator, the endangered wood stork,
and migratory waterfowl. The wetlands that would be impacted by this
alternative are classified as Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. This resource category and designation criteria
include “high value for evaluation species and scarce or becoming
scarce. ” The mitigation planning goal specifies that there 6s “’nonet
loss of inkind habitat value”’ (USDOI, 1981). In addition, 490 acres of
upland habi tat would be inunda ted. About 100 acres of wetlands would bs
isolated by this alternative .

Approximately 16 fish per day (5840 fish annually) would be impinged;
the annual entrainment of fish eggs and larvae will be 7.7 x 106 and

11.9 x 106, respectively.

Conservatively, no more than 4.4 * 2.2 curies of radiocesium “O”ld be

remobilized and transported to the Savannah River during the first year
of resumed L-Reactor operation (see Section L.4. 1.2.2). Liquid releases
of tritium would be about 7670 curies per year.

Five archeological sites eligible for the National Register would be
subject to erosion and flooding, including one prehistoric site and four
historic sites. A mitigation plan would be developed and implemented
prior to restart similar to that described for direct discharge.

The increased flow (to about 10.4 cubic meters per second) would further
erode the Steel Creek corridor, and delta growth will increase at a rate
of approximately 2 surface acres per year.

Short-term impacts to the ‘substrate, water quality, and naturally oc-
curring turbidity levels would occur as a result of dredging for the
construction of dams and spray systems. These impacta are discussed in
Section 4.4.2.2.3.

Local ground-water levels would be raised due to the reservoir.

This alternative would require the following permits or processes: (1) a
U.S. Army COE 404 permit, (2) an SCDHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES permit,

(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with the FWS, and (6) the prepara-
tion of a biological assessment for endangered species.

If the 500-acre lake with two spray cooling systems 1S implemented before

direct discharge OCCUrS, the e~v~ronmental impacts would bs as described above.
If it is implemented after direct discharge occurs, the environmental impacts
would be the same as those described in Section 4.Z.Z.Z. l (i.e., loss of 730 to
1000 acres of wetlands, etc. ). The primary mitigative effect resulting from

this alternative would be that riverine and anadromous aquatic biota could
inhabit the Savannah River swamp system, Meyers Branch, and Boggy Gut Creek.
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4.4.2 .2.9 1000-acre lake

This alternative consists of a 1000-acre once-through cooling lake on Steel
Creek (Figure 4-25). The normal water surface elevation would be 58 meters

above man sea level. The embankment for this cooling lake would be at the saw

location as that for the 500-acre lake deecribed in Section 4.4.2.2.6. This
alternative would require the relocation of two 115-kilovolt electric transmis-
sion lines and buried supervisor control and relay cable llnes that cross Steel
Creek near Road A-14. Roads A-14, A-14. 1, and B-5 would have “to be abandoned.

The lake would have a length of about ?000 meters including about 1500
meters of tailwater upstream of the outfall canal. The embankment would be

about 750 meters long, 28 meters high, and 210 meters wide at its base. The

water would be discharged several meters below the top of the embankmnt.
Several small earthen brms would be required to prevent high water from over-
flowing natural saddles into adjacent watersheds. One of these points could be

controlled for use as an emergency spillway to prevent unusually large storm
flows from overtopping the embankment.

The construction of the 1000-acre lake would begin after perudts had been

obtained from the appropriate State and Federal agencies. The estimated time

for the design and construction of this alternative would be about 36 months
without an expedited schedule. This schedule assumes there would be no mjor

permitting delays. With an expedited schedule, this alternative could be com-
pleted in 6 months, as discussed in Section 4.5 and Appendix L.

The construction of the earthen embankrcent, baffle structures, and water
diversion system for the lake would cause some temporary increaaes in suspended
solids in the creek. Suitable precautions would & taken (1) during the con-
struction operations necessary to establish a foundation for the impoundment,
and (2) during emplacement of the fill to ensure that undue silt and debris
loads do not move downstream from the construction cite. Turbidity screens
could minimize impacts to downstream areas. About 1.2 million cubic ~ters of
fill material would be required for the embankment.

Borrow..pits_of_aui table–mater.iais-and..similar–quantI.ti.es-.have-been-iden-- -
tified in the past for similar construction at the Savannah River Plant, and
have been controlled in an environmentally acceptable mxnner. For this alterna-

tive, the most economically suitable pit would be identified and similarly
controlled.

Spoil piles of the size expected for this alternative have been developed
for paat construction activities at the Savannah River Plant and have rm?tneces-
sary environmental control requirements. In one case, special precautions were
taken to protect a Thermal Effects Laboratory operated for environmental pur-
poses on Upper Three Runs Creek. These measures were completely succeaaful.
Spoil from any excavation in the former floodplain of Steel Creek would ba mn-
itored for radioactive species; contaminated spoil would be dieposed of in a
suitable manner. During construction, the location and number of access roads
would be minimized to reduce environmental impacts. Spoil from the surface por-
tion of the embank~nt fo””dation in the Steel Creek floodplain, estimxted to
contain a total of 0.2 curie of ceei”m-137 and 0.02 curie of cobalt-60, would be
separated, contained, replaced outside the wetlands upstream of the dam, and
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Figure 4-25. Conceptual design for 1000-acre lake on Steel Creek.



covered with subsurface spoil to prevent erosion during the construct ion
period. This relocation would have no effect on net cesium transport

estimates. All other mterial would be removed and used for backfill in the

borrow sreas.

Capital costs for the 1000-acre lake would b approximately $25 million.
Operating and maintenance costs would be about 53.4 million. The present worth

of this alternative would be $56 million and the annualized cost would be $6.6
million (Du Pent, 1983d). An estimated 550 workers would be required for the

construction of the lake.

Approximately 11 cubic meters per second would be withdra~ from the

Savannah River and used as the secondary cooling-water supply. Production ef-
ficiency would be 100 percent. However, reactor operation would be limited in
the summer by the ambient temperature of the Savannah River.

Table 4-39 lists the estimated downstream temperatures in Steel Creek for
the summer, spring, and winter without reduction in power (Du Pent, 1983d).
These temperatures could be lowered by a reduction in reactor power, as dis-
cussed in Section 4.5 and Appendix L. The 1000-acre lake without power reduc-
tions would probably be uninhabitable to aquatic and semiaquatic biota. A
depauperate biological community could exist in the lower reaches of the im-
poundment near the embankment. Projected water temperatures in the summer
(5-day worst-case) at the Steel Creek delta, the mid-swamp, and the mouth of
Steel Creek would be within 2°C of ambient. In the spring, water temperatures
at Steel Creek delta would be 3°C above ambient. Water temperatures would be
near ambient at the muth of Steel Creek. These conditions do not pose any

adverse impacts to aquatic and semiaquatic biota. In the winter, however, pro-
jected temperatures at Road A and points downstream would be 7° to 9°C above
ambient. These warmer conditions could concentrate fish at the mouth of Steel
Creek, and also cause the phenomenon of cold shock. This alternative would not
adversely impact access and spawning of riverine and anadromous fishes in the
Savannah River swamp below the Steel Creek delta.

-T.able-4=39..-_Tempe r.atures.-(.lC)..downstream_i.n-Steel .Creek...—__.. _

with a 1000-acre lake

Location Summers Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 34 32 26 17
Road A 34 32 26 17
Swamp at delta 34 31 25 15
Mid-swamp 31 29 22 13
Month of creek 31 28 22 13

at river

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15,
1980) and estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBased o“ 30-Year average values for meteorological condi-

t ions ( 1953-1982) and the actual power of an operating reactor.

cTemperature of water leaving lake.
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The habitat impacted by the 1000-acre lake alternative would include be-
tween 52o and 680 acres Of “etla”ds i“ the steel Creek corridOr. The lake would
also inundate 775 acres of uplands . An additional 100 acres of uplands would be
impacted due to the relocation of electric and cable rights-of-way. The flow
rate would adversely impact between 215 and 335 a~re~ Of ~etland~ in the Steel
Creek delta and swamp that provide foraging habitat for the endangered wood
stork and the endangered herica” alligator. These wetlands also represent im-
portant feeding and roosting habitat for as many as 1200 mallard and 400 wood

duck . It could also prevent access by riverine and anadromous fish in summer to
about 2280 acres of wet lands along Steel Creek above L-Reactor and along Meyers
Branch. These wetlands are classified as Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. This resource category and its designation criteria
include ‘“highvalue for evaluation species and SCarCe Or bec~ting ScarCe. “ The
mitigation planning goal specifies that there bs “no net loss of inkind habitat
value” (USDOI, 1981).

Because this alternative would require approximately 11 cubic wters per

second of Savannah River water, the impacts of impingement and entrainment would
be the same as those for direct discharge--the impingement of 16 fish per day
(5840 fish per year) and the annual entrainment of 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and
11.9 x 106 fish larvae.

Conservatively, the transport of radiocesium down Steel Creek from this
alternative would be no mre than 4,4 * 2.2 curies the first year of operation
(see Section L.4.1 .2.2). Liquid releases of tritium from L-Reactor to the
Savannah River would be reduced to about 7880 curies per year.

Four historic sites and one prehistoric site in the steel creek terrace
and floodplain system have been determined to be eligible for inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places . No direct impacts are expected to the
prehistoric site or to three of the historic sites because they wO~ld be belO~
the embankment and outside the area affected by high-water flow co”ditio”s . One
historic site area would be inundated when the lake was filled. In March 1984,
an intensive survey of the proposed excavation areas (embankment and borrow pit
areas ) was made (Brooks, 1984). This survey identified seven sites described as

of ephemeral quality and not eligible for nomination to the National Register.

Archeological surveying and testing are presently being conducted in the pro-

posed lake area by the University of South Carolina Institute of Archeology and
Anthropology. It is anticipated that several sites associated with the Ashley
Plantation will be affected. The schedule for completion of the requirements
under the National Historic Preservation Act, including data recovery, is con-

sistent with the construction schedule for the embankment , and all ndtigati~n
will be completed prior to restart (Hanson, 1984). The study results, deter-

mination eligibility of potential sites , and the development of a ndtigation
plan are being coordinated with the SHPO and ACHP.

Erosion and transport of sediment are expected to be slightly reduced in
relation to direct discharge. A delta growth
anticipated.

No appreciable change is expected in the

effluent as the result of its passing through
of the suspended solids would be removed from

of about 1 to 2 acres per year is

chemical characteristics of the

the lake, except about 6 percent
the river water by the 186-Basin
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and the impoundments. The ground-water level would be altered in the vicinity

of the lake.

This alternative would require the following permits or processes: (1) a
U.S. Armv COE 404 permit, (2) an SCDHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES Dermit,
(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with
of a biological assessment for endangered species,
SHPO for archeological resources.

If this alternative is implemented before the
environmental impacts would be as described above.
direct discharee occurs. the environmental imnacts

the FWS, (6) the preparat ion
and (7) consultation with the

restart of L-Reactor, the
If it is implemented after

would be the sa~ as those

described in Section 4.4.2 .2.1 (i.e. , loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands,
etc.). Any mitigative effects resulting from the 1000-acre-lake alternative
would not begin until the end of the construction period.

4.4.2.2.10 Penstock diversion to Pen Branch/lake-canal diversion to Pen Branch

Heated secondary coolant leaving L-Reactor could be diverted to Pen Branch,
which presently carries heated effluent from K-Reactor back to the Savannah
River. Becauae of physical location, the input to Pen Branch from L-Reactor
would occur a few kilometers upstream of the point at which Indian Grave Branch,
which receives K-Reactor discharges, joins Pen Branch.

Two possible mthods of water diversion to Pen Branch have ken evaluated.
They are (1) by penstock and canal (Figure 4-26) and (2) by lake and canal
(Figure 4-27).

Under the first option, cooling effluent from L-Reactor would be diverted

through an underground pipe that would begin at the 904-L sump, which is where
secondary cooling water from L-Reactor accumulates after passing through the
reactor heat exchangers. The pipe would convey the flow to the northwest, about
1200 meters to the north aide of SRP Road 7, where it would discharge into an

open canal. The water would flow through the canal about 1000 meters to Pen
Branch. No pumping would be required in either the pipe or the canal. Struc-
tural-improvemnts -to--bridges-crossing-Pen-Branch -might k- required-because--of-
increased flows.

The estimated tinf.mum time required to design and construct this alterna-
tive ia 38 months (Du Pent, 1983d). All construction would take place away from
Steel Creek. Therefore, L-Reactor shutdown would be required for approxitnately
1 to 2 months for the installation of a pipe connection and valves.

For the penatock-and-canal diversion to Pen Branch, the estimated capital
coat would be $7 million. The annual operating cost would be $3.4 million and
the present worth would be $36 million. The annualized cost would be $4.2 mil-
lion. An estimated 120 construction personnel would be required.

Water requirements for the penstock-and-canal diversion to Pen Branch would
be 11 cubic meters per second. Production efficiencies would be 100 percent.
During summer periods of high river temperatures, reactor operating power would
be reduced, though the sam flow rate would & maintained.
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Figure 4-26. Discharge of cooling water to Pen Branch by penstock and canal.
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Although Steel Creek temperatures would not be increased above ambient , Pen
Branch would receive about 11 cubic meters per second of water at 73”C, which
exceeds the State limit of 32.2”C. The reported temperature (73”c) is for ex-
tre~ s“mer meteorological conditions and reflects reduced reactor operating

power due to elevated Savannah River temperatures . A previously unaffected
5-kilometer portion of Pe” Branch would expe=ie”ce i“c=ea~ed temperat U~e~ Well

above ambient .

The second diversion option would require an earthen embankment in Steel
Creek about 1500 meters downstream from the L-Reactor effluent canal dis-
charge. The embankment would require 17,000 cubic meters of n!aterial. Truck
access roads for embankment constr”cti On would be rO”ted to ~Inimize ~n”iro”-

mental impacts . The embankment would form a small (60-acre) lake (Figure 4-27)
to provide additional cooling. A canal and a pipe with a combined length of
about 1400 meters would divert the flow from the lake to Pen Branch. Just north
of Road A, the diversion from Steel Creek would join Pen Branch, which carries
the effluent stream discharged frum K-Reactor . No pumping would be required .

A diversion of L-Reactor effluent would cause extensive additional impacts

to the Pen Branch system. The penstock-and-canal alternative would impact ap-
proximately 5 kilometers of the stream, or 55 acres of wetland that have not
been impacted by earlier reactor operations. In addition, about 210 acres of
the Pen Branch delta and 960 acres of the Savannah River swamp would be af-
fected. The wetlands that would be impacted by this alternative are classified
as Resource Category 2 by the U.S . Fish and Wildlife Service. This resource
category and designation criteria include ““highvalue for evaluation species and

scarce or becomfng scarce. “ The mitigation planning goal specifies that there
be “no net loss of inkind habitat value’” (usDOI, 1981 ). Construction of the

canal would affect 10 acres of upland habitat . No wetlands (i.e., Steel Creek
above L-Reactor, Meyers Branch, or Boggy Gut Creek) would be isolated by this
alternative.

With a lake and canal , a discharge structure could be constructed away from

the existing stream to carry reactor effluent . The diversion pipe, canal, a“d

drop structure could be constructed and mst clearing completed during this
time. The estimated tim required to design and construct this alternative

would be 33 months .

For the lake-and-canal diversion to Pen Branch, the estimated capital cost
would be $4 million. The annual operating cost would be $3.4 million, and the
present worth would be $33 million. Annualized costs would be $3.9 mfllion. An
estimated 315 construction personnel would be required.

Water use from the Savannah River for the lake-and-canal diversion would be

11 cubic inters per second. The production efficiency would be 100 percent .

Thermal impacts are not expected in Steel Creek below the 60-acre lake and

embankment. The lake-and-canal alternative would cause approximately ~+kilo-
meters of unimpacted stream and floodplain along Pen Branch to receive heated
effluent at about 73°C during extreme summer meteorological conditions. A total

of about 1280 acres of wetlands wouId be Impacted by the lake–and-canal alterna_
tive, including (1) Pen Branch (50 acres), (2) Steel Creek (6O aCreS), ( 3) pen

Branch delta (210 acres), and (4) the Savannah River swamp (960 acres ). These
wetlands are also classified as Resource Category 2 by the FWS (USDOI, 1981).
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About 10 acres of uplanda would be affeeted by the construction of the canal.
This alternative wOuld isolate about 100 acres of wetlanda above the embank-
ment. The temperature at the Pen Branch entry to the swamp would be about 58°C
and the temperature at the mOuth of Steel creek would be 30”C in summer. The

lake-and-canal divers iOn co pen Branch wOuld result in discharge water tempera-
tures well above the 32.2°C State discharge limit.

A reactor shutdoun of about 1 month would allow the diversion of stream
flowe through the discharge structure and the clearing of land adjacent to the
stream. The dam would be constructed and the discharge stopped to fill the lake

and divert flows to Pen Branch.

Any alternative involving a diversion to Pen Branch would result in average

water temperatures at the mouth of Steel Creek of 29°C in summer, 23°C in
spring, and 18°C in winter without power reduction. This would be about 2°C

above ambient in summer, and spring, and 6°C above ambient in winter.

The penstock-and-canal alternative would not have a direct impact on aqua-
tic habitat in Steel Creek upstream from the swamp. However, the lake-and-canal

alternative, in addition to diverting L-Reactor effluent to Pen Branch, would
convert the upper reach of Steel Creek into a tributary of Pen Branch, which is
much less productive biologically due to long-term thermal impacts from the op-
eration of K-Reactor. The thermal effluent discharging into this mdif ied
stream would eliminate any access to the upper reach of Steel Creek during the
operation of either K- or L-Reactor. Aquatic organisms in the upper reach that
survive these modified conditions would become isolated unless neither reactor
were operational.

Either alternative would result in a 10Ss of habitat in the lower reaches

of Pen Branch due to increased flows of heated water. This would occur pri-
mrily in backwater areas that have not been impacted directly by the main ther-
mal stream.

The occurrence of resident alligators above the Pen Branch delta is un-
likely (Murphy, 1981), although the 7800-acre swamp bordering the Savannah River
might–auppo r.t–a.small..popu.lat.i.on..—The—impact–of- -&his-opEiom on- endangered-and- - –-
threatened species is considered to be insignificant.

The impacts of impingement and entrainment would be the same as those for
direct discharge--the impingement of 16 fish per day (5840 fish per year) and
the annual entrainment of 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and 11.9 x 106 fish larvae.

Radio ceaium transport would consist of about 0.25 curie per year from Steel
Creek plus a component from Pen Branch. About O.15 curie would be remobilized
and transported in Pen Branch to Steel Creek during the first year of resumed
L-Reactor operation. The total transport from Steel Creek is estimated to be
0.4 curie per year. Liquid releases of tritium from L-Reactor would be about
9600 curies per year.

An estimated seven or eight archeological sices are assumed to be impacted
by this alternative as the result of the construction of the diversion canal and
the increaaed flow down pen Branch. A mitigation plan would be developed and
implemented prior to restart similar to that described for direct discharge.
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Additional impacts to existing aquatic habitat in Pen Branch would result
from erosion and sedimentation effects. The stream flow would increase to about
ten times normal in the upper reach ~t”een the points of entry intO the stream
Of the L-Reactor and K-Reactor discharges. The increased erosion, downcutting,
widening, and straightening of the stream would result in the lCISsof existing
aquatic habitat. In addition, erosion would be expected in the lower reach
where, with either option, the stream flow would be twice the present flow.
Changes in sedimentation due to either alternative would result in the Pen
Branch delta growth rate reaching about 18 acres per year.

The chemical characteristics of the L-Reactor liquid effluent are estimated
to be similar to those of Steel Creek and the Savannah River, and not unlike
those presently being discharged by K-Reactor to Pen Branch . No appreciable
change is expected in the characteristics of the effluent as it flows through
the lake-and-canal system, except about 4 percent of the suspended sediment load
would be lost. About 100 metric tons of silt and clay would be deposited in the
lake each year.

Additional impacts would be caused by changes in existing stream flow pat-
terns. The diversion of flows from upper Steel Creek would reduce flows in the
lower reaches of this stream, thereby mdifying or eliminating some existing
aquatic habitat, particularly In backwater areas.

These alternatives would require the following permits or processes : (1) a
U.S. Army COE 404 permit, (2) an SCDHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES permit,
(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with the FWS, and (6) the prepara-
tion of a biological assessment for endangered species.

If either of the Pen Branch divers ion alternatives is implemented before
the restart of L-Reactor, the environmental impacts would be as described
above. If it is implemented after direct discharge begins , the environmental

impacts would be the same as those described in Section 4.2.2.2.1 (i.e. , loss of
730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc. ). The mitigative effects resulting from the

penstock/canal diversion alternative would include no impacts to wetlands of the
Steel Creek corridor (i.e. , 420 to 580 acres); the lake/canal alternative would

cause no impacts to wetlands below the dam. Between 1225 and 1280 acres of

wetlands associated with Pen Branch and the Savannah River swamp, however, would
be impacted. Mitigative effects would not begin until the end of the 18-month

construct ion period.

4.4.2.3 Cooling towers

The following sections describe three types of cooling towers--once-

through, recirculation, and partial-recirculation. Figure 4-28 shows the esti-

mated discharge-water temperatures for cooling towers with 2.8”c, 5.6”C, and
8.4°C approach temperature designs, which are based on recorded average wet-bulb
temperatures at the SRP. The approach temperature is the number of degrees over
the ambient wet -bulb temperature to which the reactor secondary cooling water
can be reduced by the cooling tower. The curves on Figure 4-28 show the result-

ant cooledlcooling-water temperatures for the three approach temperatures. If
the l-percent worst-case meteorological condition (the l-percent design wet-
bulb temperature is 26.7”C) had been used to develop the curves, the resulting
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cooling-tower tischarge-water temperatures would have been higher by about 3.5“C

than those shown. With the l-percent design wet-bulb temperature, both the
5.6°c and the 8.4°C apprOa~h temperature to~er~ wO”ld eXceed the state of South
Carolina water-discharge temperature limit of 32.2°C part of the time.

For commercial power plants, recirc”lat ing cooling towers have been con-
s tructed aa fast as 18 months from award of contract . The temperature of the
L-Reactor cooling “ater would be higher than that of commercial power plants,
which would require special consideration in tbe engineering design of the cool-

ing towers and pumps. Although the time period required for the design, pro-
curement, conatwction, and testing of recirculating cooling towers and pumps
for L-Reactor could be expedited, DOE doea not believe that the 27-month sched-
ule could be greatly shortened without sacrificing proper consideration of the
operability and reliability of the recirculating cooling tower system.

4.4.2 .3.1 Cooling towers--once through

4.4.2 .3.1.1 Once-through--discharge to Steel Creek

Cooling towers could be added to L-Area that treat the heated effluent and
discharge it directly to Steel Creek. Such towers could be constructed adjacent
to the existing reactor discharge canal, as shown in Figure 4-29. A diversion
valve box would be built onto the 904-L sump to route the reactor discharge
water through 750 meters of new 2.5-meter diameter pipe to the new cooling
towe rs. The tower location would be a relatively flat area just north of Steel
Creek along the west side of the discharge canal. This location is about 21
meters lower than the L-Reactor area and 12 meters lower than the outlet of the
904-L sump. The discharge from the cooling towers would r“n through short pipes

to the existing discharge canal and then into Steel Creek at the original dis-
charge point.

The differences in elevation between the diversion valve bOX and the

cooling-tower sprays would be sufficient to eliminate the need for pumps. This
would result in a capital cost and tiressavings, an energy savings, and less
dependence on the operation of mechanical equipment.

This alternative could met the 32.2°C temperature criterion for water dis-
charged to State waters. River water would be passed through the reactor heat
exchangers and cooling towers and diverted to the outfall. Water withdrawal

from the river would be about 11 cubic meters per second, the sams quantity aS
that for the direct discharge case.

About 27 months would be required to design and construct this alterna-
tive. On an expedited schedule this alternative could be constructed in a

little mre than 1 year. If L-Reactor operation atarts &fore the alternative

is implemented, a shutdown of about 1 month would be required while the “ew

cooling system is connected into existing facilities.

The capital cost for the 2.8°C approach tower would bc approximately $55

million; the cost of the 5.6°C approach tower would be $50 million. Annual

operating coats for the 2.8°c and 5.6°C approach tower designs would k $5.5

million and $5.4 million, respectively. The present worth of this alternative

would be $102 million for the 2.8°C approach tower and $96 million for the 5.6°C
approach tower. The annualized costs would, be $12’million and $11.3 million,
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Figure 4-29. Conceptual layout of once-through cooling tower system.
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respectively. An estimated 135 construction personnel would be required for
either tower.

The production efficiency would be the same as that for the direct dis-
charge alternative, 100 percent. The reactor would have a volume flow rate of
about 11 cubic meters per second from the Savannah River. This alternative
would discharge cooling effluent into Steel Creek at a flow of about 10.2 cubic
meters per second.

The temperature of the effluent would be lower than that from the direct

discharge alternative due to the cooling by the towers, and would vary according
to the cooling tower approach temperature (i.e. , 2.8° or 5.6”C).

With a 2.8°C approach temperature tower, the average effluent temperature
entering Steel Creek would range from about 18°C in January to 28°C in July (Du
Pent, 1983d). A preliminary analysis of SRP wet bulb data (Ou Pent, 1983f)
indicates the 32.2°C temperature maximum at the outfall would be exceeded once
every 4.5 years. If the 5.6°C approach tower were used in this once-through
system, the 32.2°C maximum at the outfall would be exceeded about five times a
year. Downstream temperatures are listed in Tables 4-40 and 4-41, and shown
(for the 2.8°C approach) in Figure 4-30. These temperatures assume no power
reduction. Average ambient Steel Creek temperatures measured over a 30-year
period at Road A are about 29°c in summer, 22°C in spring, and 8°C in winter.

Table 4-40. Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with
once-through cooling towers (2.8°c approach)

Location Summe ra Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 28 27 23 18
Road A 29 28 23 17
Swamp at delta 30 28 23 15
Mid-swamp 29 27 21 13
Mouth of creek at river 29 27 21 13

aBaaed on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and
estimated operatfng power of the reactor.

bBased on 30-year average values for meteorological conditions (1953-

1982) and actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average temperatures
have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures that
could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and blOW average

did not occur.
cTemperature of water entering Steel Creek.

Once-through cooling towers (either the 2.8°C or the 5.6°C approach temper-
ature) with a discharge to Steel Creek would provide normal compliance with the
32.2°C maximum discharge temperature during average meteorological conditions.

The towers would substantially mitigate the thermal effects associated
with direct discharge; the environmental impacts of this alternative would be
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Table 4-41. Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with
once-through cooling towers (5.6°C approach)

Location Summers Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 31 30 28 24

Road A 32 30 26 21
Swamp at delta 32 30 26 19

Mid-swamp 30 28 23 15

Mouth of creek at river 30 28 22 14

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and

estimated operating power of the reactor.
bBased ~“ 30-year average values for meteorological conditions (1953-

1982) and actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average temperatures
have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures that
could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and below average
did not occur.

cTemperature of water entering Steel Creek.

somewhat leas than those for direct discharge because of flow rate; they are
summarized as follows:

● The high flow rate would eliminate between 420 and 580 acres of wetlands

in the Steel Creek corridor. In addition, about 30 acres of uplands
would be impacted by the construction of the cooling towers. Because

the effluent would not have markedly elevated temperatures, the high
flow rate would impact between 70 and 80 percent of the area predicted

for direct discharge. Thus, between 215 and 335 acres of wetlands would
be eliminated in the delta and swamp. The total amount of wetlands that

would be impacted by this alternative is between 635 and 915 acres. The
wetlands that would be impacted by this alternative are classified as
Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This re-

source–categog–and–designation–crfteri-a- include ~highvalue-for- eva-lua-
tion species and scarce or becondng scarce. ” The ndtigation planning
goal specifies that there be ““nonet loss”of inkind habitat value”
(USDOI, 1981).

● The spring water temperatures in ndd-swamp would be within 4°C of am-

bient for the 5.6°C approach, and within 2°C of ambient for the 2.8°C

approach. Thus, approximately 2500 acres of wetlands and aquatic
habitat would be available to spawning riverine and anadromous fishes

and other aquatic and semiaquatic biota.

● The impingement of 16 fish per day (5840 fish per year), and the annual

entrainment of 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and 11.9 x 106 fish larvae.

● The remobilization and transport of 3.2 curies (2.8°C approach) or 3.3

curies (5.6°C approach) of radiocesium (first year). Liquid releases of
trltium to the Savannah River would be about 8850 curies per year.
These values would be about the same for both the 2.8°C and 5.6“c

approach.
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Fogging conditions (i.e., visibility is reduced to less than 1000●

●

●

me~~rs~ would occur about 5 hours per year within 1.0 kilometer of the
towers. Icing to an average thickness of 1.0 millimeter on horizontal

surfaces within 0.5 kilometer of the towers would occur 55 hours per
year. Salt drift deposition within 1 kilometer is estimated to b 0.37
kilogram per acre per month.

Potential impacts to five archeological sites eligible for the National
Register. A mitigation plan would be developed and implemented prior to
restart similar to that described for direct discharge.

No impacts to substrate, water quality, or water levels due to dredging
and filling.

This alternative would require the following permits or processes: (1) an
NPDES permit, (2) a 316(a) demonstration, (3) consultations with the FWS, and

(4) the preparation of a biological assessment for endangered species.

If this alternative is implemented before”direct discharge occurs, environ-
mental impacts would be as described above (i.e., loss of about 635 to 915 acres
of wetlands due to flow effects). If it is implemented after direct discharge

occurs, the environmental impacts would .be the sam as those described in Sec-
tion 4.4.2.2.1 (i.e., loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc.). Any mitiga-

tive effects resulting from this alternative would not begin until the end of
the 27-month construction period.

4.4.2 .3.1.2 Once through--canal to swamp

Under this alternative, 2.8°C, 5.6”C, or 8.4°C approach cooling towers
would be constructed on the south side of Road B, approximately 1000 meters
southwest of L-Reactor, as shown in Figure 4-29. The cooling-water effluent
would be pumped to the towers through a buried pipeline from a new sump con-
structed over the existing cooling-water discharge pipe. The sump, approxi-
mately 9 meters square and 11 meters deep with pumps, would be built over the
existing outfall pipe.

—.——_ _ .—_— ——

As shown in Figure 4-31, the discharge from the cooling tower would flow
into a new excavated and lined canal, which would b constructed along or near
the top of the west bank of Steel Creek. The canal would be routed adjacent to
Steel Creek above the floodplain and extend for approximately 10.4 kilometers
before discharging at the delta. This canal, which would be similar to those
constructed with Par Pond, would cross under two railroad tracks, roads A-14, A,
A-17. 1, and A-17.2, and several 115-kilovolt and super control and relay cable

lines. The canal would have to feed into a pile-supported aerial pipeline or
viaduct where it crosses a low area about 1200 meters blow Road A. This pipe
or viaduct would discharge back into a canal and continue to the edge of the
swamp. A discharge structure

west of the Steel Creek delta

cooling-water discharge.

About 27 months would be
alternative. If L-Reactor is
strutted, a shutdown of about

would be constructed in the Savannah River swamp
with diffusers to control erosion and to mix the

required to design, construct, and permit this
started operating before this alternative is con-
1 month would be required while all new facilities
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Figure 4-31. Conceptual Ieyout of cooling tower with canal to swamp.
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are completed to cut the existing pipe and install a valve to retain water in
the sump.

Dredge material from the canal and the area in the swamp around the dif-
fuser will be handled and monitored to meet applicable regulatory requirements.
Thus , no significant changes in water quality, suspended particulate, or tur-
bidity are expscted to occur in the swamp or Savannah River due to dredge and
fill activities. Access roads to construction areas would be selected to udni-

ndze impacts.

Capital costs for the pumping station, cooling towers, canal/pipeline, and
other related items would be an estimated $68 million to $89 million, depending
on cooling-tower efficiency. Annual operating costs would be an estimated $5.2

million to $5.6 million. The present worth of this alternative would be from

about $112 million to $136 million, and the annualized cost would be $13.2 mil-
lion to $16 million. An estimated 300 construction personnel would be required.

Production efficiency is estimated to be 100 percent of that for the direct
discharge case. About 11 cubic meters per second of water would be required
from the Savannah River. This alternative would discharge cooling-water efflu-
ent directly at the Steel Creek delta at a rate of flow of about 10.1 cubic
meters per second.

These towers could be 2.8”C, 5.6°C, or 8.4°C approach temperature towers
designed for about a 27‘C wet bulb; however, only the cooling water temperature
from the 2.8°c tower would be near ambient when the water is discharged to the
delta. Tables 4-42, 4-43, and 4-44 list seasonal temperatures for these three

approach temperatures. Ambient temperatures (30-year average ) in Steel Creek
wasured at Road A are 29“C in summer, 22°C in spring, and 8°C in winter.

Table 4-42. Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with
once-through cooling towers (2.8°C approach )--

.— —canal--tO–swamp-- ——. ———. — ...— —

Location Summera Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 28 27 23 18
Swamp at delta 28 27 23 18
Mid-swamp 29 27 21 13
Mouth of creek at river 29 27 21 13

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and

estimated operating power of the reactor.
bBa~ed on 30-year average values for meteorological conditions (1953-

1982) and actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average temperatures
have been included to show the discharge a“d Steel Creek temperatures that
could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and below average
did mot OCCUr .

cTemperat”re of water entering swamp.
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Table 4-43. Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with

once-through cooling towers (5.6“C approach) --
canal to swamp

Location Summers Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 31 30 28 24
Swamp at deIta 31 30 28 24
Mid-swamp 30 26 23 15
Mouth of creek at river 30 25 22 14

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and
estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBased on 30-year average values for meteorological conditions ( lg53-

1982) and actual power of an operating react or. Summer average temperatures
have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures that

could be expected if
did not occur.

cTemperature of

Table 4-44.

significant temperature excurs ions above and below average

water entering swamp.

Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with
once-through cooling towers (8.4°C approach )--
canal to swamp

Location Summers Summerb SprinEb Winterb

Discharge temperature 34 34 31 2B
Swamp at delta 34 32 28 21
Mid-swamp 31 29 24 17
Mouth of creek at river 31 29 23 16

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and
estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBa~ed on so-year average values for meteorological conditions ( 1953-

1982) and actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average temperatures
have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures that
could be expected if significant temperature excurs ions above and below average
did not occur.

cTemperature of water entering swamp.

The discharge at the swamp from the 2.8‘C approach cooling tower would ex-
ceed State discharge temperature limits only infrequently. The 5.6°C and 8.4°c
towers would be in compliance under average summer conditions . Uncler some con-
ditions, power reduction would be necessary.
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~is alternative (all approach temperatures) would avoid Steel Creek to its

delta, allowing approximately LZO to 580 acres of wetland to continue succes-
sional recovery in the Steel Creek corridor, including habitat for the endan-
gered American alligator. About 30 acres of uplands would be impacted by con-

struction of the towers. The effluent would reach the swamp via the canal

parallel to Steel Creek and would enter the swamp through a diffuser at tempera-
tures between 28° and 31“C during the summer; this would allow rivarf.ne and
anadromous fish and other aquatic biota to have access to the swamp during the
spawning season and partial access during the sumer for the 2.8°C and 5.6°C
approaches. However, the impacts on the swamp (ie., loss of 215 to 335 acres

of wet lands ) from the 10.l-cubic-eter-per-second flow would be almost the same
as those described for direct discharge. The wetlands that would be impacted by

this alternative are classified as Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. This resource catego~ and designation criteria include “high

value for evaluation species and scarce or becoming scarce. ” The mitigation
planning goal specifies that there be “no net loss of inkind habitat value”
(USDOI, 1981). The canal would impact about 120 acres of upland pine forest and
open fields, and require the dispoeal of approximately 850,000 cubic meters of
spoil . Dredged material would be mnitored and handled to met applicable regu-

latory requirements.

This alternative would have no impact on endangered and threatened species

that inhabit Steel Creek above its delta because the creek corridor would not
receive thermal effluent . The discharge of 10.3 cubic meters per second through
a diffuser located at the Steel Creek delta could channelize portions of the
existing wetlands . However, the discharge temperatures (28°C and 31°C for 2.8°C
and 5.6°C approaches in summer, respectively) would not have adverse impacts on
the American alligator. The greatest potential impact would result from ele-
vated water levels, which could eliminate foraging habitat for the endangered
wood stork, and foraging and roosting habitat for migratory waterfowl. The
shortnose sturgeon would be unaffected by this alternative .

The impacts of impingement and entrainment would be the same as those for
direct discharge--i”pin ement of 16 fish per day (5840 fish per year) and annual

~ fish ,gg. and 11.9 x 106 fish larva~_____ ___ ______ _entrainment of 7.7 x 10
—— .—. _.— — _ .—.

Under this alternative, there would be no remobilization or transport of
radionuclides from the substrate of the Steel Creek corridor. Approximately
1.4 curies of radiocesi”m from the delta and swamp would be remobilized and dis-
charged to the Savannah Rfver. Liquid releases of tritium to the Savannah River
would be about 8900 curies per year.

Approximately 5 hnurs per year of fogging would occur within 1.0 kilometer

of the towers . The estimated frequency of ice accumulation on horizontal sur-
faces will bs 55 hours per year. Drift deposition of salts is predicted to be
about 0.37 kilogram per acre per month.

Several archeological sites occur near or along the cansl route and could
receive adverse impacts from construction activities. A mitigation plan would
be developed a“d implemented prior to restart sindlar to that described under

direct discharge.

This alternative would require the following permits or processes: (1) a
U.S. Army COE 404 permit, (2) an SCDHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES permit,
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(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with the FWS, and (6) the prepara-
tion of a biological asaesament for endangered species.

If this alternative ia implemented before direct discharge occurs, the en-
vironmental impacta would be as described above (successional recovery of 420 to
580 acres of wetland in Steel Creek corridor and losses of 215 to 335 acres in
the swamp ). If it is implemented after direct discharge occurs , the environ-
mental impacta would be tbe same as those described in Section 4.4. 2.2.1 (i.e. ,
loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlanda , etc.). Any mitigative effects resulting
from this alternative “o”ld not begin until the end of the 27-month construction
period.

4.4.2 .3.1.3 Once through--spray canal and canal to swamp

A variation on the previously descri bed once-through, canal-to-swamp
alternative “sing 2.8°c or 5.6°c approach. cooling towers would be to add a spraY
system to the canal; this would reduce the cooling-tower discharge temperature
of the water by about 3°C in the summer. The discharge would comply with State
discharge criteria for tbe 2.8°C and 5.6°C towers. The spray canal location and
configuration would be as shown in Figure 4-21.

About 27 months would be required to design and construct this alterna-
tive. A shutdown of about 1 month would be required while all new facilities
are completed and connected to the cooling-water discharge of the reactor.
Truck routes to construction areas would be selected to minimize environmental
impacts. If a 5.6°C approach tower were used for this alternative, most of the

discharge water temperature reduct ion that was caused by the spray canal would
be lost due to the less efficient cooling tower.

Capital costs for the 2.8°C approach cooling towers, spray canal, and canal
or pipeline to the Steel Creek delta would be about $98 million; annual mainte-
nance and operating costs would be about $5.5 million. The present worth of
this alternative would be $146 million, and the annualized cost would be $17,1

million (Du Pent, 1983d).

The capital cost for a 5.6°C approach cooling tower with a spray canal and
canal to tbe swamp would be about $93 million. With annual maintenance and
operating costs similar to those of the 2.8°C approach tower, the present worth
would be $139 million and the annualized cost would ba $16.4 million. An esti-

mated 330 construction personnel would be required.

The production efficiency for this alternative would be the sam as that
for the direct discharge alternative, 100 percent. Product ion efficiency (reac-
tor power) would be reduced in the summer when cooling-water temperatures from

the Savannah River are elevated. ~is alternative would discharge cooling~ater

effluent into the swamp via a canal at a somewhat lower rate of flow (10.0 cubic
resters per second) than direct discharge due to evaporation losses.

Downs tream temperature for this alternative are presented in Tables 4-45
and 4-46. Ambient temperatures in Steel Creek at the delta (30-year average)

would be summer-- 33”C, spring--22° C, and winter--8° C.
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Table 4-45. Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek tith a

once-through cooling tower (2. 8°C approach )--spray
canal and canal to swamp

Location Summe@ Summerb Springb Wint erb

Swamp at delta 30 28 23 12
Mid-swamp 29 27 21 10
Mouth of creek at river 29 27 21 11

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and

estimated operating power of the reactor.
bBa~ed ~“ 30-year average values for Eteorological conditions ( lgss-

1982) and actual power of an operating reactor. Summr average temperature

have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures that
could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and blow average
did not occur.

Table 4-46. Temperatures (‘C) downstream in Steel Creek with

once-through cooling towers (5.6°C approach) with
a spray canal and canal to the swamp.

Location Summe$ Summerb Springb Winterb

Swamp at delta 32 30 24 15
Mid-swamp 30 28 22 13
Mouth of creek at river 30 28 22 13

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and
estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBased On 30-year average values for meteorological conditions (1953-

1982) and actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average temperatures
have-been-i-nc+uded-to-show-the-di-scharge-and-Steel-Creek temperat”re~-that – –-

could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and bslow average
did not occur.

This alternative would include complete avoidance of Steel Creek down to
the swamp, allowing approximately 450 to 580 acrea of wetland to continue suc-
cessional recovery in the Steel Creek corridor, including habitat for the endan-
gered Amrican alligator. The effluent would reach the swamp via a canal near
Steel Creek and enter the swamp through a diffuser at a temperature of 23°C in
spring (2.8°C approach). This would allow acceas to the swamp and Steel Creek
by spawning riverine and anadromo”a fish and other aquatic biota. However, the
impacts on the swamp from the 10.O-cubic-meter-per-second flw would k somewhat
less than those described for direct discharge.

Both the 2.8°C and the 5.6°C approach-temperature cooling towers would re-
sult in full-tiw compliance with the 32.2”c State discharge temperature limft
as the cooling water enters the swamp.
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The environmental impacts of this alternative would be similar to those for
cooling towers with a once-through discharge via a canal to the swamp. These
impacts are summarized as follows :

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

About 55 acrea of wetlands and 55 acres of uplands would b impacted by

construction of the spray canal. No impacta to wetlands would occur
within the Steel Creek corridor, but the increased flow rate would
eliminate between 215 and 335 acres of wetlands in the swamp. The wet-
lands that would be impacted by this alternative are classified as Re-
source Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This resource
category and designation criteria include “’highvalue for evaluation
species and scarce or becoming scarce. “ The mitigation planning goal
specifies that there be “no net loss of inkind habitat value” (USDOI,
1981).

Approximately 120 acres of upland pine forest and open fields would be

disturbed for construction of the canal; the towers would displace 30
acres of uplands. About 850,000 cubic meters of spoil would have to be
removed and stored or utilized. Any dredged material would be mnitored
and handled to meet applicable regulatory standards.

No impact to the American alligator and shortnose sturgeon would occur;
foraging habitat of the endange red wood stork and roosting habi tat for

migratory waterfowI wouId receive adverse impacts from increased water
levels.

Approximately 16 fish per day (5480 fish per year) would be impinged,
and 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and 11.9 x 106 fish larvae would be entrained
annually.

No remobilization or transport of radionuclides from the Steel Creek
corridor would occur. About 1.0 curie of radiocesium would bs remobil-
ized and transported to the Savannah River by either approach. Liquid
releases of tritium to the river would be about 8640 curies per year.

Approximately 5 hours of fogging and 55 hours of horizontal icing would
occur, and 0.37 kilogram per acre per month of salt drift would be
deposited.

Several archeological sites near or along the canal route could receive
adverse impacts from construction activities. A mitigation plan would
be developed and implemented prior to restart similar to that described
for direct discharge.

The bottom contour of the swamp near the diffuser would be modified.

No impacts to water quality or increased susuended Darti.culates and

turbidity would result from the dredging of the canal. Short-term
impacts could be associated with the installation of the diffuser.

This alternative would require the following permits or processes: (1) a
U.S. Army ~E 404 permit, (2) an SCDHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES permit,

(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with the FWS, and (6) the prepara-
tion of a biological assessment for endangered species.
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If this alternative is implemented before direct discharge occurs, the
environmental impacts would be as described above. If it is implemented after

direct discharge occurs, the environmental impacts would be the same as those
described in Section 4.4.2 .2.1 (i.e., 10SS of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlanda,
etc. ). Any mitigative effects resulting from this alternative would not begin
until the end of the 27-month construction period.

4.4.2 .3.1.4 Once through--canal to swamp; pipe to river

Another variation of the once-through cooling-tower alternative would use

the same canal to the swamp aa that described previously, except it would not
discharge near the Steel Creek delta. Instead, it would discharge into a pile-

supported pipeline extending approximately 2500 meters across the swamp to a new
discharge structure with diffusers to be constructed in the Savannah River below
the nmuth of Steel Creek. This alternative is shown in Figure 4-32. The effl”-

ent completely bypasaes the Steel Creek corridor and swamp.

For this design, K-Reactor would still discharge through the mouth of Steel

Creek, but L-Reactor would discharge downstream into the K-Reactor plume.

The canal would be parallel to the Steel Creek floodplain. It would be
constructed by using material from cuts as fill material where needed. The
pipeline across the swamp would be supported on pilinga to prevent the pipe from
acting as a water barrier when the swamp is flooded. Because a pile-driver

would be used, no material would have to be dredged for the pilings. Bargea
would be floated in during periods of high water and tied together to form a

working platform or temporary causeway. Equipment for building the pipeline
would work from the barges. Vegetation adjacent to the pipeline would b re-
moved to provide room for the barges . Some dredging and fill at the river would
be needed to place the diffuser. The dredged material would be monitored and
handled to meet applicable regulatory standards.

About 27 months would be required to design, construct, a“d permit this
alternative. All construction would take place away from Steel Creek. A sh”t-
down of about 1 mnnth would be required while the new facilities are completed
and-connect ed-to-the-cooli.ng-wa&er-d.i.scharge-if--L-Reactor -operation starts-––—–
before this alternative is implemented.

Temporary, limited impact to wetlands from this alternative would result
from the construction of the pipeline. This raised structure would extend from

a POint near the Steel Creek delta to tbe Savannah River, a distance of 25OO
meters. Pipeline construction could have adverse impacts on the Savannah River
swamp because of: (1) piles driven into the substrate to support the pipeline,

(2) the use of heavy equipment affecting wetlands by compacting the substrate,

and (3) increased erosion and sedimentation due to disturbances of the
substrate.

Capital costs for the cooling towers, the canal to the swamp, and the pipe-
line over the swamp to the river would be about $103 million for the 8.4°C

apprOach tOwer or $112 million for the system with the 5.6°C approach tower.
Yearly maintenance and Operating cOsta would be $5.2 million to $5.4 million and
the present worth would be $140 million to $158 million. Annualized cost would
be $16.5 million to $IE.6 tillIo” (OU Pent, 1983d) . An estimated 375 construc-
tion personnel would bs required.
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The production efficiency for this alternative would be 100 percent , the
same as that for the direct discharge alternative. Water withdrawal from the
river would be the same as for direct discharge . The only environment al impact
to the swamp would be due to the pipeline construction.

The water discharge flow rate to the Savannah River would be about 10.1
cubic meters per second for this alternative. No discharges would be released

to Steel Creek.

Because this alternative would completely avoid Steel Creek and the swamp,

approximately 730 to 1000 acres of wetland would continue to undergo Succes-

sional recovery; fish would have full access to Steel Creek and the swamp. How-
ever, the access of fish to Boggy Gut Creek would be limited, especially during
the spring and summer.

In summer, considering extreme meteorological conditions, this alternative
would discharge effluent into the Savannah River at temperatures of 5°C and 7°C
above ambient for the 5.6°C and 8.4°C approaches, respectively. In the spring,
temperatures at the mouth of Steel Creek would be 5° to 7“c above ambient .
Effluent temperatures in winter at this discharge point would be 19° to 21”C.
These temperatures would be 70 to 9°C above ambient temperature. The 5.6°C

apprOach alternative wOuld COIIIPIYwith maximum discharge temperature criteria;
the 8.4°c approach alternative would not comply.

The diffuser would be constructed to mix the effluent rapidly with the
river. Based on seasonal outfall temperatures, a zone of passage would be main-
tained to allow movement of anadromous fish past SRP; the mouth of Steel Creek
would not be blocked by temperatures high enough to exclude riverine and anadro-
mous fish from entering and spawning in the Steel Creek swamp system (for both
5.6°C and 8.4°C approach temperatures). Discharge temperatures could attract
some fish species into the thermal plume during the winter; however, insignifi-

cant impacts are expected on riverine species due to overwintering stress.

The pipeline would be constructed above the high-flood mark (about 7 to 9
inters), so it could not act as a dam and impede water flow during flooding.

—.—— —.—— — .—
Proper buffers would be instailed during construct ion to ~revent wvement

of suspended particulate, which could cause turbidity impacts. Discharge water
quality would be the same as that described for direct discharge . No signifi-
cant changes in water quality, suspended particulate , or turbidity are expected
to occur in the swamp or the Savannah River.

Other environmental consequences of this alternative would bs as follows :

● Construct ion of the canal would impact about 120 acres of upland pine
forest and open fields, and would require the disposal of approximately
850,000 cubic meters of spoil material. ‘l’heconstruct ion of the towers
would impact 30 acres of upland pine forest.

. Construction of the pipeline would impact foraging habitat of the en-
dangered wood stork.
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The impingement of 16 fish per day (5840 fish per year) and the annual
entrainment of 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and 11.9 x 106 fish larvae would

occur.

No remobilization and tramport of radionuclides in sediments of Steel
Creek and the swamp would occur. About 0.25 curie of radiocesium would
be released annually from Steel Creek as the result of P-Area discharges
and nstural flow. Liquid releases of tritium to the Savannah River

would be about 8900 curies per year.

Atmospheric discharges from the canal and cooling towers would result in

aPPrOxi~telY 5 hOurs of increased fogging, 55 hours of icing on hori-
zontal surfaces, and salt drift deposition of 0.37 kilogram per acre per
month.

Several archeological sites occur near or along the canal route and

could receive adverse impacts from construction activities. A mitiga-
tion plan would be developed and implemented prior to restart similar to
that described for direct discharge.

This alternative would require the following permits or processes: (1) a
U.S. Army COE 404 permit, (2) an SCOHEC 401 certification, (3) an NPDES permit,
(4) a 316(a) demonstration, (5) consultations with the FwS, and (6) the prepara-
tion of a biological assessment for endangered species.

If this alternative is implemented before the restart of L-Reactor, tbe

environmental impacts would be as described above (successional recovery of
about 730 to 1000 acrea of wetland). If it is implemented after direct dis-
charge occurs, the environmental impacts would be the same as those described in
Section 4.4.2 .2.1 (i.e., loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc.). Any
mitigative effects resulting from this alternative would not &gin until the end
of the 27-month construction period.

4.4.2.3.2 Cooling towers--recirculation

4.4.2 .3.2.1 Total recirculation--blowdown co Steel Creek

Cooling towera that completely recirculate the cooling water could be added

to the L-Reactor site. The towers would be designed for a 2.8°C or 8.4°C ap-
proach temperature at a 27°C wet bulb. The secondary cooling water would be

discharged from the reactor heat exchanger, cooled by the cooling towers, and
returned to the 186-L reservoir for recirculation. Makeup water would b re-

quired to replace evaporative and blowdown losses.

This option would require the construction of cooling towera adjacent to
the reactor (Figure 4-33). A reinforced concrete sump, approximately 9 meters

square and 11 meters deep with pumps, would he built over the existing outfall
pipe. The sump pit could be constructed around the existing outfall pipe while

reactor flows continue. Discharge pipes from the pumps would run above ground

to connections with an underground pipe that would convey the heated water to
the top of the cooling towers. The flow would proceed by gravity to reinforced

concrete basins beneath the towers and then to the 186-L reservoir. About 27

months would be required to design and construct this option (Du pent, 1983f).
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Ml construction would take place away from SteeI Creek. If L-Reactor is re-
started before this alternative is Implemented, a shutdown of”about 1 month
would be required to cut the existing pipe and install a valve to retain water

in the sump.

Approximately 300 meters of the north perimeter fence and road would have

to ba relocated around the north side of the new cooling towers to provide space
for the structures and the connecting pipes to the reservoir. A control build-
ing (approximately 8 by 15 meters ) for miscellaneous electrical and mechanical
Items would also be required. Power could be ru” from existing sources in the
L-Reactor complex to both new areas . Construction roads would be located to
minimize environmental impacts.

Capital costs for the 2.8°C approach towers are estimated to be $60 mfl-

llon. Annual operating and maintenance costs for the cooling towers would be
$2.5 tillion. The present worth would be $142 million, and the annualized cost
would be $16.7 fillion. Towers designed for a 8.4°C approach temperature at a
27°C wet bulb would have a capital cost of about $39 ~illIon, ~hi~h is some”hat

less than that for the 2.8°c approach temperature towers. Operating and main-
tenance costs would be $2.2 million; the present worth would be $198 million;
and the annualized cost would be $23.3 million (Du Pent, 1983d) . b estimated
150 construction personnel would be required. The overall configuration of the
cooling-tower water recirculation system would be similar to that shown for the
more efficient towers in Figure 4-33.

Production efficiency for the 2.8°c approach towers is estimated to be 94

percent (derived from Du Pent, 1983d) of that for the direct discharge case.
Production efficiency for the 8.4°C approach towers is estimated to b 85 per-

cent (derived from Du Pent , 1983d). The makeup-water requirement for a 2.8”C or
8.4°C approach cooling tower is estimated to be approximately 1.4 cubic meters
per second, of which about O.6 cubic meter per second would be due to blowdown
and about O.8 cubic meter per second would be d“e to evaporation.

Under extre~ meteorological conditions, the cooling-tower blowdown (O.6

cubic inter per second) to Steel Creek would have summer exit temperatures of
28°C (2.8°C approach) and 34°C (8 .4°c approach).

The blowdown water discharge temperature from the cooling towers would vary

depending on existing meteorological conditions and reactor operating power.
Downstream temperatures are listed in Tables 4-47 and 4-48 and shown in Figures
4-34 and 4-35. The 30-year-average ambient Steel Creek temperatures measured at
Road A are 29°c in summer, 22°C in spring, and 8°C in winter.

Under extreme summer meteorological conditions, the cooling-tower blowdown

to Steel Creek would have an exit temperature of about 34°C (8.4°C approach ).
Near-ambient temperatures would be reached at the Steel Creek delta in the sum-

mer and spring for the 2.8°C approach. Temperatures at the delta in winter

would be about ambient with the 2 .8°C and 8.4 “C approaches. Winter te”perat”res

at the muth of Steel Creek would be at ambient for both designs.

The 2.8°C approach tower would comply with the 32°C maximum discharge tem-

perature except under extreme summer meteorological conditions. The 8 .4°C aP-

proach system could be expected to regularly exceed the 32°c maximum ternperat”re
in summer.
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Table 4-4?. Temperatures (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with

total recirculation cooling towers (2.8°C approach)

Location Summera Summrb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 28 27 23 18
Road A 32 29 23 10
Swamp at delta 33 29 22 9

Mid-swamp 29 26 19 7
Mouth of creek at riverd 30 27 21 12

aBaaed on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and
estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBa~ed on 30-year average valuea for ~teorOIOgi Cal conditions (1953-

1982) and actual power of an operating reactor. Summr average temperatures
have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperature that could
be expected if significant temperature excursions above and balow average did
not occur.

cTemperature of water entering Steel Creek.
dTemperature increase due to mixing with K-Reactor effluent.

Table 4-48. Temperatures (‘C) downstream in Steel Creek with

total recirculation cooling towers (8.4°C approach)

Location Summera Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 34 34 31 28
Road A 33 30 24 12
Swamp at delta 33 29 23 10
Mid-swamp 29 26 19 7
Mouth of creek at riverd 30 27 21 12

aBa.s.e.d_on_wora.t_5.:day_meteor.ological..condi.tlons_(July _l.lzl5.,..1.980,).and__ _____
estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBased on 30-Year average values for meteorological conditions (1953-
1982) and actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average temperature
have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperature that could
be expected if significant temperature excursions above and halow average did
not occur.

cTemperature of water entering Steel Creek.
dTemPerature increase due to mixing with K-Reactor effluent.

The 2.8”c and 8.4°c approach recirculation alternatives would aubatantially
reduce thermal discharge to Steel Creek, and would result in minimal impacts to

the biota of the creek, its delta, the floodplain, and the Savannah River in
comparison to the effects cauaed by direct discharge. This alternative would
have low discharge rates, and impacts due to flow would be mlninral.
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The construction of the towers would affect approximately 30 acres of up-
land pine forest. This area is contiguous with the L-Reactor facility and does
not provfde habitat for endangered or threatened species or other important
wildlife.

Based on an estimated requirement of 7 percent makeup or 1.4 cubic meters
per second of Savannah River water usage for the cooling towers , there would be

approximately 743 fish impinged per year, and 9.8 x 105 fish eggs and 1.5 x
106 fish larvae entrained per year as the result of L-Reactor oPeration with

cooling towers.

Radiocesium transport down Steel Creek would be about 0.8 curie per year by
either approach. Liquid releases of tritium from L-Reactor to the Savannah
River would be about 8900 curies per year.

Nonradioactive atmospheric releases would result in (1) a maximum of 5
hours per year of fogging (ie., the visibility reduced to less than 1000

meters) within about 1 kilometer, and (2) a maximum of 55 hours per year of ice
accumulation on horizontal surfaces . An estimated 0.37 kilogram per acre per
month of salts would be deposited from tower drift within about 1 kilometer of
the tower.

No archeological sites are expected to be impacted by this alternative.

The ion-concentration ratio in the blowdown to Steel Creek is expected to

be about 3. Thus, the chemical conatituents in the creek water near the
L-Reactor outfall would be about 1.7 times their normal concentration without

the blowdown. At Road A, the increases in concentration would be only about 1.4
times normal. The blowdown is not expected to have an appreciable impact on the

water quality of Steel Creek, the swamp, or the Savannah Rfver.

This alternative would require consultation wfth the PWS. No other consul-

tation or permits are required.

If this alternative is implemented before the restart of L-Reactor, the en-

vironmental impacts would be as described shove (successional recovery of about
730 to 1000 acres of wetland). If it is implemented after direct discharge oc-

curs, the environmental impacts would be the same as those described in Section
4.4.2 .2.1 (i.e., loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc.). Any mitigative

effects resulting from this alternative would not begin until the end of the
construction period.

4.4.2 .3.2.2 Total recirculation--blowdown treatment

As indicated in Table 4-47 in Section 4.4.2.3.2.1, the resultant tempera-
ture rise in Steel Creek could exceed the State discharge criteria of 2.8°C
above ambient due to reactor secondary cooling-water discharge temperature dur-
ing certain mnths of the year. Winter compliance would be the nmst difficult .

Measures could be taken to ensure that the State requirements would aIways be
met by additional blowdown treatment. Such masures could include one of the
following: (1) refrigerating the blowdown before discharge to Steel Creek,

(2) piping all the blowdown to Par pond or K-Reactor and thereby eliminating
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the blowdown discharge to Steel Creek, (3) using a small cooling tower to fur-

ther reduce the blowdown temperature before discharge, or (4) using a holding
pond for the blowdown with or without a spray system.

The application of a large refrigeration system (estimated 10,000 tons
refrigeration capacity--see Figure 4-36 ) to cool the blowdown flow would guaran-
tee full-t ime compliance with State discharge requirements, because the blowdown
would always be discharged at near-ambient stream temperature. This alternative
represents the “Best Technology Available” for minimizing thermal discharge im-
pacts. Piping the blowdown to Par Pond or K-Reactor is being considered at this
time with regard to its practical application. The small cooling tower or hold-

ing ponds could significantly reduce the discharge temperature, but possibly not
enough to meet the 2.8°C criterion in the wfnter. Cost estimates are available
at this time only for the refrigeration blowdown treatment.

Construction time and reactor downtim for this alternative have ken
estimated to be about the same as those for the total recirculation system
without blowdown treatment (Section 4.4.2.3.2. 1).

The capital cost of the total-recirculation 2.8°C approach cooling-tower
system with blowdown refrigeration is estimated to k $75 million. Yearly
operating and maintenance costs for this alternative would be $3.2 million.
Present worth would be $163 million and annualized cost would be $19.1 million.
An estimated 170 construction personnel would be required.

Although the refrigeration system would ensure compliance with State
requirements, it would represent a significantly increased capital cost and
annual operating cost over a cooling-tower system without blowdom treatment.
Production efficiency would be 93.5 percent for this alternative with
refrigeration.

This cooling-system alternative would discharge 0.6 cubic meter per second
of blowdown effluent at the same temperatures in summer and spring as those
achieved by cooling towers having total recirculation (2.8°C approach). In
summer, winter, and spring, near-ambient temperatures (calculated) would be
achieved from the outf all_t,O_the_Sa.vannah_ Ri.ver.m._wimter..temper. at~r~~_~t_th~_. .
mouth of Steel Creek would be 1l“C. This slightly over-ambient-temperature
water could attract and concentrate fish near the mouth of Steel Creek.

Table 4-49 lists Steel Creek temperatures for various seasons with this
alternative . Ambient temperatures in Steel Creek at Road A are 29°C in the
summer, 22°C in the spring, and 8°C in the winter.

The total-recirculation cooling towers with blowdown refrigeration would be
in continuous compliance with the maximum 32”c discharge temperature except dur-
ing extreme summer meteorological conditions. If less efficient cooling towers
were used, additional refrigeration could be used to meet State requirements;
cost, however, would increase accordingly. The refrigeration unit would be
operated for a longer time period over the year if less efficient towers were
used.

This alternative would have essentially the same environmental impacts as
those result ing from the implementation of cooling towers having total recircu-
lation (2.8“c approach) without blowdown cooling during the spring and summer
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Table 4-49. Temperatures (‘C) downstream in Steel Creek wfth

a total-recirculation cooling tower (2.8°C approach)
with blowdown treatment (refrigeration)

Location Summera Summe rb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 28 27 23 11

Road A 32 29 23 9

Swamp at delta 33 29 22 9

Mid-swamp 29 26 19 i’

Mouth of creek at riverd 30 27 21 11

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and
estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBa~ed on 30-year average values for WteOrOlOgiCal conditions (1953-

1982) and actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average temperatures

have been included to show
be expected if significant
not occur.

cTemperature of water
dTemperature increase

because the blowdown would

the discha~ge and Steel Creek temp~ratures that could
temperature excursions above and below average did

entering Steel Creek.
due to mfxing with K-Reactor effluent.

wet criteria without treatment. During the winter
the impacts would be less with treatment because the blowdown would be treated
. . . . . . criteria. These impacts are summarized as follows :

●

●

●

●

●

Construction of the towers would affect approximately 30 acres of upland
pine forest. There would be no impact to wetlands or the biota that
inhabit the Steel Creek ecosys ternand swamp.

There would be no impact to endangered and threatened species.

The mke”p requirement would be about 1.4 cubic meters per second. Ap-
proximately 743 fish would be imping~ annual ly.;..angu.gl%~t.ral~~e~~ _

fish eggs and larvae would b 9.8 x 105 and 1.5 x 106, respectively.
-.—. —

Transport of radiocesi”m would be maintained at its normal level, about
0.8 curie per year. Tritium discharges in liquid effluents would be
about 8900 curies per year.

Atmospheric releases would result in (1) a maximum of 5 hours per year
of fogging (i.e. , visibility reduced to less than 1000 meters ) within
1.0 kilometer of the towers, and (2) a maximum of 55 hours per year of
ice accumulation on horizontal surfaces. An estimated 0.37 kilogram per
acre per month of salts would be emitted.

No archeological sites would be impacted.

Because of the low discharge rate, little or no change in present erosion
or sedimentation patterns is expected. There would be no impacts to aquatic
substrate or water q“alicy from dredging and filling activities, because they
are not required.
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This alternative would require consultation with the ~S. NO other consul-
tations or permits are required.

If this alternative is implemented before the restart of L-Reactor, the

environmental impacts would be as described above (successional recovery of
about 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands). If it is implemented after direct dis-
charge occurs, the environmental impacts would be the same as those described in
Section 4.4.2 .2.1 (i.e., loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc.). ky
mitigative effects resulting from this alternative would not begin until the end
of the 27-month construction period.

4.4.2 .3.3 Cooling towers--partial recirculation

4.4.2 .3.3.1 Partial recirculation--discharge to Steel Creek

Cooling towers (2.8°C or 8.4°C approach temperature) that only recirculate

a POrtl On Of the cooling water could be added to the L-Reactor site. From Apri 1
through October the towers would cool water on a once-through basis and dis-

charge all the effluent directly to Steel Creek. Based on equilibrium tempera-
ture calculations for these months, the discharge to Steel Creek under normal

weather conditions would continuously meet the 32.2°C/+2 .8°C temperature cri-
teria if a 2.8°C approach cooling tower is ueed. Equilibrium temperature calcu-

lations indicate that, from November through ~rch (DU Pent, 1983d,e), a portion
of the cooling water must be recirculated to the 186-Basin. Table 4-50 lists

the percent of the cooling~ater flow exiting the cooling tower that would be
allowed to discharge into Steel Creek. The percent of direct river water flow

indicated in Table 4-50 is the blending water that would be mixed with the
cooling-tower discharge to meet the State +2 .8°C temperature criteria.

Table 4-50. Cooling-water usage for cooling-tower system
with partial recirculation (2.8°C approach

temperature tower)

Percent of cooling Percent of river water
tower flow into creek diverted directly to Steel Creek

Month (tower discharge) (blending water)

November 34 66
December 12 88
January 22 78
February 46 54
March 74 26

This alternative would require the construction of cooling towers adjacent
to the reactor (Figure 4-33) as described for the complete recirculation tower
alternative. In addition, a diversion box and piping would b required to

direct the cooling water to either Steel Creek or the 186-L reservoir. About Z7
months would be requirad to design and construct this alternative. Construction

would take place away from Steel Creek. A shutdown of about 1 month would be
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required while all new facilities are completed if L-Reactor is operated before
the construction of this alternative.

Capital costs for this alternative are an estimated to $70 million (2.8”C

approach), and annual operating coats are an estiumted $5.5 million. Present
worth of this alternative would be about $140 ml llion and the annualized coat
would be about $16.4 million (Du Pent, 1983d). An estimated 150 construction
personnel would b required.

Production efficiency is estimated to be about 97.5 percent of that for the

direct discharge reference case. The valuea in Table 4-50 are baaed on daily

average temperatures in Steel Creek. River water withdrawal requirements would

be 100 percent of the discharge and evaporation flow ratea. The discharge rate
for this alternative would be 10.9 cubic meters per second.

Because of the potential need for blending with river water to meet State

discharge criteria, cooling water at near-ambient temperatures would be dis-
charged to Steel Creek. Table 4-51 and Figure 4-37 present the seaaonal maxi-
mum downstream temperatures in Steel Creek. Thua, there would be no appreciable
impacts on the temperature of Steel Creek or Savannah River water from the

cooling-tower discharges.

Table 4-51. Temperatures (‘C) downstream in Steel Creek with
cooling towers with partial recirculation
(2.8°C approach)

Location Summers Summerb Springb Winterb

Discharge temperature 28 27 23
Road A

11
29 28 23 11

Swamp at delta 30 28 23 10
Mid-swamp 29 27 21 9
Mouth of creek at river 29 27 21 10

aBased--on--worat–5=day–@t-e-or61~i-cZl-cofidi tlons (July [l-15, 19-8-0)–and

estimated operating power of the reactor.
bBa~ed on 30_year ~verage values for wteorological conditions (1953-

1982) and the actual power of an operating reactor. Summer average tempera-
tures have been included to show the discharge and Steel Creek temperatures

that could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and below
average did not occur.

cTemperature of water entering Steel Creek.

The 2.8°C approach temperature tower would met State discharge limits of

32.2°C St all times, as indicated in Table 4-51.

A cooling tower designed for an 8,4°C approach temperature would result in
sunnner cooling-water discharge temperature about 5°C higher than the 2.8°C

apprOach temperature tower. Adding more than 5°C to Table 4-51 would result in
noncompliance with State discharge litits .
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The 8 .4°C approach temperature tower would also increase the blending water
required, and would result in discharge rates that could significantly exceed
10.3 cubic inters per second if blending were to be applied during the summer
months. The use of an 8.4°C approach temperature tower would bs much less

desirable, for these reasona, than a 2.8° C tower in this alternative. Becauae
an 8 .4°C approach tower in a partial recirculation system wuuld not comply with
State discharge requirements, even with flow rates greater than 11 cubic inters
per second, it has been dropped from further consideration.

Partial-recirculation cuoling towers would ha in normal compliance with

discharge criteria with infrequent excursluns. These excursions are predicted

to uccur at night during January, February, and March, for 1 to 4 hours. Only

the Steel Creek temperature rise crlterinn wuuld be exceeded at these times (Du
Pent, 1983d).

Because the duration and rate of discharge (10.9 cubic meters per secund)
for this alternative (2.8”c approach) are nearly identical to that for cooling
towers with direct discharge (Section 4.4.2.3.1. 1), the environmental impacta
would be the same. Although near-ambient temperatures would be achieved from
the uucfall to the Savannah River, the effluent flow would have adverae effects
un the envirunment. Emergent macrophytes and other wetland flora wuuld be
upruoted by the increased flnw rate, and the delta would grow at a rate of about
3 surface acres per year. Sunnner and spring temperatures uf Steel Creek above
the delta would ba about 1“C above ambient, and 3°C above ambient in winter.
Water temperatures at the muth uf Steel Creek would be about ambient in summer
and spring, and 2°C above ambient in winter. Thus, thermal effects tu aquatic

biota would not be significant.

Except for the dtigating effects associated with lower discharge tempera-
tures, the environmental impacts caused by this alternative (2.8°C approach)
would be similar tu those for direct discharge; they are summarized aa fullows:

● The high flow rate would impact between 420 and 580 acres uf wetlands
within the Steel Creek curridor. Because tha effluent wuuld not have

elevated temperatures, the high flow rate would impact between 70 to 80
——per.cent–of—chat–a~ea -of—ehe-delta–predicted–f or–direct–diacharge~ —Thus3 -

between 215 and 335 acres would ba eliudnated (ur a total of 635 to 915
acres of wetlands). The wetlanda that wuuld b impactad by this alter-

native are claaaified as Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wild-
life Service. This resuurce categury and designation criteria include
“high value fur evaluating species and scarce or hecuming scarce”
(USDOI, 1981). The mitigation planning goal specifies that there ha ‘“no
net leas of inkind habitat value. ” About 30 acres of uplands would bs
impacted for the construction of the cuuling towers.

● Foraging aitea for the endangered wuod stork would be eliminated due to

increased water levels.

● The impingement of 16 fish per day (5840 fish per year), and the annual

entrafnmnt of 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and 11.9 x 106 fish larvae would
uccur.
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●

●

●

●

●

About 3.4 curies would be transported the first year using a 2.8”c ap-

proach; an 8.4°C approach would releaae 3.5 curies. Liquid releasea of
tritium to the Savannah River would be about 8800 curies per year.

Atmospheric releases would result in (1) a maximum of 5 hours per year
of fogging (i.e., visibility reduced to less than 1000 uters) within
about 1.0 kilometer of the towers, and (2) a ~ximum of 55 hours per
year of ice accumulation on horizontal surfaces. An estimated O.37
kilogram per acre per rmnth of salts would b emitted within about 1.0
kilouter of the towers.

Potential impacts to five archeological sites eligible for the National
Register. A mitigation plan would be developed and implemented prior to
restart similar to that described under direct discharge.

No impacts to substrate, water quality, or water levels due to dredging

or filling.

Increaaed sedimentation and erosion due to effluent discharge; delta
growth is anticipated to be 3 surface acres per year.

This alternative would require the following permits or processes: (1) an
NPDES permit, (2) consultations with the FWS, and (3) the preparation of a bio-
logical asseaaent for endangered species.

If this alternative is implemented before the restart of L-Reactor, the

environmental impacts would be as described above (i.e. , loss of 635 to 915
acres of wetlands). If it is implemented after direct discharge occurs, the

environmental impacts would be the same as those described in Sect ion 4.4.2 .2.1
(i.e., loss of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc. ). Any mitigative effects re-

sulting from this alternative would not begin until the end of the 27-month con-
struction period.

4.4.2 .3.3.2 Partial recirculation--with refrigeration

This alternative is the same as the partial recirculation case described in

Section 4.4.2.3.3.1 with the addition of a refrigeration unit that would be used
primarily at night during the winter, to met State discharge criteria. The

refrigeration system would operate about 2 to 5 hours per night from January
through March. During those hours, about 1 cubic meter per second would be

diverted through the refrigeration unit to give a mixed Steel Creek temperature
that complies with State discharge temperature requirements.

The estimted construction time would be 27 months, with a downtim of

about 1 month for system connection, assuming L-Reactor would be operating hs-
fore this alternative is implemented.

Capital costs would be about $85 million, and maintenance and operating

costs would be about $5.7 million. Present worth would be $157 million and

annualized cost would be $18.4 willion (Du Pent, 1983d). An estimsted 180 con-
struct ion personnel would be required.
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The production efficiency would be about 97.5 percent. Partial recircula-
tion alternative would discharge 10.9 cubic meters per second into Steel Creek,
and total recirculation alternatives discharge only about 0.6 cubic meter per
second.

Average ambient temperatures at Road A in Steel Cresk are 29°c in summr,
22°C in spring, and 8°C in winter (Du Pent, 1983d). Tabla 4-52 lists downstream

temperatures by seaaon.

Table 4-52. Temperature (“C) downstream in Steel Creek with partial

recirculation with refrigeration (2.8°c approach)

Location Sumwra Summrb Springb Wintarb

Discharge temperature 28 27 23 11
Road A 29 28 23 11
Swamp at delta 30 28 23 10
Mid-swamp 29 27 21 9
Mouth of creek at river 29 27 21 10

aBased on worst 5-day meteorological conditions (July 11-15, 1980) and
estimated operating power of the reactor.

bBaaed on 30-year average valuea for meteorological conditions (1953-

1982) and the actual power of an operating reactor. Suuscer average tempera-
tures have been included to show tha discharge and Steel Creek temperatures
that could be expected if significant temperature excursions above and below
average did not occur.

cTemperature of water entering Stael Creek.

Using a 2.8°C approach tower and a refrigeration unit, near-ambient creek
temperature would be achieved continuously. Partial recirculation cooling
towera (2.8”c approach) with refrigeration would, therefore, meet State dis-
charge-requi-remantsycontfmuously:

Cooling towers with partial recirculation and refrigeration (2.8“c ap-
proach ) would have thermal consequences that are similar to those from cooling
towers with total recirculation and refrigeration (2.8“c approach). Thus, the
environmental effects of this alternative would ba essentially the same as those
of the partial recirculation alternative without refrigeration. In general,
environmental effects are aumrized as follows :

● The high flow rate would impact bstween 420 and 580 acres of wetlanda
within the Steel Creek corridor. Because the effluent would not have
markedly elevated temperatures, high flow rate would impact between 70
to 80 percent of that area predicted for direct discharge. Thus, be-
tWeen 215 and 335 acres would ~ impa~ted (Or a tOtal of 635 to 915
acres of wetlands). The wetlanda that would b.rimpacted by this alter-
native are classified ae Resource Category 2 by the U.S. Fish and Wild-
life Service. This resource category and designation criteria include
“high value for evaluation species and scarce or bscoming scarce. ” The
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mitigation planning goal specifies that there be “no net loss of inkind
habitat value” (USDOI, 1981). About 30 acres of uplands would be im-
pacted for the construction of the cooling towers.

Foraging altes for the endangered wood stork would be eliminated due to
increased water levels.

The impingement of 16 fish per day (5840 fish per year), would occur, as
would the annual entrainment of 7.7 x 106 fish eggs and 11.9 x 106
fish larvae.

The transport of 3.4 curies. of radiocesium would occur the flrat year
using a 2.8°C approach. Liquid releaaes of trit ium to the Savannah
River would be about 8800 curies per year.

Nonradioactive atmospheric releaaes would result in (1) a maximum of 5
hours per year of fogging (i.e., visibility reduced to leaa than 1000
meters ) within about 1.0 kilometer of the towers, and (2) a mximum of
55 hours per year of ice accumulation on horizontal surfaces. An estl-
msted 0.37 kilogram per acre per month of salts would be emitted within
1.0 kilometer of the towera.

Potential impacts to five archeological sitea eligible for the Natioml
Register. A dtigation plan would be developed and implemented prior to
restart siudlar to that described for direct discharge.

\,

● ‘No impacta to substrate, water quality, or water levels due to dredging
,yr filling.

Impacts to wetlands from this alternative would & the saw aa those for

partial recirculation without refrigeration. High flow would affect between 420

and 580 a’:resin the Steel Creek corridor, and between 215 and 335 acres of wet-
lands in the delta and swamp.

\

This alternative would require the following permits or processes: (1) an
NPDES peruIIt, (2) consultation with the FWS, and (3) the preparation of a bio-

logical asseasrcent for endangered species.

If this alternative is implemented before direct discharge occurs, the

environmental impacts would bs aa described above (i.e., loaa of 635 to 915
acres of wetlanda ). If it is implemented after direct discharge occure, the

environmental impacts would k the sams as those described in Section 4.4.2 .2.1
(i.e., lOSS of 730 to 1000 acres of wetlands, etc.). Any mitigative effects
resulting from this alternative would not bgin until the end of the 27-month
construction period.

4.4.2.4 Other recirculation alternatives

Four alternative cooIlng syster@s were evaluated that would recirculate

“cooling water through impoundments located on the SHY. Impoundments that would

require new design and cOnstructiOn include L-pOnd, the High-Level pOnd, and
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Ksl Pond. Par Pond, an existing impoundment that is currently used to cool
P-Reactor, could also be used to cool L-Reactor.

DOE would perform safety analyaes for the design of the cooling-lake em-

bankment to ensure stability during construction, closure, filling, drawdown,
and under all conditions of lake operation, including appropriate earthquake

loading. The design will also aaaure that the embankment is safe against over-

topping during tbe inflow of the design flood and during wave action. These

analyses will bs performed to ensure public safety, because a failure of tha
cooling-lake dam could have adverse impacts on portions of the Seaboard Coast /

Line hilroad and South Carolina Highway 125 (SRP Road A) where they cross Steel #
Creek or other onalte streams belw a cooling lake.

/

Impounded water for a cooling lake would cause a local ground-water mound
in the water-table aquifer. This effect of the lake would dissipate with depth

/
and is expected to have only a small effect on water levels in the McBean Forma-
tion. The green clay is an important confining unit separating the McBean fromJ
the underlying Congaree Formation. It would pre”vent the increased head associa-

ted with a cooling lake from impacting the head differential bstween the Tusca-
loosa and Congaree Formations (see Figure 3-9). It is also an important bariier

to the mfgration of contaminants from near the surface to lower hydrostrati-]
graphic units. In the Separations Areas, the green clay (about 2 meters thick)
supports a head difference of about 24 wters between the McBean and Congaree

Formations. Based on water samples obtained for tritium analysis from the Con-
garee near the H-Area seepage baain, the green clay has effectively protected
the Congaree ground water from contamination seeping into the ground (Ms~ne,

1965) . In the L-Area, the green clay is about 7 inters thick. At che Par Pond
pumphouse along the strfke of the McBean and Congaree Formations, the green clay
also supports a large head difference; the water pumped from the Congaree Forma-
tion shows no evidence of tritium contamination even though tritium concentra-
tions in that lake were msasured at 27,000 picocuries per liter. Water pumped
from the Congaree by the pumphouae well exhibited tritium concentratioria of

170 picocuries per liter or less in comparison to concentrations of 260 * 60
picocuriea per liter in offsite well water (Ashley and Zeigler, 1981)J

4.4.2 .4.1 L-Pond _—.. –-. –.—- -– ---———. —.—

The dadng of Steel Creek to form a lake, L-Pond, to accept heated efflu-
ent from L-Reactor haa baen investigated. The discharge from L-R&act or would
enter L-Pond directly without any precoollng. Cooled water from the lake would
be pumped back to the L-Reactor reservoir for recirculation through the reactor.

Under this alternative, an earthen embankment would be constructed across
Steel Creek approximately 750 meters above the Seaboard Coast Line Railroad

bridge (Figure 4-38). This embankment would be approximately 32 meters high and
about 1500 meters long, impounding just over 1300 acrea, “ith a normal pool
eleVation of 61 meters abOve man aea level. The total amount of earth fill
required to construct the embankment would be 840,000 cubic meters. Several
earthen berms would be required to prevent high water from overflowing natural

saddles near the east and north enda of the lake.

The creation of L-Pond would require the relocation of two 115-kilovolt
electric tranatission and buried supervisor control and relay cable lines that
cross Steel Creek near Road A_14. Approxi@tely 1400 meters of South Carolina
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Electric and Gas Company 115-kilovolt transmission line would be replaced by

steel towers and new conductor cable to enable the line to span the widened

waterway. Several SRP roads inundated by the lake would be abandoned or raised.

A new pumping station, similar to but smaller than the existing Par Pond
station, would be constructed on the northwest shore of the lake near Road
A-14. The power for this station would be run from the existing 504-3G substa-
tion approximately 1200 meters away. A new pipeline generally paralleling tbe
northwest shore of the pond would carry cooled water back to the L-Reactor

reservoir. Access roads for construction activities would be routed to minimize
environmental impacts. About 40 months would be required to design and con-
struct this alternative (Ou Pent, 1983d).

This alternative is similar to the 500-acre lake, except the dam and lake

are larger. The construction of the recirculation portion would not affect re-
actor operation. A shutdown of about 1 month would be required to divert the
stream through the discharge structure .

The estimated capital costs for L-Pond would be $73 million, with annual

operating expenses of $2.9 million. The present worth would be $135 million and
the annualized cost would be $15.9 ndllion (Du Pent, 1983d). An estimated 630
construction personnel would be required.

The relative production efficiency of this alternative is expected to be

96 percent of that for the direct discharge option. The water discharge rate to
Steel Creek would be about 0.5 cubic meter per second and would consist of the

overflow from L-Pond. Makeup water temperature from the Savannah River to
L-Pond would have minor effects on L-Pond temperature and reactor operation.

Under extrem summer meteorological conditions, the overf low to Steel Creek
would have an exit temperature of about 33”C, which is 2°C above ambient in sum-

mer at Road A. Near-ambient temperatures should be reached at the Steel Creek
delta in the spring and summer. Thus, this alternative would not increase the
water temperatures of the Savannah River.

The thermal behavior of L-Pond is_exp.ected_to_be_similar.-to..that.of–Rar.—.. .
Pond. L-Pon~” should experience thermal stratification from April through
October and it should be well mixed from November through March. During periods
of thermal stratification, the hypolimnion could become intensely anoxic, with
ferrous iron and other metals being dissolved frOm the sediment (Marshall and
LeRoy, 1971). Seasonal cycling of cesium-137 , similar to that found In Par Pond
(Alberts et al., 1979), is probable in L-Pond.

This alternative would provide normal compliance with the maximum 32.2°C
discharge temperature limit rise in Steel Creek except during ~xtreme S“mer

meteorological conditions.

Near-ambient temperatures would be reached at the Steel Creek delta, allow-
ing continuing successional recovery of the swamp with associated utilization by
aquatic and terrestrial species (fish, waterfowl, wood stork, and the American
alligator) . Delta growth under this alternative is expected to bc near zero.

The L-Pond alternative would inundate approximately 1060 acres of upland
pine. This lake would support minimal aquatic life because of a contfnually
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